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commitmentn. The studi.Os Lieu y
focus only on one type of respondent.
However three studies went beyond
this by comparing responses of three
types of respondents. They asked,
'Given a set of intervening vari-
ables, hobw do the knowledge, atti-
tudes and behaviour of teachers,
students:and parents compare? Do
the variables account for any sig-
nificant"differences in the results?'
While 17 studies include only the
teachers an their sole sample, 14
include only the student sample, six
deal with both teachers and students,
five with both teachers and parents
and one focuses on the three cate-
gories of respondents.

Many of the studies, especially
those using correlations, are not
directly comparable, They differ
from one another in terms of the
various sets of. intervening vari-
ableo,used. For instance, while a
few studies determine how demographic
characteristics have affected changes
or lack of changes in KAP, a few
determine this by using beliefs,
professional' commitments, disciplines,
types of schools and school levels as
intervening variables. Furthermore,
not all studies have a similar set of
questions. While 20 studies raise
the question on awareness about popu-
lation problems, only a few attempt'
to find the sources of information .

for this while the rest ignore this
issue. All the studies ask how popu-
lation education should be'taught in
the school but only Orem ask who
should teach it. This means there-

"fore, that it would be easy to gener-
alize on findings emanating from a
big number of studies but difficult
to do so if the findings only come
from three or four studies; Never-
theless, findings emanating from two''-
cs" three studies have-been included,
calling the attention of the readers

vcocarob °alio

to this limitation. Another
Lotion is the size of the as [1
which varies conaiderably, from Au
few as 50J'espondenta to as many n
3,149 respondents. The majority
used simple random sampling pro-
cedures of respondents in several
schools selected in one area or
locality.. A few used purposive
sampling of all students or teachers
in a certain single school in one
area or locality. Many studies used
a nationwide coverage, using strati-
fied random sampling by area, school
and then respondents, usually includ-
ing five to fifteen per cent of the
targetted total population. Still
others Used a semi-nationwide cover-
age which means that they included
a certain number of regions, states
or districts in the country. Lastly,
the analysis of findings should be
viewed taking into account the vari-
ous cultural settings in which the
studies were conducted. Given the
above qualifications on the diffi.
culties ofinterpreting the research
studies, the following generaliza-
tions may be made:,

Population and family planning

1. The majority of teachers,
=students and parents were aware of
the specific consequenceS that a
rapid population growth would bring
to the people's quality of life and
their Confitry's development. All
three types of respondents generally
had little knowledge of the basic,
demographic characteristics such,is,
population size, growth rate, age
ratio, migration rate and the like.
Very fgor knew much about the national
population policies ana prograimes
that their respective Govermlents
have taken up to solve the population
problem.

-2 Gf the 10 studies which



probed the knowledge caf Loaebern and
ncodent!i on the family planning pro-
gramme and the various contraceptive
methods being propagated by the pro-
gramme, the majority knew and
favoured thm, with more students
favluring the programme and the use
of contraceptives than the teachers.
wever, everyone was against, legat-
ing abortion and any Wvernment's

direct intervention to impose a

limited family size on the people.

3. Of the five studies which
raised the question as to which
family planning methods are the most

'popular, rhythm, sterilization and
condoms were the most frequently
mentioned in that order.

4. Culled from only three
studies, the information about popu-
lation and family planning were de-
rived mostly from the printed media
e.g. newspapers and magazines, fol-
lowed by information gained from
friends, hospital and clinic person-
nel and lastly from television and
radio.

5. The respondents' attitudes
towards various population issues,
and pro-natalist and anti-natalist
beliefs showed trend towards positive
statements about population issues if
they were from countries with long
experience of population education
programmes. Those from countries
such as Nepal, where population edu-
cation has just been recently estab-
lished, had mixed feelings. The
majority agreed that family size can
be planned; having too many children
will affect the health of the mother
and spacing is therefore necessary
to maintain the health of the mother;
that small family size is necessary
for a happier and more comfortable
life; that overpopulation leads to
economic and social instability in

11.

the country; . lag

one of the methods that. can he.
ol family size and Om

istsi

ion, planned parenthood anl
imily planning programmes should be

taken up to educate the masses. A
study from Nepal shows misconcep-
tions among the teachers and students.
For Instance, although most respon-
dents felt that a big family is not
a blessing, there were still many
who indicated that children are
economic assets and insurance for
old age. The majority also thought
that while big families add to
social problems it is not morally
irrespont+kble of a person to have
more children than can be adequately
cared for. Although they agreed
that rapid population growth is the
major cause of poverty, very few
felt that government should take
direct measures to prevent it and
very few agreed that controlled
population growth is essential for
the economy development of the
country. But regardless'of whether
the studies emanate from countries
with long established programme or
recent ones, there was still a cleai
indication among the respondents for
sex preference especially for sons.

6. The preferred age
marriage for females varied.
Thailand and the Philippines pre-
ferred that females shouii get
married between 25 and 29 years old,
but India and Bangladesh said that
women should marry between the age
of 20724 or 21-25 years old. There
was general agreement that males
should marry between 26 and 30 years
old.

7. Most of the few studies
which raised the issue showed the
respondents' preference for nuclear
rather than extended families.
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H. Most studies, s.lso .Bowed

the respondents' preference for 2-4
children but one study from Thailand
gave various ideal sizes of families
corresponding to various levers of
income!, of families.

. The 17 studies which co
laced knowledge, attiludu and behav-
iour to various intervening variables
gave mixed findings. Taking sex as a
dependent variable, five itudies
showed that male students and
teachers were more knowledgeable
about populatia issues than female
students and teachers while two
studies showed the reverse. However,
in all the pertinent studies, sex
accounted for a statistically sig-
nificant difference in knowledge.and
attitude% The level of income also
made a significant difference - the
higher the income one has, the more
favourable he or she is towards
family planning and the population
programme. One study showed that
higher education means more positive
beliefs towards population education.
While one study revealed that re-
ligion does not have any significant
influence on the KAP, another study
showed that teachers of some re-
ligious faiths are less knowledgeable
and open towards population issues
than others. Again, while one study
showed that there was no significant
difference in knowledge among primary,
secondary and tertiary school
teachers and students, another study
showed that students in higher classes
had higher knowledge base than those
from the-lower classes. However,
regardless of school levels, t
majority showed favourable atti udes
towards population issues. Some
studies showed that teachers from so-
cial sciences and physical education
knew more than the rest, others
showed that teachers in medical and
natural sciences knew more and had

1,tat,';11,C.th 0111'1

more favourab
coming from d
cation. One study', i.n fat,

that previous Lralling and

udes
as 4 1111

showed
end-

once at population meetings and wink-
shops for the purpose of Integrating
population education into school sub-
Jeers did not have any effects in
changing the respondents attitudes.

Pnp'ilat ion education

1. The majority of th, stu
showed that teachers and students
were aware of the efforts being made
to introduce population education in
the schools in their respective.
countries. ,However, very few actu-
ally knew the true definition of
population education and in fact
regarded it no differently from
family planning and population con-
trol.

2. Most agreed that population
education should be introduced in
the school. They thought that by
doing this, the school would create
the right attitude and behaviour
among students towards family size
and responsible parenthood and help
check rapid population growth.
Those few who did not agree reasoned
that students are too immature to
accept such controversial topics and
..the subject matter is difficult to
-understand, much lesS-ttaehi-

3. An overwhelming majority'
preferred that population education
should be integrated with other ex-
isting school subjects rather than
taken as a separate subject. The
most frequently mentioned subject
in which it should be integrated
was social studies. The other less.
frequently mentioned subjects were
civics, science, biology, geography,'
economics, health, mathematics and
language.



4. Of the few studies which
raised this particular issue, it is
revealed that most teachers felt
that they were not prepared to teach
the subject and would rather not
teach it. While one study rec-
ommended that teachers should teach
population education, another study
preferred that outside experts be
invited to teach the subject.

5. Fifteen studies inclilaed-,
the question of the school level at
which population education should be
introduced. The majority of teachers
and students generally preferred that
it be introduced in high schooi and
college. However, a few studies
specified what types of population
subjects could be taken up iii the
primary, (e.g. overpopulation and
need for the small family), in high
school (e.g. concept of small family
and its advantages, demographic con-
cepts, population programme and
Government policies, human repro-
duction) and in the university (e.g.
family planning, contraceptive uses
and human reproductiaff).

6. Six studies suggested that
the following contents should be
taken up in teaching population edu-
cation: population aria its relation-
ship to various aspects of quality
of.life, demographic concepts, trends
and consequences of population
growth, solutions to populationpro-
blems, human reproduction, family
life and family planning. Two stud-
ies are against the inclusion of
human reproduction and family plan-
ning in population education. -

7. As to whether sex education
and other controversial topics (such
as naming of sex terms, pictures of
human reproductive organs, con-
traceptive devices) should be taught

art of population education,

Kw 1 Igo, at '! and behaotour

the majority of the teacher-
parents and students were in agree-
ment. They said that,by including
these topics, students will correct
their wrong ideas, help build ther
moral character and develop a bal-
anced personality. Those few who
were against it said that children
are I too youtg to learn about
these topics and which may eventu-
ally lead td immorality.

8; Most thought that sex edu-
cation should be integrated with
other subjects notably biology,
health and hygiene and social stud-
ies. It should be taught by teachers
and doctors alike.

9. The contents or topics to
be taken up in teaching sex edu-
cation include health and hygiene of
sex, anatomy and physiology of repro-
ductive organs, contraceptive
methods and bodily changes during
puberty.

10. Most said that sex edu-
cation should be introduced in high
school and college while one country
the Philippines, favoured its teach-
ing, more specifically the naming of
the sex organs in health ,and hygiene
practices, as early as grade one in
the primary school.

11. There were mixed findings
on the effect intervening varitbas
have had on knowledge of and atti-
tude towards population education.
The studies showed th# man were
more positive in theiriattitude
towards population ad lAtion than
women and male teache a were more
willing to teach it. Teachers in
the nursing and medi-al fields knew
more about family p is and eon-
traceptive ustand: more favour-
able attitude towar population edu-
cation than-those coming -from the
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field of education. Lastly, previoun
attendance and participation in work-
shops and seminars for the purpose
of integrating population education
into home economics subjects were not
effective in, changing the attitudes,
beliefs and commitments to population
education among home economics
teachers. Moreover, those groups
who Wid less seminar experience
appeared to hive more positive atti-
tudes towards population education.
Furthermore, teacher educators whose
main interest were in the fded and
nutrition area had more positive
quality-of-life belies than those
who had their major interests in
child development and family rela-
tions. Age, family size and years
of teaching had no influence on their
attitudes towards population edu-
eation,quality -of -life beliefs and
professional commitments.

a aary of research trends and
implications

Most of the studies in this
section generated mixed findings.
Even'the few studies which attempt
to correlate the effects'of inter-
vening variables such as the demo-
graphic characteristics with the
knowledge, attitude and behaviour of
the students, teachers and parents
also failed to'show-definite trends
and conclUsions. It is suggested
future KAP studies should not only
include an investigation of the
knowledge or attitude per ac but
should correlate these with other
variables such as age, sex, marital
status, education, employment, place
of;residence, socio-economic status
and most importantly take into con-
sideration the cultural and anthro-
pological factors. The data analysis
used in these studies have mostly
been frequency distribution and
liercantages: to be able to determine

14

n more valid correlation between the
intervening variables and the out-
comes, more sophisticated and in-
depth statistical r.alysis treat-
ments should be applied on the data.

A specific trend which emerged
from Lhe studies showed that
teachers and students were aware of
the,population problems in general
but knew little about basic popu-
lation issues and demographic con-
cepts nor were they sufficiently
knowledgeable about the government's
intervention programmes. This is
a gap in knowledge which the coun-
tries' programme trainers need, to
take into account in conduct tigi

their teacher training.

It was also commonly found that
the teachers, students and parents
were averse to any measures by the
government to impose klimited
family size. The implication to
curriculum development is quite
clear: population educatioh ma-
terials should avoid lessons that
will force the students to think
that families should only be limited
to one or two children, except in
the People's Republic of China where
it is Government policy.'

Countries with newly established
programme `should be given a more in.,-
depth and comprehensive orientation
on the various socio-cultural issues--
surrounding the population issue and
the population education programme.
The results of the studies showed
that most misconceptions arose
amongst respondents belonging to
countries with new programmes.
led to their ambivalentatti,tudes
toward the introduction of populatiOn._
education programme in the schools.
MOreiepecifically, more:clarifita-
tio and explanation abouteax
erinoe should be given to neutralise-



the general feeling among all coun-
tries for sex preference:especially
for boys.

Another very definite trend in
the findings from the KAP studies
was the existence of confusions and
misconceptions about the definition
of population education among the
respondents. The nwjority equated
population education with family
planningland birth control. Coun-
tries heed not only provide an inten-
sive educational campaign to correct
this misconception but they them
s.Aves should be clear and definite
about their stance with regard to
its definition and the programme
boundaries.

The majority of the respondents
o\ agreed that population edu-

cation should be introduced into
other subject areas rather than
offering it as a separate course and
that" it should be introduced pl. high
school and college. While the first
finding has found acceptance as a
feasible mode among countries and
experts on the pre_ramme, there
'appears to be a need for basic mini-
mum learning requirements to be de-
Veloped to avoid overloading en
already overcrowded curriculum. With
regard 0 the second general finding,
although most respondents felt that
population education should be taken
up in high school and,cpllege,_othar
exUehcies and circumstances force
Countries to introduce it in the
eieientary level. One 'good reason
to `that it is usually in the fourth
or fifth grade when most students
drop,}, of schools in most Asian
countries._ Therefore, before they
reach the child-bearing age, it is

ortant to acquaint them with
- population I sues.

Lastly, the general trend amen

Knowledge, a ant

the findings was that the introduc-
tion of sex education and other con-
troversial population issues were
not as unacceptable to Asian coun-
tries as most people are led to beo-
lieve. Many of the surveys showed
that the respondents agreed to their
inclusion in the population education
lessons but that -they should be in-
cluded at high school and college
levels.

D. Exemplary Studies

BANGLADESH

01

Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs (Education Division).
Population Education Programme.
A etuok of knowledge and attitude
towards population problems,
issues and population education
different level. of students.
Dhaka, 1980. 27 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To assess the level of knows
ledge of the students of classes IV
to XIV on population facts and re-
lated problems prior to their ex
posure to classroom teaching in popu-
lation education.

2. To aisess the attitude of
the students of classes IV to XIV

a-Porruistion-ilssusw-arld-170
Litton education prior to theiK ex-
posure to classroom teaching in
population education.

METHODOLOGY

Steles: Stratified random
sampling of 19 disuse was used,
specifically one from each district
of the country. FoUr primary:.:
schools, two high achOolsendone
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college from each thane were selec-
ted. Three students :tom each' class
of the selected educational insti-
tutions were again randomly selected
making a total of 1,196 respondents
from all levels. The sample was
further subdivided as groUps of e-
spondents from all levels. The sam-
pie was further oubdivided as groups
of respondents into those from
classes IV and V;\classes VI to VIII;
classes IX and X and classes XI to
XIV. Each group Of respondents was
administered by a:slightly different
set of questionnaires.

Data collection and analysis
techniques: Questionnaire comprising
a test of knowledge and test of atti-
tude. Frequency distribution, per-
centage and mean scores computation
were used to analyse the data.

FINDINGS

1. Students of higher classes
had a higher knowledge base than
those of the lower classes.

2. Within each class or group,
there is still a'sebstantial number
of students whose levels of awareness
should be raised substantially-
through an introduction of population
education courses in the school.

J., There is a fairly favourable
ttitude of the students towards

population-education. However,, the

-nature of the distribution of the
test scores for each class or group
indicated-intra-class or intergroup
variations-, demonstrating the fact
that-in each group there were large
numbers of students with less favour-
ible attitude thae that is rep-
tesented by the mean score for the

' class.

The class or the group with

--rah aay

a higher knowledge base Leads Lo be
wore favourable towards the subject
than that with.a lower knowledge
base. However, in class six,
although the male students had
higher knowledge base than the fe-
male students, their attitude was',
very slightly less favourable than
that of the'female students,

5. In the higher level of edu-
cation (classes XI to XIV) the male
students have higher knowledge base
than the female students. But in
each class in this level, the female
students tend.to'have kslightly
more favourable attitude;

DESCRIPTORS: Student Att
ftlimory Sahoo
Students; Sewn_
Sohool Students;
Population Awareness
Bangladesh

SOURCE: Executive Director
Population Education Pro-

gramme
Ministry of Education and-

Religious Affairs (Edu--
cation Division)

House No. 62, Road No. 7/A
(New)

Dhanmondi
Dhaka9, Bangladesh

BANGLADESH

n\i

nistry of Education and Religious
Affairs (Education Division).
Population Education Programme.
A study of knowiedfe and attitudes
tamp& population education and
practice of family, planning of
teachers. Dhaka, 1979. 82 p.

OBJECTIVES

16

1. Te acs

9
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base of teachers on population fa
and related problems prior to aheir
exposure to the training programme
and eu6sequent classroom teaching.,

2. `Co assess the attitude of
the teactiers,towards population
isauee and population education pro-
gramme prior to their exposure to
the training and subsequent class-
room teaching.

3. To assess the opinions of
the teachers regarding family size,
ideal family size end also the extent
of their adoption of family planning
measures.

S_ le: Nineteen thanes (Ad-
miftistra iVe units), one from each
district of the country, were ran-
domly selected; 261 teachers, 344
teachers and 184 teachers were ran-
domly selected from the primary
schools, secondary schools and
colleges respectively.

Data collection and anal sis
technique: Questionnaire consisting
of 50 items for the knowledge test,
42 items for the attitudes test and
13 Items for opinions were adminis-
tered by the 19 District Programme
administrators of population edu-
cation programer. Frequency distri-
bution and percentages were used to
analyse the data, also finding the
means and the standarddeviatiaas

FINDINGS

1. The mean scores of the
_reelgroups indicate that the know-

ledge base of primary school., second-
ry school and college teachers in

the'Area of population problems and
opulattan education is generally

1p-spec/tidally in demography,
-1th and nutrition, environment,

:!education, food and agricalture,

ledges at un-

socio-economy and population edu-
cation.

2. All three groups of
teachers have favourable attitudes
towards population issues and popu-
lation education, with the college
teachers having a slightly more
favourable attitude than the other
two.

3. The attitude of each level
of.teachers has some conformity with
their family size. The college

-teachers who have the smallest
_family size have a more favoUrable
attitude towards population issues.--

4. Teachers' actual family
size, married life, their children's
age and sex have some relationship
to their expected, desired and ideal
family size. College teachers ex-
pect to have more children than
secondary or primary teachers.
Statistics indicate that the number
of live births amongst college
teachers is less than that of second-
ary and primary teachers and that
life expectancy of the children of
secondary school teachers is less
than that of a primary school
teachers or a college teachers per-
haps due to socio-economic and
cultural factors.

5. Teachers at all levels are
tonscions-dhout_the_severe_conse
quences of rapid Populationzgrowth
in Bangladesh

6. While the three groups of
teachers generally agreed with
family planning the secondary
teachers were t ,he least enthusiastic.

'7. An overwhelming majority of-
theteachere agreed that,population
education should be included in the
formal education system with college:.--
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teachers taking the highest position
followed by the primary and secondary
school teachers respectively.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes' .

Primary Lichool Teachers;
ondary Schoolc
'hers; Family Bike

Norms; Bangladesh

SOURCE: 4ecutive Director
Population Education Pro-

gramme
Ministry of Education and

Religious Affairs
(Education' Division)

House No. 62, Road No. 7/A
(New)

Dhanmondi R.A.
Dhaka-9, Bangladesh'

INDIA

03

Barastibramaniam, Narayan Das and
others. A study of the reactions
of high school teachers to pppu-
lation education as integral part
Of the cyrridulum. 1970. (Pub-
lished in Journal of Family Wel-
fare, Vol. 17, no. 2, December
1970).

OBJECTIVES

To find out the teachers'
awareness of the population problem

2. To find out their reaction
to the inclusion of population edu-
cation in the 'school curricula.

3. To f nd out whether
teachers are n favour of teaching

`.selueducstion along with population
edUcation.

Oar-

METHODOLOGY

Samgle: 105 school teachers
drawn from a total of 357 teachers
from 12 high schools located in
Chembur a northern suburb of
grAater ombay selected'by a sim-
pie random sampling procedure.

Data collection analysis
technique: Structured interview to
collect institutional, bio-social
and opinion data.

FINDINGS

1. A'very high awareness of
the population probl.um in India was
found amongst teachers. The
teachers replild that unemployment,'
low standard of living and food-
shomige were due to over population.

2. Most e the 'teachers were
not aware of the efforts being Made
to introduce population education in
the school curricula. They did .not,
know about the national seminar on
populStion education held at Bombay
in August 1969.

3. Most, of the teachers were
of the opinion that population edu -.
cation should be introduced in tha.
-school curricula. The suggested'
content.p are;

; a) rela onship between
ece -Omit-growth-and-populaciont

b) ways:and means of find-
ing solutions to the population
problem; and

c) demographic trends_o
population growth.

--Bowever10 per cent of
teachers 4ho70441 not approvM f the
inclusion of population education

1



in the school curricula were of the
opinion that immaturity of students
at school'levOl would act as a
barrier to teaching the suhjectv

4. The majority of the
teachers were of the opinion that
sex education should be taught along
with population education. They
felt that it would help in removing
wrong ideas and build up the moral
character of students.

5. Whereas'only 23 per cent of
the teachers were of the opinion that
population education 'should be taught
as a sepprate subject, 49 per cent
felt that it ShoOld be integrated
with other subjects.

DESCRIPTORS Tbacher Attitudes;
jecondatv Sohool

'Teactlero; Population
Awarenes$, Curriculum
SUbjeCto; Sex Education;
IncPa.

SOURCE: Heed

Population:Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cationarResearch and
Trainl.ng

SriAurobindo.Marg
New Delhi-110016, India

INDIA

Shaibala. A know edge of
school teacher, about family plan-
nine and their reaction to popu-
lation education curriculum. New
Delhi, Social Research Division,
Rational Institute of Family Wel-
fare, 1973.. (Published in Journal
of Family Welfare, Vol. 17, no. 3,
March 1973).

itude and

OI4JFCTLVES

1. To seek information regard-
ing teachers' knowledge, practice
and :approval of family planning.

2. To find out their reactions
to the population education curri-
culum.

METHODOLOGY-

Sample: 98 tcach9rs (71 male
and 27 female) B.Ed. correspondence
course of Delhi University for the
session 1970-71 formed the sample.
Nearly 53 per cent of the sample
were married.

Data collection and analysis
techni questionnaire consist-
ing of 24 items.

FINDINGS

1. A majority of male as well
as female teachers (90 per cent
male and 75 per cent fele) favored
a two to four years interval between-
two births.

2. 'About 75 per cent thought
it-desirable to use methods to Area
vint unwanted pregnancies.

3. All
api4Oved the
methods only
children.

female married teechers
use of family planning
after one or two/ 4

4. While about 65 per cent
wanted the concept of a sma 1 family
and its advantages to be taught to
the high school children 24
per cent thought it necealary for

nilv

students at the elementary level.

5. While about 55:per cent
recommended the teaching of trends
in population growth, birth and
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migration be taught at the high
' school level, only 6 per cent
thought it suitable for the elemen-
tary level and 17 per cent thopght
it suitable for the middle schbol
level.

6. While 67.6 per cent rec-
ommended that Government policy and
programme of population control be
taught at the high school level,
they did not want this topic to be
taught at the elementary level.

7. While 50 per cent thought
that physiology of human repro-
duction could be taught at the higher
secondary level, none of the
teachers wanted this to be taught at
the primary level and only 7 per cent
felt that the topic is suitable for

4 the middle school level.

8. While 70 per cent rsc-
ommended that population education
shcAlld be integrated with social
studies, 30 per cent wanted it to be
integrated with biological sciences
add 24 per cent favoured its inte-
gration with civics and economics.

DESCRIPTORS: KAP; Teacher Attitudes;
India

SOURCE: Head
Population Educations,Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

-Sri-Adrobindo Marg _

New De i-110016, India

INDIA

Maheswari R. .4 study of the
ceptivenees of schOol teachers to
population education. MEd. thesis,
Jamie talamia Univers ty, 1972.
Unpublished.

t raoigaroh sayo

OBJECTIVES

1. To study the extent of
awareness of the population problem
among school teachers.

2. To find the opinion of
teachers towards the adoption of a
small family nom.

3. To find the opinion of
teachers towards the introduction
of population education in schools.

4. To find out possible con-
tents of population education to
be included in the school curricula
on the basics of their qpinion.

5. To find out the opinion of
teachers regarding the ways and
means of introducing population
education in schools.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 300 teachers, (15O
men, And 150 women) drawn from 28
government schools, (12 secondary
schoOla and 16 elementary schools)
of South Delhi.

Data collection and analysis
techniqueb: Questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. The teachers had very high
awareness of the population problmt

. faced .-by the_eounry and theyor*,

2. About 92 per cent said--
that unemployment and poor standards
of living were mainly due to over-
population.

3. Eighty per cent agreed that
a small family is advantageous;
per cent of them said that it enablee
the people to have higher standeerdA
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of living; 24 per cent said that it
leads to a happy, comfortable life.

4. The majority preferred two
sons and only one daughter.

5. The majority of teachers
did not believe in the effectiveness
of population education at school
level. They felt that adults should
be educated in the philosophy and
practice of family planning.

6. About 70 per dent did not
know of the efforts being made to
introduce population education in
schools.

7. The teachers were of th
opinion that topics suet' as knowledge
about family life, the character
tatics, causes- and trends of popu-
lation growth, its impact on the
economii',and social development of
the country, and also on the health
and nutrition of people, should be
included in a course on population
education,

8. Eighty three per cent
reed that anatomy an physiology

-*thus=
I

reproduction Jlould form
a part of population e ucation.
However, they were against introduc-'
i4i sex education In schools.

9. A- majority of teachers
favou the of integrating
popu a an education concepts, w

echool subject,e.: They
:thati'moutneepts--coult-
Xtigreted thrnugh:aocial_atudie

selenca4,, languagai and mathama ice.

pESCRIFTORS: Teaohar AttitudOS;
Poputatioh Aparensee'
Ourriaulum jeote.
India.

71

2

Knaolodgo, xtt de and behaviour

SOURCE: Hand
Population Education Unit
Ha_ onal Council of Edu-

c tonal Re'search and
Tr fining

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, India

INDIA
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Pohlman, Edward and K. Seshagiri Rao.
A Btu} of the views of teaohere
on Wirth pianning. New Delhi,
Central Institute of FaMily Plan-
ning, 1970.

OBJECTIVES

To find out teachers' percep-
on of the different aspects of

population'problems.

METHODOLOGY'

SamR1e: 832 male and female
teachers from elementary and second-
ary schools in rural and urban areas
of Delhi and Haryana Sta

Datas collection and analysis
techniques: Questionnaire (672'
teachers) add interviewt-4160
teachers) oil the inclusion. of the
folewing topics idthe sactol-
cur:culum: (a)0yerpopulation in
India; (b) Need for small families,
(c) How thehuman bald is corr.
ceived; and (d) Family planning
skethochiA,.

INDINGS

1. Teachers generally recog-,
ni d that there a serious popu-
lation problem in India.,

2.

are bail
The majority of the teach-.

ved that, meralamily



Pop4400on

planning propaga
the population pr
illiterate should b
stand that one of
of poverty is due t_

In /10-1, ohqt

ould not solVe
and that the

ado to under-
main causes
erpopulation.

3. There waa,A general agree-
ment in both the interview and
questionnaire data that the topics
on 'Overpopulation' and 'Need for
small families', should be intro-
duCed in the school curriculum, but
they strongly disapproved of the in-
clusion of the topic on 'How a child
is conceived'.

b

tle. The teachers recommended
that '0Verpopulation in India' and
'Need for small families' be tattoht
from priyry classes. 'How a Wild
is conceived' and 'Family planqing
methods"atould be taught at
university.

511 The general reply of
,teachers was that population edu-
cation should be divorced from sex .

education.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitude-a.;
Population` Awareness;
India

'SOURCE: H d

P pulation Education Unit
National Council off Edu-
ratiohat Research and
Training

.Sri Aurobindo Mars
New Delhi-110016, India
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Rao, D. Copal. A 13tui 01 th%J aware-
neve of teachere on population
problem(' and their reaction to the1intro ton of population u-

cation "schools. New Delhi,
PopulaticeEducation Unit,
National Council of Educations
Research and Training, 1976:

OBJECTIVES

1. To find out tht perception
of awareness of teachers towards
population problem.

2. To find out their reaction
to the introdttctioneof population
education in schools.

3. To find out"theii Opini
about the co4ent and methodology
of introducing population education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: m sample Oi 500
teachers drawn from 10 schools of
Delhi;

.P

Data_ coilecOon and anal/eia
technique: Question6ire consisting
of 23 items.

4..

FINDINGS

1. The maVoriW of the
,teachers had a od,knovlidge of the..
causes and'd uences of oVer- -

poPulation.

2. 'They ascribed tinemployment
food shottage and poverty tO over
population in the'country.

*3. They favoured the intro
duction of population education in
schoels.

22



4. Most of the teachers felt
that it should be taught as nn inte-
sral part of the school curriculum.

5. They recommended that it
oh6uld be' made compu lsory in schools
and an examination subject.

6.,J They also favoured
'teaching of sex education in schools.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher AttituGe
Population Awareness;
Introductory Approach;
India

SOURCE! Head

Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi - 110016, India

INDIA
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Salkar, Ka yan R. A study of popu-
lation awareness among school
students in Goa (Standard VII to
;a) as well as teachers and
parents and their reactions to the
inclusion of population education
in the school curriculum. Ph.D.
dissertation, Bolibay University,
1974. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. To assess the degree of
410pulLtion ,awareness.- among-Goan
school children, their teachers and
parents.

2. To find out their prepared-
000 let the inclusiion of population

education in the school programme.

3. To understand their views
about the ways and means of intro-

ducing population education
system (Srandads 7-t_

the

METHODOLOGY

9sMale: 2,039 students,
J per cent of the student pope
from Standard& 7 to 11 from 11
Talukas of:Goa District; 400 middle
school and secendery'school. teachers$
or 15 per cent of the middle add
secondary ichool teachers in Goa
in 1970-71; 200'parents from dif-
ferent socioeconoic strata.coVsr-
ing all the 11 Talukes of Goa Dis-,
trict.:

..Data_ collection and anelYS
techdigyet Separate., questionnaires
for students, teachers and parents.
The students questionnaire consisted
of 19 items; the teachers mad pa-
rents questionnaires consisted of
li items each.

FINDINGS

Students' reaction

1. A great majority were
aware of the population problem of
the country.

2. They were to learn
more about population.

3. Nearly 50 per cent of them
desired to learn tt as incorporated
with other subjects of the school
curriculum.

Teachers' reaction

1. They were sufficiently
aware of the population problem
the country as a whole.

2. They were in favour
troducing population education in
the school curriculum.
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. They desired the into-
n of population education with
subjects of the school
Ala.

4. They were in favour of
teaching sex educe tion along with
population education.

5. They wanted population edu-
cation to be taught by teachers
themselves but with some training.

Parente' reaction

1. They felt that population
education should be introduced in
schools.

2. They thought it should be
taught by teachers themselves
rather than by outside experts.
Some ti :hers of the school should
be given specialized training so
that they may teach the contents of
population education effectively.

DESCRIPTORS: Population Ablaranees;
Student Attitudee;
Secondary School
Studente; Teacher A
tudee; Sec
School Teac
Parent Attitudes; In-
troductory Approach;
India

Head
Population Education Unit
National of Edu-

cational 1._esearch and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, India

N
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Vamwanl. N.V. Ind Indira Ka oor.
hoot teachers attitude toward,

popUlation education. Bombay,
Family We Training and
Research Centre, 1977.

OBJECTIVES

1. To study the teachers atti-
tude towards teaching of population
education in schools.

2. To study their views about
the teaching of population education
as an integrated subject or a
special subject in the school
curriculum.

3. To find which subjects they
thought most suitable for integrat-
ing population education.

4. To find out their attitude
towards age of marriage and family
size.

METHODOLOGY

Sample : 405 teachers from 10
schools in Khetwad area, 'a crowded
middle class locality in Bombay.

;late collection and enalye4
ashaimil: Questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. While 54.2 per cent
teachers had heard about population
education, only about 3 per cent
crld define it correctly. ,

2. When the meaning and scope
of population education was made
clear about 75 par cent felt that
it should be introduced as a subjecl
in the school curriculum.



1. 7Iio 9e not

int felt
was for
teach and for pup

in favour of an
hat the sub]

teachers to
understand.

4. Ihlle 47.2 per cent felt
that population education should be
integrated with other school sub-
jects, 8.7 per cent thought that it
should be taught as a separate sub-
ject and 13.9 per cent did nc not

express ,ir opinion.

5. Nearly 49 per cent were of
the opinion that it should be taught
earlier than Standard 8 and only
26,6 per cent felt that it should be
introduced at the college level.

6. Nearly 44 per cent pre-
ferred not to teach thin nubject an
they were not qualified to do so.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudep; In-
troduclury Approach;
Curriculum Subjacta;
India

SOURCE: Head

Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, Ind

NEPAL
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Tribhuvan University. Curriculum
Development Centre. Kmma edge and
attitude survey on population edu-
cation. Kathmandu, 1982. 30 p.

OBJECTIVES

To determine the knowledge and
attitude of both teachers and
students of Tribhuvan University
regarding populAtieh education.

25

know

HODOLOGY

oamille: 150 students
levels and 59 university ter

four

ti911AJELEMIaLt
teem que: questionnaire with
7 items for students and one with
29 items for teachers. Frequency
distribution and percentage were
used to analyse the gathered data.

FINDINGS

Survey on _the_ teacher_:

1. The majorit', of the
teachers were aware of the present
population phenomenon.

2. There were borne mixed feel-
ings and misconceptions. Most
respondents felt that a big family
is not a blessing, but a large num-
ber indicated that children are
economic assets and an insurance fbr
old age. The value of the male
child is still predomitlaat and many
believe that family planning is a
hindrance to sexual pleasure. The
majority also believed that family
planning is intended not only for
those who would like to space and
limit their children but also for
those who would like to have
children. Most agreed that big
families add to social problems but
strongly disagreed with the state-
ment that a person having more
children than can be adequately
cared or is morally irresponsible.
The majority believed that rapid
popUlation growth in Nap/ills the
major cause of poverty. Very few
wanted the Government to take direct
measures and very feW agreed that
controlled population growth is
essential for the economic develop-
ment of the country.



113. The

the idea
children,

(n

ity Id that

y size should be
her boys or girls.

4. The majority felt that edu
cation-is the best contraceptive but
only very few indicated that uopu-
lation education Ls a popular sub-
ject and a large number-remained
undecided.

5. The majority were in favour
of integration of population edu-
cation concepts into the existing
curricula rather than adopting a
separate curriculum at the higher
education level.

6. Half of the respondents
agreed that the main objective of
population education is to promote
responsible parenthood but a barge
number thought that population edu-
cation is the same a3 family plan-
r"mg. Many alga agreed that a course
on population education should-in-
clude sex education and family plan-
ning.

Survey on atuden

1. The students were generally
aware of the population phenomenon.
They tended to have stronger feel-
.ings than teachers about controlling
population growth by direct measures.

2. They disagreed with more
pro-natalist beliefs than the
teachers did and showed very favour-
able attitudes towards family plan-

ning.

3, The majority of the students
perceived the two -child family as
ideal. A higher proportion of
students than teachers strongly
agreed that controlled population
growth is essential for the economic
development of the country.

141i:a iii:T1iat.211

4. Lu con with teachers;
the students found poWation edu-
cation a popular subject and
favoured itH integration into exist-
ing curricula in higher education.
They agreed with the teachers that
the objective of population edu-
cation is to promote responsible
parenthood but that it is also the
same as family planning. They also
recommended that sex education and
family planning be included in the
population education course.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Student Attitudes;
Population Awareness;
Nepal

SOURCE: Curriculum Development
Centre

Tribhuvan University
Tripureswar
Kathmandu, Nepal

PHILIPPINES
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Ministry of Educatipn, Culture and
Sports. Population Education
Program. Reactions of parents
anoUteachers to potentially con-
troversial topics in population
education. Manila, 1973. 15 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine reactions of
parents and teachers to certaih con-,
troversial content of population
education;

1

2. To determine specific
groups of parents and teachers who
register opposition.

3. To determine specific areas
of controversy in population edu-
cation teaching guides.

26



4. To f d out, the reasons
behind the objeCtions to specific
controversial population education
content.

5. To solicit suggestions on
the appropriate age/grade/year levkA,
when td introduce and how to teach
the controversial topics.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Two representative
provinces and one city from each of
the 12 Regional Divisions. The to-
tal sample of 6,644 respondents
(1,658 males, 4,986 females) is
broken down into 2,093 parents (570
males, 1,623 females); 2,441'elemen-
tary school teachers (420 males,
2,021 females); and 2,110 secondary
school teachers - barrio high school
teachers included - (668 males and
1,442 females). Most of the sample
teachers are also parents of school
children. The different subjects
are residents of.cities, towns and
barrios and they represent various
age groups, socio-economic status,
and educational background.

Data_collectiow ancianalysio
technique: 312 forum assemblies,
consisting of 15 to 25 respondents,
attended separately by each group.
Interview and study discussions
using an open-euded queitionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. The majority of the parents
favoured the inclusion of the contro-
vandal topics inthe school curricu-
la. Out of 2,093 parents, 1,882 or
89.92 per cent favoured naming sex
arms and/or showing pictures and

illustrations of the sex organs;
869 89.30 per cent favoured

d showing the differint con-
ve devices; 1,953 or 93.31

27
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per cent favoured the inclusion of
the controversial topics related to
the family size norm and 1,484 or
70.90 per cent favoured promoting
death.

2. Simile
the elementary
wanted the cont
included in the

ly, 83 per cent
chool teachers
oversial topics
school curricula.

3. An even higher percentage
of secondary school teachers also
wanted the controversial topics in-
cluded in the school curricula.

4; Only a small number of
respondents reacted unfavourably to
the inclusion of the controversial
topics in the school curricula.
Out of the total subjects (6,644)
179 or 2.69 per cent objected to the
inclusion of the controversial topic
related to family size norm; 381 or
5.73 per cent objected to the topic /

related to sex; 445 or 6.69 per cent;
objected to family planning; and
1,228 or 18.48 per cent objected
to the promotion of death.

S. In the order of their
frequency, the reasons given for
objections are as follows:

thS

a) Controversial topic :

related to sex: (1) School childrt
are too young to see, know and men
tion the sex organs and the repro-1
durtive process (44.032); (2) Sax
ugly and obscene (24.842); (3)
School children may become tumor*
and indulge in sex activities at
early age (16.572); (4) School
children may get married at an
age (8.592); (5) 'It is unnecess
to teach sex education to chin
since they already know about
(4.242); (6) Other reasons (1.7

0

b) Controversial topi
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related to family planning (1)

-SCW61-children-arc'too-young-to
know the different contraceptive
devices and their uses (44.92%);
(2) School children may become
immoral with the use of contracep-
tive devices (22.72%); (3)' The
church is against die use of contra-
ceptive devices (11.35%); (4) School
children may get married at an early
age (6.59%); (5) The use of contra-
ceptive devices had harmful effects
(3.34%); (6) Other reasons (2.09%).

c) Controversial topic
related to family size norm (1)

More children make a happy family
and provide more helping hands
(40.33%); (2) It is sinful to limit
the number of children (26.00%);
'(3) Children provide security for
parents in *air old age (16.89%);
(4) Family size should be determined
by the parents' ability to bring up
the number of their children (9.04%);
(5) God will provide (5.29%); (6)
Other reasons (2.45%).

d) Controversial topic
related to promoting death (1) It
is a sin to promote death through
infanticide and abortion (43.60%);
(2) It I. an immoral and unlawful
act (27.14%); (3) It is very risky
on the life of the mother (15.84%);
(4) School children are too young to
understand and get interested in
talking about death (7.55%); (5) Pro-
moting death through calamities
brings about a lot of suffering and
sacrifices (2.49%); (6) Other rea-
sons (2.88%).

6. About one half of the el-
ementary school teachers and one
thir4 of the parents and secondary

'echool teachers suggested that the
topics related to sex be taught
tirting in grade.I. Most of the

ti suggested introducing the

o,t rt ooh oayo

topics on contraceptives (family
planning), family_sUe Po _amd
promoting death in the first year
of high school.

On the Other hand, the el-
mentary school teachers suggested
thdt [sadly planning be introduced
in the fourth year of high school
and family size norm and promoting
death in grades V and VI, respect-
ively.

7. Parents and teachers held
similar views as to the grade level
at which the controversial topics
should be introduced. ,Most of the
respondents agreed that the intro
duCtion of the topics related to sex
could begin in grade I, while family
planning and family size norm could
be introduced in the first year4v
(High School).

City and town dwellers also
wanted the promotion oi death to be
introduced in the first year, but
barrio residents preferred it to be
introduced earlier in grade VT,

8. Parents, elementary s
teachers and secondary school
achers residing in different 10-

calities (city, town, barrio) gave
the same suggestions - grade I for
introfteing the topic related to
sex an in the first year for the
other controversial topics.

'9. In the order of their fr
quency, the total samples suggested
that the controversial- topics-be
taught by integration, as separate
courses -unit method, and as
a 'mini' course.

DESCRIPTORS: Parent Attitudes;
Teacher Attitudes;
Curriculum.Contents
Six Education;
Fhilippinee
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SOURCE: Chief
Population Education
Program

Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports

Arroceros Street
Manila
Philippines

PHILIPPINES
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West Visayan State College. Popu-
lation Center for Training and
Research. Assessment of secondary
school teachers' and students,
knowledge of and attitudes toward
population education; abstract.
Iloilo, 19767. 9 p.

OBJECTIVES

To determine the level of kn
ledge of population concepts, facts
on topics of secondary school
teachers and students in Western
Visayas and their attitude toward
.population education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Randomly' selected
secondary school teachers and
-adents,inVastern Visayan from
arangay schools, provincial schools
ity:schools and private schools. -

Data collection and analysis
tschnique s Questionnaire."

PINDING8

1. Secondary school teachers
and 'students in all types of schools
had adequate knowledge of population
concepts- facts on topics.'

Both grOup0 had adequate
*nOwledge in the four &reale of pop
lotion education. The teachers had
14,

Knowledge, attitude and behaviour

a higher level of knowledge than the
students in all the four areas and
were very adequate in the area of
'Planing for the Future'. Both
groups obtained their lowest mean
scores in demography.

3. Teachers and students of
Barangay, Provincial and Vocational
Wools had adequate knowledge of
'Planning for the Future'.

4. Students and teachers had
inadequate knowledge of demographic
concepts of population 'doubling
time', 'projection', 'dependency
rates' and 'migration and migration
rates'.

. 5. Secondary school teachers
and students had generally agreeable*
indifferent (ambivalent) attitude
toward population education.

6. Although there was no
strong reaction noted in the re--
spondents' attitude against popu-
lation education, discrepancies or
inconsistencies were noted in the
attitude expressed by the two major
groups of respondents An the same
schools and among the different
types of schools to some of the
items in the checklist.

7. There was strong agreement
among all respondents tc the inclu-i
Sion of $ocUlation education in the
curriFulum to provide them with
opportunities to help salve popu--
lation problems.

8. Almost one-half or 23 of
the items in the Checklist were
marked as Indifferent, indicating
that these concepts, facts or-.topics
need to be strengthened to enable --

teachers and students.to make a more ,_,._,

definlie Otand-and.acquire a more
positive attitude-toward them.'
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9. The findings indicate that
the development and internalization
of the following basic population
concepts, facts or topics is inade-
quate: (a) Importance of population
education especially in the secondary
schools;.(b) The relationship of
population education and religion;
(c) Population growth rate and how
it is determined; (d) Consequences
of rapid growth; (e) Value of chil-
dren; (f) Decision making regarding
family sizky (gl,Damily planning
methods; (0.-Myths and fallacies in
controlling family size; (i) Agen-
cies that provide information on
family planningr(j) Rationale be-
hind teaching human sexuality and
reproduction early in life; (k)
Government policies 'and programmes
on population educationr(1) "Push
and pull" factors on migration; (m)
Demographic processes that affect
RPG; (n) Socio-cultural barriers tá
population control; (o) Dimographic
transition; and (p) Communications
approaches in family planning.-

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher-Attitudes;
Secondary School
Teachers; Student
Attitudes.rSeco
School students Popu-
lation Awareness;
Philippines

.SOURCE: Population Center for
Training and Research

West Visayas State College
Iloilo City
Philippines

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Korean Educational Development Insti
tute. A eurwe on population con-
sciousness of students and teach-
ere in the elementary and second,-

schpols. Seoul, 1977. 81 p.

what rc)a parch o

(KEDI research report no. 46)

OBJECTIVES

1. To identify the knowledge
and attitudes of students and teach-
ers at all school levels about popu-
lat on problems and events.

2. To identify knowledge and
attitudes, with regard to the re-
lationship between the environmental
variables ar.d the effects of popu-
lation education.

METHODOLOGY

!ample: ),273 students and
326 teachers from 27 schools nation-
wide.

Data eollectipn_and analysis,

teohuigne: Questionnaires divided
into Type A (for primary school
students), Type B (for middle school
students), Type C (for high school
students) and Type D (foe teachers).
Analysis of the gathered data made
use of percentile, average and stan-
dard deviation computation, applying
Chi-square and variance analysis to
determine the significance Of
variations.

FINDINGS

1. The knowledge of social
problems caused by po,ulation in-
crease was higher among teachers.a
the higher school level and much
higher than that of the students.

2. The knowledge about epviron-
mental problems caused by the ai
equilibrium of egosystemwas quite
law, marked by 13.2 points for
students and 28.9 points for teach-
ers as against the full score of 40.

3. The students were in



genera, well aware of the pwpu-
lation problems but they lacked'
understanding of their poliay dimen-
sions and how they affect economic
development.

4. h the students aad
teachers ted for the nuclear or
small siz d family, viewing a large-
sized family as having negative
effects on the family members. The
idea of 'living apart from offspring
as far asthe economic situation per-
mits was dominant both in the
students and teachers groups.

5. The knowledge,on the ef-
fects of population growth to health
Problems was higher among students
than teachers.

.6. Students became more de-
cisive about whether to marry or
not as they advanced to higher
school levels.

7. 'Ninety-four per cent ex-
pressed desire to have children and
84.7 per cent of these respondents
TOpted for a smaller number of,chil-
-dren irrespective of their sex.

S. The spAjority, of the respbn-
dents did not feel strongly about
tiOeneigrat on.

KS: Student Attitudes;
Taavher Attitudes.
Population Awarenaa
Korea, Rep. of

SOURCE: Chief
Population Educati
Projec

Xorean Edocationel Develop-
ment Institute

20-14pueon-Dong, Gauguin-
Cu

Seoul 135-00
Republic of Korea
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Lee, Kyung Sik. Retationsh'
between opeoialisation an atti-
tudeo toward population-rotated
issues among profess,mal students
in Korea. Seoul, Korean Institute
for Family Planning, 1975.
152 p.7. (Reprinted from:
Journal of Family Planning Studies
Vol. 2, June 1975.)

OBJECTIVES

I dge, attitude and behaviour

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

1. To examine the possible
relationships of different types of
professional training to attitudes
and beliefs toward family planning,
abortion, population education and
equality of sexes..

2. To examine the possible
relationships of desired family
size to the size of the family in
which they had been raised, the con-''
cepts of small, large and ideal
family adze and their professional
background.

3. To determine whether
students in health professions in
general are more likely to show
positive attitudes toward family
planning, abortion and population
leducatich than students in the
taachinp profession,

44. To determine whether
_

students in the' teadhing profes
value larger families more-than

udents in the health. profession.

All of
enrolle n the Teacher's:College,.
the. College of Medicine and the- _-

Delierteent of.Mnrsing._,OnsAhousan
six hundred and ninety two:or 70
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per cent of the total target student
population participated. The pro-
portion of respondents from the dif-
ferent professional groups was 50
per cent, 90 per cent and 80 per
cent from education, nursing and
medicine respectively.

Data_collection and:analysia
A 46-item question-

naire administered by six nursing
instructors and a group of education
students. Absolute and relative
frequencies were computed for depen-
dent variables of fertility values,
beliefs in family planning and popu-
lation-related issues. Chi - square

tests were performed at the alpha
level of .05 to compare the differ-
ences in categories of independent
variable to each dependent variable.
One-way analysis of variance was
used for each attitude variable, the
mean scale values and standard
deviations.

FINDINGS

1. The majority of the students
in professional schools of education,
nursing, and medicine definitely
favoured family planning and future
contraceptive use. -Students in the
health professions were more likely
(at a statistically significant
level') to be in favour of family
planning and use of contraceptives
than the students in the teaching
profession. The sex of the respon-

, dents was,found to be a significant
source of professional difference in
attitudes toward family planning.

2. Health profeshionals, in
-eralphadSmore positive attitudes

award abortfian than did students in
theteacbing profession. The sex
factor aligbtly obscured the re-
lationshiPs'af the general differ-
owes of professions, but the

ch

strength of professional difference
was sufficient to overcome the sex
factor. A slight positive relation-
ship was observed between class
level in school and mean scale values
of student's responses on abortion.

3. The majority of respondents,
regardless of professional bar`
ground, believed population edu-
cation was a better approach to
'help solve population problems'.
They were also in favour of the
school system as the educational
channel for sex and family life edu-
cation.

4. The nursing group had a
more positive attitude toward the
quality of sexes than the other two
groups. The female students
favoured 'enlightened marriage' and
'keeping up with society' while the
male students favoured 'economic
reason' as important reasons for
married women taking up careers.
The male education students favoured
'economic reason' while the male
medical students favoured theCwo-
man's right for a career' as the
reason for continuing the married
women's career. No professional
difference was observed among female
students.

5. The higher proportion of
the education group desired three
children.

6. More female students de-
sited a smaller family (the two-
ild family) while more male stu-

dents desired three children. The
male medical group desired a two-
chil4 family more than did the male
education group. The female groups
of health professions appeared in
actual proportions although the dif-
ference was dot statistically
significant.



7. The position of birth order
among siblings of the respondents

_aignificantlyOfected_their fer-
tility values. Specifically, the
'eldest daughter' group desired the
two -child family more whereas the
'eldest son' group valued the three-
child family more.

8. No apparent relationship
found between the desired fer-
ty value and the actual number

of siblings to which the students
had been exposed.

9. Students from the large
metropolitan of more than
one million"population, were found to
desire a small family (the two-child
fami ) more often than those from
the

k ommuniti,es of less than one
`milli population in their high
schop days.

10. Students who approved
married women's careers werelo- d
to desire smaller families than
these-who disapproved.-

11. Health professionals in
general had more favourable atti-
tudes toward family planning and
population-related issues than the
teaching professionals. Conse-
quently, the,health professionals
desired fewer children than the
teaching professionals, Since the
findings of this.study indicated
rather consistent differences in
attitudes across the three pro-
fessional groups studied, it would
Appear very imirtent that a further
study be designed which would allow
an examination of the causal mecha-
nisms which are affecting these
observed differences.

DESCRIPTORS: StUdent Atttt a;

University Students;
Family Size Norms;
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URCE: Korean institute for Popu-
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National Family Planning Center.
Knowledge, attitude and behaviour
of,iddle and high school teachers
with regard to population and
family planning education, by
T Ryong Kim and Kyoung Sik ICho.
eOul, 1970. 104 p. In Korean
d English.

TIVES

To determine:

1. The behaviour of tie Middle
and High School teachers witA regard
to population, family planning and
welly life education.

2. How, well the teachers ere
prepared to teach population edu-
cation, family life and family plan-
:ling education.

3. The basic role of a school
teacher.as the adviser to students

Matters related to sex life,
marriage and population awareness.

4. The Advantages and limits-
t One of the teacher's position in
orienting himself in inters relat-
ing to population and family plan-

5. The school programmes
teachers are already conducting ii
the field of population,andfamily



Popul- education pro3ramme in Apia:

plannin- education and other pro-
grammes they would like to conduct.

6 .Thstenche, present needs
in terms of teaching materials,
training, administrative support,
and financial assistance.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Seventrfive schools
were randomly sel,cted out of 2,324'*
Middle and High Schools in the
Republid of Korea. These schools
had 45,623 teachers, r,it of which
2,544 eachers workirib 75:schools
were 8 lected for the purpose.

D uta Coll Orton and analysis
technique: Questionnaire with
55 structured response questions in
7 pages, distributed or self-
administration. Mean, frequency and
percentage counts and descriptive
group comparisons were used to
analyse the data.

FINDINGS

Teachers were not well pre-
pate 0 teach poiulation, family
planning, or related topics. More
than half of the teachers apparently
had no opportunity to learn About
these subjects in their own school-
ing and more than jour - fifths had na
chance to learn about the subject of
population in special meetings or
seminars outside of their own formal
education. Furthermore,' more than
7 -in every 10 teachers believed that
they would profit from special

are on'Population education.

2. Teaching behaviour, in re-
gard to populetien and famiiy plan-
ning topics was much influenced by
earning experience in the past.

pas---_te,scherai married- teachers,

clef teachers having more children

what mucarch

and social studies teachers tended
to deal with this topic in c ahtlefi

more frequently than other teachers.
The_fact_that thowWho reported_
an experience of learning about popu-
lation either in their schooling or
through special opportunities actu-
ally brought the Subject into
class, and they were much more like-
ly than teachers without past train-
ing to discuss it, frequently points
to the need for providing more op-
pertun ties-for all teachers to
learn.

3. Three-fourths of the
teachers believed that there should
be more materials on population'in
the curriculum. More than four, out,
of ENO teachers stated that family_
planning should be included in the
curriculum.

4. The majority view (65/per
cent) was that family planning
should be handled at an advanced or
.high school level, while another 18
percent think it could be begun in
middle school o4 taught at all
levels. One quOter of teachers
felt that family plamning content
ahead include specific family plan-
ning lathed'', but the majority (59
per cent) favoured instruction as
to general concepts of family plan-
ning only. Also, they felt that
family planning should be handled
primarily in health, biology, and
social.studies classes.

5. More than 8 out of 10
felt that population growth

too rapid.

' 6.. Nearly nine irn _

teacher, istetetttthat,i0dUcrir4borl
ape should 1-hetlegaliked at 1844t

a conditional basis. Male
sobers supported unconditional
beralization more frequently than=



female. The tr achers' -

ences with contraception as well as
with induced abortion Influenee l the
frequency of opinions exprcaped in

_____,support of. liberalizing abofti n laws.

7. Teachers felt. that men
should marry at an average op of
27.4,and Women at 23.6. , Female
teachers favoured somewhat older ages
at marriage for both sexes than male
teachers. More /0 n half (51 per
cent) of teachers favoured a nuclear
family. A little less than half (44,
per cent) favoured free choice in
mate selection; 49 per cent preferred
help from parents or an intermediary.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher, Attitudca;
Secondary School
Teachers; Curricuum
SubjaotaL Family Plan-
ning Education; Korea,.
Rep. of 4'

SOURCE National Family P ann ng
Center

Seoul, Republic of Korea,

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

le
Seoul National University. Education

Research,Inetitute. -A survey on
the secondary school teachers'
knowledge cad attitudes ,retard
population problems' a project
report, by Young Horn Park and
others. soul, 1975.' 61 p.

...OBJECTIVES

1:To-measu teachers' aware -
-tress cii population prop' 9uch as
Ills ,population, phencm7 conse-

two of population ,:ease and
the treed for popular location.

2. Specifically to explore:

know tuts 1 behamour

a),INHow the secondary school
teachers per&iVe the seriousness of
current population problem.

b) What their attitudes are
toward population problems, popu7
lation control,-and population edu-
cation.

c) Whether they know enough
about _ jot facts, conceptapprin-
ciplis, and theories of population'
matters.

d) What
about the current
latibn education.

METHODdIOC Y

their opinions are
practices of pope

-. 2,062 secondary school
teachers enting 13 per cent of
the total teacher population. The
whole'country was regionally strati-

ed.into-metropolitan areas, indus-
ial cities, general cities, town
al areas. Within each stratif-
tion, schools.aca cluster sampling
t were randomly tad proportionally

selected according to the siie of
teacher population in each stratum.
Two hundred snd thirty schools and
three teachers from each grade level
were s ected.

L

Data ollection
fachniclue: uestionnaire rani

irig 20 items on 'awareness of popu-
lation problems and 48 questions On
the measurement of teacher's atti-
tudes in the form of Likert-type
itpmq in which.each person was re
quire4 to select one of the-fling-op-
tions'indicating _different levels of
agreemeht-disagreeMent on a continuae.:
Techniques for 'Analysis-peed-include_
chi-square'values, contiMgency co-
efficignts, ftequenties and percent,-
ages.
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FINDINGS

1. High school teachers as a
whole were highly aware of the ins
par ante and seriousness of the popu-
lation'problems. 'Catholic teachers,
especially those teaching natural
sciences and arts; rural teachers;
and older teachers Showed a rela-
tively IOW level of awareness.

2. Secondary school teachers'
attitudes toward population problems
were positive, particularly with
respect to family planning and popu-
lation control. They were cognizant
of the need for population education.
There were fewer positive attitudes

(kith Confucian or Cathqlic teachers;
the teachers in natural sciences or
arts; and older,, teachers.

.

3. Secondary school teachers'
knowledge of population problems are
substantially lower than generally
expected, and showill4remarkable
deficiency,and misconceptions about
demographic` concepts. The teachers
pf social sciences tended to show
more correct answers than any others,
and the physical education teachers
were relatively well -!erred in birth

_control techniques anti hussan phyla=
clogy.

4. Sampled teachers generally
indicated thetr dissatiefeetion with
the inservicertraining they received,
and their teaphing expetiauces At
school. Ther knew that their know-
ledge of population problems, mostly

-obtained from unreliable sources Lad
unsyitematie w wee generally'

quoits to Meet edu a t onal' nada
ol. Theyelso iutad out

.books use iat the

sch061,a
e as far
education

t reeear

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Secondary School
Teaohere; Population
Awareneoe; Korea, Rep.
of

SOURCE: Education Research Institute'
College of Educatibn
Seoul National University/
Kwanek Ku
Seon1,151
Republic of Korea
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Chaiwat Panjaphongae. lawledge,
attitudes and beliefs about popu-
lation education of teachers in
ThaLlandl a at milsof second-
ary school teachers, teachers in
trainingod instructors in
teacher training institutions.
Ph.D. dissertation, 'University of
NOrth Carolina at Chapel Hill,
1974. 293 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To compare the knowledge,
attitude, and belief° about pow-
lation education held by secondary

A
school to -hems, instructors in
teacher loges and colleges of
education and teacher trainers.

2. Specifically, the' study
soughs to determine thesfollowing:

) knowledge pertaining to
the elementary facts of population

r in Thailand; the National,:
Population Policy%. methods of faiil
planning; sources of,information; _

andfamily-planning service-centres'
in Thailand;

b) attitudes towari popu-.
coptrol, adopting po ation



education in the schools, participate
ing in population education activi-
ties. family planning in Thailand,
teaching related matters especially
family planning.

c) belie
and population-rel

METHODOLOGY

)2malal The respondents were
lected by random stratified sampl-

ing by area.and by achoolor colleges,,
in each area. The sample consisted
of 3,149 teachers broken down into
1,228 secondary school teachers, 682
instructoFa and 1,239 teachers in
training.

on population
ed concepts.

Data collection and sis
technistaL Separate questionnaires
were administered to secondary
teachers, instructors in teacher
colleges and colleges of Education
and teachers in teacher training
colleges. Methods of analysing the
data gathered include relative fre-
quencies in per cent, one-way analy-'
sis of variance and three-way analy-
sis of variance with non-orthogonal
design and Scheffe Method to text for
possible comparison between means
for each main effects.'

' FINDINGS.

Know/edge

1. the knowledge of the basic
facts of population matters in
Thailand among all groups of teachers
was very poor and tended to vary
by regions and sex.

Although more than half
chere in each group knew that
land already has-.the National

opulation Policy, the-proportion of
teachers is each group who' knew the

I and behaviour

correct approximate period for adopt-
ing this policy was low.

3. Most knew about the QVU=
lotion period for women in the rep
ductive age and the condom for men
as contraceptive methods. Among
secondary school teachers and teach-
ers in training, sterilization was
the most well-known method of family
planning while the condom was the
beet known by instructors. Jelly or
foam was the 'least known method for
these teachers.

4. Magazinesg newspaper, end'
friends were the, moatcommon sources
of family planning information, and
the hhspital was the meet known
family planning service centre.

`IS. Male teachers had signi
cantly more knowledge about the
basic facts of populatioh matters,in '

Thailand than female teachers.

`bs

AttLitudek

1. These three groups of
teachers tended to haie positiVe
attitudes toward '(a) limiting popu-
lation growth in Thailand;°-(b) adopt-
ing population education in the
schools; (c) participating in pope-
Litton education activities: (d)
family planning irk :Thailand; (e)
participating in family planning
programme; and (f) teaching related
matters of family pIanning in the
schools.

2. It was also foend that the
attitude of these three groups of
teachers toward participating in
family planning prOgrammee tended
to be varied by regions and sex.

3. Female teachers had signi
cantly, more'positiwe attitudes
towards limiting populaiion growth

=4



In

ducatic

and than male teach

1. lima_
that the age at
Thal girl nhouic
25 years, and for
26 and 30 yearn.

c1 ears believed

arriage of a
wean 21 and

a Thai boy between

2. There wan a positive re-
lation between the belief about the
ideal number of children and the In-
come level of a Thai family. In

general, these three groups of
teachers believed that a Thai family
with an'income less than 1,000 Baht
Mould have 1 to 2 children. If the
family had an income between 1,000-
3,000 Bata they should have 1 to 3
children, and if the family had an
income higher than 3,000 Baht they
should have 3 children or more.

3. The majority of teachers in
each group felt that the present size
of the population in Thailand was
optimum but the rate of population
growtt of the nation was too fast.
Most of these teachers believed that
increasing the Thai.rpopulation would
lead to serious problems for the
potion related to social and economic
development.

'41 Most of these_three gr ups
Of teechera-belleVed that population
sdudetion should be Introduced into
both the -school cUrriculum and adult
education with, equal weight. The
largest proportion of secondary
chool teachers and instructors ba-

lisVed'that it should be provided
through educational school durricul
,for the various levels of education
while the largest proportion of
teachers,in training believed that it
'should be provided through mass cow
munication channels such. as neve-

-ell radio, and television. The

level of education at which they be-
lieved population education should
be started varied from one group of
teachers to another ranging from
lower elementary level to lower
secondary level. If it were taug
at primary level and secondary leve
thty believed that population edu-
cation should be arranged by late-
grating it into some existing sub-
jectn. For the college or univer-
sity level it should be established
as a new subject.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitt lea;
nicondary Sohoola
Teachare; Trainers;
Population Awareness;
Family Planning Edu-
cation; Thaitand

SOURCE: Xerox University Mier 1

'300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 6_06
U.S.A.
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Chaiwat Panjaphongse. 'Aiww
attitudee and baliafa of elementary
school teachers a0914.:- -pulation57)
education. Bangkok, Poulation
Education Project, Depa tment of
Education, Mahidol University.
1975. 37 p. (Eiseardh report
paper no. 3)

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the feasibility
of introducing population education
into schools; to describe the base-
line against which the future effacts
of population education activities
may be compared and to determine the
most appropriate-nature of population_
education activities.



2. To t .o 1. p t to a comprc
population educatiou programme in
formal school system and atImulate
studenta, teachers and other edu-
return to think about population
peJAema and the importance of Intro-
ducing a population programne in
the country.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: A multi tsra -0 sampling
technique was used: provinces, el-
ementary schools and elementary
school teachers served respectively
as primary, secondary and the ulti-
mate sampling units. The study in-
volved'16 provinces from four geo-
graphicalregions, with 63 elementary
schools and 1,083 elementary school
teachers.

Data cnilectionandanalysis
technique: Questionnaire adminis-
tered by project staff. Data col-
lected were analysed by percentage
count; mean mode and descriptive
group comparisons.

FINDINGS

1. A substantial proportion of
elementary school teachers had a
rather low level of knowledge con-
cerning the rate of natural popu-
lation increase, the approximate
size of Thailand's population and
the ilovernment policies.

2. More than half of the res-
pondents were in favour of family
planning and the use of contraceptive
methods.

3. A large majority (87.8 per
cent) felt that the Government should
make use of population education to
help lower population growth. In

addition,'80 per cent'said that the
Ministry of Education should be

edge , r if (Ind beha(

vu d to ttu national population
mm

4. Population education should
expected to gain wider support
the secondary school.

5. Integrating population
stti,n into existing curricula

rather than setting up a new course
was seen as the beat, approach to its
introduction.

6. Social studies appeared to
be the most acceptable place for its
introduction but health education
and science were also favoured.

7. The teachers were found to
be co-operative with regard to popu-
lation education activities.

DESCRIPTORS: Toa,Aer Attitudrn;
Primary School Teachers;
Population Awardnens;
Thailand

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project
Faculty of Social Science

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5-
Tambon Salaya, Amphor

Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Fathom 73170
Thailand
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Chaiwat Panjaphimgse. !Maas
attitudes and beliefs of secondary
school students about population
education and family planning.
Bangkok, Population Education Pro,-
ject, Department of Education,
Mehidol University, 1974. 48 p.
(Research report paper no. 1)
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OBJECTIVES\

Aola: voiwaroh 4

I. T, de-ermine the leanibil.ity
of introducing population education
in the schools; to describe the base-
line egflmt r.hich future effects of
poiLlg,tien education activities may
be compared, and to determine the
most appropriate nature of population
education activities.

2. To help plan a compreheasivc
programme of population education in
the formal school system and to
stimulate students and teachers to
think about population problems and
the possibilities of introducing a
population programme in the -ountry.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Students'of secondary
schools in 20 provinces of the coun-
try randomly selected. The Bangkok
Metropolis was excluded. Within each
province, all government schools
which include M.S. 5 in the academic
stream and M.S. 6 in the vocational
stream (i.e. terminal grades of the
secondary programmes) were selected.
There were 65 such schools. One
class of the terminal grade was ran-
domly selected from each school. All
students who were present on the day
the researcher came were included in
the sample. Two thousand and eighty
five students were thus sampled.

Data collection and enalxsis
technique: Questionnaires adminis-
eared directly to all the students
by class. Students'were.allbwed one
hour to complete.

FINDINGS

1. Most students believe that
Thailand faces a serious population
problem, but they also favour smaller
families for themselves and others,

40

and would encourage both use of
family planning and education about
family planning in school programmes.

2. Female atudenta views
tended to be somewhat more anti-
natalint than those of male student
The same was true for academic as
compared with vocational. students.

3. Despite their educationally-
elite status, the students tended to
come from large families (median
6.4 children).

4. Although there was clearly
an association between the number of
one's siblings and desired number of
children, there was nevertheless a
very important distinction between
the two: the median desired number
of children was 2.4, or four chil-
dren leas than the family of orien-
tation. Somehow, through a process
as yet unknown, these young people
have already undergone a major
transformation in uat they consider
their most desiraLe. family size.

5. The a sociations among the
variables were nearly all poeitive,
suggesting that these variables may
only be different expressions of a
single factor. Therefore, although
no casual relationships were proved,
sufficient evidence exists to sup-
port the belief that there should,be
a working hypothesis for educational
programmes until alternative evi-
dence can be obtained.

6. 1The content of population
education cu'riculum should focus
both on family 'planning and on an
understanding of the macro-level
population situation.
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Somkid I a_a atone. The integration
of population education in lover
occondany aoa4a1 atudiAm thwrioulum.
M.Ed. thesis, Chulalongkorn Univer-
sity, 1974. 265 p. Unpliblished.
In Thai with English abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To study the scope and subject
matter of population education from
documents, both in Thailand and
abroad, collect data concerning So-
cial studies teachere,end educators'
epinions, as well as the interests of
tudents so that these data could be
ed as a guideline.forintegration

of population educatfINW into Lower
Secondary Social Studies Curriculum.

HOWL=

Sample: Three hundred and fifty
persons were used-ea the sample - 150
lower secondary social studies teach-
ers, 50 educators, and 150 students
itt.,the lower secondary school.

Data collection and analysis
ieee: uestionnaires.

Knotaudoo, at t udo and bohaol,o

FINDINGS

1. The. teachers and educators
were highly interested in integrat-
ing population education in the
social studic91 curriculum.

4

2. The students were only
moderately interested in the seven
units of population education subject
matter presented to them.

3. Basic population crncepta
should be integrated in geography in
M.S. 1-3 (grades VIII-X)

4. Effects of population situ-
ation, especially in local population
changes, should be adden civics
but issues concerning national popu-
lation changes and impacts of rapid
population growth on economy, edu-
catio, society, health, politica,
should be integrated into geography
in M.S. 1-3, as well as :civics at
the level to be specified by the
teachers.

5. Issues relatedito local
population changes should be inte-
spited into geography and eivics.
Social, health, political, migration
problems should be merged with civics
only.

6. At the micro-level, the
impact of population changes on the
lives of, the. and the
portant decisions and adjustments
whith the learners will have to make
should be emphasized in ivies.
Some units, such as the. djustment
of the learners to moral Ifroblems
related to culture and to living in
the crowded community taught be
integrated in morals.
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Wilawan Charanyananda. The relation,
ships of attitudes toward popu-
lotion education, quality-of-life
beliefs and professional commit-
ments of Thai home eoonomias
teacher educators. Singapore,
Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, Southeast Asia Popula on

Research Awards Programme, 1980.
115 p. (SEAPRAP research report
no. 54)

OBJECTIVES

1,0, To examine the relationships
that exist among quality-of-life be-
liefs,- attitudes toward population
education and professional commit-
ments to population education of Thai
home economics teacher educators.

-2 To deterMine the effectxof
elective demographic Variables such
as population edUcation/family plan-
ning experience, in workshop, or sem-
inars, family Oise, specialigedyears
ofteathing and age on each of the
threelesjOr variables.

Hayti

°polka

Sample: Thai home economics
teacher educators from seven of the
36 teachers' colleges, totalling
72 teachers.

technique:_ Questionnaire with res-
pondents given one week to complete.
To analyse the data, three measures
were used: (a) the Researcher's
Attitudes Toward Population Education
Scale (ATT); (b) Wallace". Quality-
of-Life Beliefs Scale (QLB); and
(c) the Professional Commitment
Scale (PC). Likert Attitude Scale
Analysis Main Programme was employed
to calculate the ATT and QLB scores.
Frequency Analysis of Multiple
Choices, Pearson Product Moment cor-
relation Co-efficient and Analysis
of Variance were all used to analyst
various sets of data.

FINDINGS

1. Teacher educators who had
more positive attitudes tended to
have more positive quality-of-life
beliefs and higher professional
commitments.

2. Workshops miners on popu-
la ion-education/family-planning thet
those teacher educators attended in
the past for the purpose of into-
gratiod of population education into
existing home economics curricula
ware not effective in changing-their
beliefs, attitudes, and commitments
to population education.. Thai

_

teachereducators who had more work-
Ail experience did not seam to have
more positiVe attitudes, more posi-
tive qualitrofLlife;beliefs, or
higher professional commitments, t
those who had less workshop experi-



on grI)up wl.th ,Lean eteml-

inar experience appeared to have
more positive attitudes toward popu-
lation education, especially more
positive attitudes toward population.
Two reasons are offered for the weak-
ness of these training programmes:
(a) there is no long-range plan
specifically for the home economics
teacher educators in the Teacher
Training Department; (2) the back-
grounds of the participants are not
similar enough, in terms of subject
matter and role, to create a positive
learning environment. Therefore, the
seminar cannot be presented in enough
depth to cause t desired changes
in beliefs, attitudes, and commit-
ments of those teacher educators.

. Teacher educators whose'
major interests were in the food and
nutrition area had more positive
quality-of-life beliefs than all
others. However, those teacher edu-
cators who had their major interests
in the child development and family
relations had the lowest quality-of-
life beliefs of all. Those in all
other areas of interests did not
differ in beliefs, attitudes, or
commitments concerning population
education. This may be because:
(a) the food and nutrition area has
been the strongest, oldest, best-
established programme in Thailand,
while, the child development ares is
relatively new to their interests;
(b) there are many specialized insti-
tutions. and program to train nu-
Xition teacher educators with sup-
orted research, but none specifi-

cally, to train home economists in the
child development area; and (c) the
real aituationA.n Thailand-- the
deficiency of food and nutrition evi-
dence,-especially in the rurarea -
has:been known and support of various
organizations re4Uested for que a
period of time.

Knowlcdgo, at.t tunic and hehav iour

4. Age, family Rite, and yo
of teaching had no influence on
those teacher educators' attitudes
toward population education, quality-
of-life beliefs, and professional
commitments. This may be due to the
fact that all teacher educators in
home economics were already con-
cerned about quality of life. In
addition, almost all had small fam
ilies by Thai standards, that is,
75 per cent (n 0 48) had none or two
children, 12 (18.75 per cent) had
thiee children, and only four (6.25
per cent) had four children. Be-
sides,' their socio-economic status,
including environmental and psycho-
logical aspects, may make it poss-
ible for them to afford such famil-
iee_while_maintainin_
sonal quality of life. Another ex-
planatory factor may be that most of
these respondents were relatively
young women who may not have reached
their completed family size.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
University Teachers;
Home Economics Teacher
Educators; Quality of
Life; Thailand

SOURCE: SEAPRAP
International Development

Research Centre
Tanglin P.O. Box 101
Singapore .10
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mays, S. A corm arative std of,
the opinion of nta amd ado-
lescente tow he introduction
of sex education in schoolah M.Ed.
thesis, Bangalore University, 1974.
Unpublished.
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OBJECTIVES

ucation prograt in Asia: what reoea oh °alio

INDIA

To find the opinion of parents
Land adolescents towards the introduc-
tion of sex education in schools.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 110 ado1 . -vnt studen 4
from different high schools of
Bangalore and their parents were in-
cluded in the sample.

Data_collectionvand analysis
technique: Opinionnaire on sex edu-
Cation on the pattern of Thurstone
Method of attitude scale construction.

FINDINGS

23

Deshmukh, D. Monohar, A otudy of
pre - university otudentos awarenenn
of ,population problem from nelec-
ted colleges of Bangalore. M.Ed.
thesis, Bangalore University, 1979.
Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. To study the second year
pre - university course student's
awareness of the effect of over-
population on socio-economic con-
ditions related to food, health,
housing, education and development.

1. Both the teachers and ado-
lescents had a favourable attitude
to the introduction of sex education
in schools.

2. The Chris
better disposed to
Hindus or Muslims.

an parer: were
ex education than

DESCRIPTORS: Parent Attitudes;
Student Attitudes;
Seconds School
Stets Curriculum
Sub acts Sex Education;
India

Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational .Research endoo.,
Training

Sri urobindo Mars/
New Delhi-110016,' Ind a

- -
2. To study the difference if

any between variations and family
background of the students and their
awareness of population problem.

3. To study the difference it
any between variations in religion
of the students and their awareness
of population problem.

4. To study the difference if
any between levels of. involvement
in social service activities and
their awareness of population
problem.

METWOLOGY

Sample: A proportionate,
dom sampling procedure selecting 160
student' from 6 different colleges.
of Bangalore city. The proportion
of Hindus, Mk:slims, Christians was
kept in the ratio of 13:2:1._ The
percentage of boys and girls were
36 .and 44.



Duty collection and analys
technique: Multiple-choice quest on-
naire, with three choicei consisting
of 67 items. It was subjected to
item analysis and 40 items were re-
tstfted for the final test.

FINDINGS

1. The general awareness of
students towards population.problem
was found to be moderate i.e. 55 per
cent were aware of population problem.

2. Boy
more aware o
than girls..

were found to be much
the population problem

3. Family background and re-
zelated-so Aituden t --

awareness of population problem.

4. The students involvement in
the social service activities, in the
reading of newspaper or going to
movies had no effect on-theirpopu-.
lation awareness. On the other hand
reading general books and listening
to radio talks had a significant
bearing, on the level of population
awareness.

DR,CRIPTORS: Popu4ation Aw enee
Student Attitudes;
College Students; India

SOUR Reed

population Education Unit
Rationil Council of /Mu-

cational,Reseerch end'
Training-;

ftri Aurobindo Men
Delhi-110016, India
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Cupta, Vendetta. A study of the
knowledge and attitude of teachers
toward° the introduction of sex
education in school curricula.
M.Ed. thesis, Bhopal University,
1975. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. To fine out whether teach-
ers have adequate knowledge about
sex education.

2. To find
teachers towards
ilex education in

`3. To find
is any differenc
male and femel
introduction
schools.

out the attitude of
the introduction of
schools.

out whether there
in the attitude of

eachers towards the
ex education in

4. To find out whether teach-
ers belonging to rural urban areas
differ in their attitude towards sex
education.

5. To find out whether teach
era belonging to different religious
groups differ in their attitude:.
towards the introduction of sex edu-
cation in schools.

A 6. To find out the ways and
ape of integrating six education

school curricula.

LOGY

Sample: A random purposive
ample consisting of 250 men and -

leen teedhsre,belonging to_different
llgrione were drawn from-different

types of schools Goramsnt and
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Roo-Guveromoot) of Bhopal, Idoro
and Ujjain Divisions of Madhya
Pradesh.

Data collection and analysis
technique:

1. Knowledge test in the fo
of a questionnaire consisting of
questions on different aspects of
sex education.

2. Attitude scale Wised on the
Likert type. The scale consisted of
about 43 statements. The respondents
were asked to indicate the degree of
agreement or disagreement with the
Statement on a 51.point scale.

FINDINGS

1. The majority of the teachers
realized that sex education should
necessarily form an integral part'of
school education.

2. Most suggested that the best
Way of teaching sex education to
children is to introduce it in the
school curricula. Some have rec-
oimended the use of film.

3. The recommended content of
sex education is:

a) Health and hygiene of
Sex;

b) Anatomy and physiolo
Of reproductive organs;

c) Menstruation and seminal
emissions and

d) Contraceptives.

4. Teachers have suggested that
sex education should be imparted
along with the teaching of subjects
like biology and social studies,

what research says

health to hygiene.

5. The majority stated that it
should be taught by biology
while some teachers preferrod-,that
doctors should teach these topics.

[idlers,

DESCRIPTORS: Poacher Attt
Curriciutum ;;;u

A's Education

SOURCg: Head
Population Education Lin
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, India
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Mehta, Ganesh Lai. A study of the
opinion of parents and teachers
towards introduction of population
education in high schools of
Bhubaneohwar. M.Ed. thesis, Utkal
University, 1974. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. To find the opinion
teachers and parents towards the in-,
elusion of certain contents of popu-
lation education in high school
curricula.

2. To study the opinion of
parents and teachers regarding th
impottance of populathn education it
various spheres of social life.

3. To study the opinion cif
parents and teachers regarding the
suitability of school as a proper.
agency for teaching population edu-
cation.

4. To study sex differences in



the opinions expressed by the
teachets.

5. To study the opinions of
parents belonging to different in-
come groups and educational back-
grounds.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: A random sample of 100
teachers (50 male and 150 female) And
150 parents drawn from different
schools of Shubaneohwat city. The
study was restricted to parents of
children studying in Classes IX and X
only, as it was convenient to ap-
proach the parents through their
children.

peta-cpllectionend-analyaia
technique: Opinionnsire consisting
of 46 items with respondents being
asked to record their opinion on a
three-point scale, (agree, disagree
and undecided). The percentage of
responses was analysed for each of
the statements in order to interpret
the data

FINDINGS

1. The teachers and-parents
irrespective of their sex and edu-
cation'background hid a favourable
opinion towards the inclusion of

t4 population content in the education
programme.' They recommended the in-
clusion of demographic concepts,
economic and social consequences of
population growth and the process of
human reproduction in the curriculum.

2. Both the teachers and
parents ,however- felt that agencie
other than schools are more suitab
to teach population education.

3. The teachers -41 parents,
pective of sex differences or

47

50

Knooledge, atti:ttu de and behaviour

income and education background,
opposed teaching human reproduction
in schools.

4. The Leachers and parents
were of the opinion that population
education will help create the right
attitude towards small family size.
Parents from the high income group
were more favourably inclined
towards this view than middle income,
parents. Parents of the low income
group 4.,e strongly opposed to this
opinion.\

5. 'While parents were optimis-
,tic that the concept of a small fam-
ily is not only desirable but also
achievable through population edu-
cation, the teachers in general did
not agree with this opinion.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitude
Secondary School
Teacher(); Parent At
tudee; India

SOURCE: Head

Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobado Marg
New Delhi-110016
India
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Nagda, S.L., and others. A study of
the opinion of teachers towards
population education. Tirupati,
Population Study Centre, Sri
Veniclieswara University, 1974.

OBJECTIVES

To find out the existing
edge and attitude of teachers



Papu tat on education progr in An

towards population related problems.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 100 teachers of
Chittor district.

pate collection and analysis
technique: Questionnaire.

primcs

1. Ninety per cent knew the
meaning of population education.

2. Sixty five per tent felt
that population education and family
planning are one and the same.

3. Twenty five per cent con-
sidered population awareness and
planned parenthood as a part of
population education.

4. Ninety per cent felt that
population education is necessary for
the.youth for responsible parenthood.

5. Fifty per cent considered
that the standard of living is not
affected by the site of family.

6. About 90 per cent felt that
the size of the family can be planned
by all human beings.

7. Most agreed that too many,
Children would affect the health of
the mother and that spacing of chil-

-dran is, necessary for mairitaining the
-tiaalth of thaliother:

S.

that athat

to lead

of the
norm is necessary

happy and comfortable life.

9. The majortty fgreed that_our
cannot meet the needs Of its

If the rate of growth of popu
remain e thereams.

rah

. Most felt that population
education would develop right atti-
tudes concerning family life among
the younger generation.

11. Ninety. per cent considered
that late marriage is one of the
methods of controlling family size.

12.

that ova
omit and
country.

Sixty per cent thought
-population leads to aeon-
social instability in the

13. Most felt that it is
necessary to impart knowledge of
human reproduction and nutrition
to ov! masses.

14. Fifty per cent considered
exhibitions and film sh,,,ws as
appropriate methods_lni_creating_
population awareness among the com
amity whereas 30 per cent con
sidered lectures by experts and
group discussions as appropriate
methods.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Att tudes;
Population Awareness;
India

SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council. pUEdu-

cetional Research and
Training -

Sri Aurobindolferg
New Delhi-110016, India !_
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OBJECTIVES

To find out the perception of
the students of Women Colleges
towards the introduction of popu-
lation education.

METHODOLOGY

Semple: 200 girl students
the Women's College, Nellore in
Andhra Pradesh; 80 per cent from
urban families and 20 per cent from
rural areas.

Data collection and analyst*
technique: Questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. Seventy' five per cent knew
meaning of population explosion.

2. More than 65 per cent con-
sidered population education and fews
ily planning as identical.

3. Ninety. per cent realised
that our country dannot meet the
growing needs of its people ifthe
population continues to grow at the

-present rate.

4. Ninety per cent felt that
mall site family wbuld lied'io'
y and comfortable life and moat
d that Population education is
nary to assist youth initiate

pen/Able parenthood.

S. Most agreed that the size
of the family can be planned by a
human being.

6 t_thought,that there must
be xsufficiint Sap between two suc-
cessive children for the health of
the mother and the children

K att tr sand behaviour

late matriago es one of fhe acthods
of controlling the size of the family.

8. Eighiy per cent thought that
over-population leads to socio-,
economic instability in the country.

9. Forty per cent favoured
seminars for imparting population
education at the collegiate.level
26 per cant favoured lectures and 80
per cent favoured the integration of
population education with collegiate
curriculum.

DESCRIPTORS: Student A
Wften Stude
University
'Mao

I
SOURCE: Head

_Population:EdOcation Unit=.--
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Ttsining

Sri Aurobind041ats
New Delhi-110016, India
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Patel, A. Prahiad. A studi,
edge and attitude towards hummn
reproduction among XI standard
students in some urban echoing.
M.Ed. thesie, University of Baroda,
1973. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. Jo find what information
students'haVe about the human.repr
duction system.

2 To understand the attitude
Wants towards sex education.of-,

7. Fifty per cent efasidered sources
informs

To find out the various
from,where they obtained



Population education programme in kola:

4. To find out the knowledge of
students about contra ptive devices.

KETHODOLOGY

!ample: 50 students (32 boyge
and 18 girls) belonging to dif-
forint caste groups aged 14-19 years,
selected from a few urban schools

Data collection and analysis
technique: Knowledge test containing
42 objective-type questions to find
out the pupils' knowledge of human
reproduction. Questionnaire to find
out their attitude to the introduc-
tion of sex education in schools.

FINDINGS

1. Students in general were
aware of the mechanism of human repro-
duction, but most of them -wera not
aware of the scientific.basis of
reproduction.

2. The 'majority (90 per cent)
wanted the introduction of sex edu-
cation in achoois.

3. The majority were, of the
opinion that science teachers are
well suite# to the teaching of sex
education.

4. About 94 per cent felt that
their parents would not object to the
teaching of sex education in schools.

DESCRIPTORS: KAP; Student Attitudei;
Secondary Sohool'
Students; Sex Edu-
cation; India

SOURCE: Head'
Population Edueation Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Mars
New Delhi-110016, India
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Patel Vithabbhai. A s tudy of popu-

iatton awareness of pupils of
standard X at Varnama High,:Jahool.
M.Ed. thesis, Gujarat University,
1974. UrTublished.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To ind,out the awareness
of students about the population
problem.

2. To find out their life
aspiration

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Fifty students of
-

Standard 10 of Varnama High School
belonging to 18 different caste
groups, aged 15-20 years.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Interview to elicit back-
ground data, awareneseof social"
problems, life aapiiations, marriage
and ffmily, economic expectations,
family-sixe values, parents' influ-
ence on family size values, and

mortality, expectations.

FINDINGS

1. Students in general war
are of the population problem faced

by the country.

1.0 Most Uerenot aware of the
importance of thefamily planning
programme.

,3. Whereas st of the girl
wished to live and -serVe in the c yi-

nearly half the number of boys were
willing to live in a village, but
serve in the city.

fj



4. A g d n considered
late marriage as an advantage.

5. The students,had no indepen-
dentdecision regarding the age at
marriage and selection of mate.

6. They had favourable attitude
towards education in general.

7. Most of the boys did not
favour higher education for the
daughters, whereas the girls wanted
to have higher education.

8 Most believed in the tra-
dition value of having more sons.

9. Inmost cases, students did
notidiscues the family problems with
parents.

10. Girl students warp more--
knoWiedgeable about family planning
than boys.

DESCRIPTORS: Population Awareness;
Student Attitudes;
Secondary School
Students; India

SOURCE: Head
_opulation Education Unit
NetiOnal 6uncil of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, India
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A study of population
ascrng fathers of students.

X of Varna = village.
a, University of

t, 1974. Unpublished.

51

4 ad 4, cat ti tuc Lind be

0 VES

1. To find out whether the
parents of school children were
aware of the population situation
in India.

2. To find out their opinion
towards the desirable size of the
family.

3. To find out their reaction
to the introduction of population
education in schools.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Forty fathers of the
students of Standard 10 of Varnama
High School..

Data collectIpa_alstegAMD.
technique: uestionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. Fathers were not aware of
the consequences of a large family
size on the society or the' nation.

2. Family size was considered
a personal matter.

mar
the

3. The majority of parents
ed at an early'age but wanted
children to marry later.

4. Higher caste people be-
lieved more in family planning as
compared to low caste people.

5. The higher the level of
education of the father, the higher
was the aspirition for achievement.

6. Parents wanted populati
education to be included in scho
curricula.



7. Fathers who were well in-
formed about population problem
favoured the introduction of sex edu-
cation to the school curricu

8. Awareness
was positively rel
neon of national w

-II family
d to the aware-
are.

DESCRIPTORS: Pavan t Attitud'ea;
Population Awarenvaa;
Family :7;40 Norma;
India

SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

tional Research and
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Poffenberger, o s. Population
learning among secondary school
students in an Indian vi/
Baroda, University of Baroda, 1971.

OBJECTIVES

To find out the perception and
owledge of the secondary school

students about population problems.

Smiler About 100 students of
_rags age 17) of a village

chool in Baroda district of

tram

questionnaire and interview.

collection and analV___
: Survey method involving'

FINDINGS

1. The vil loge secondary
school students were aware of the
population problem.

They gained this knowledge
ugh the mass media, particularly

newspapers and extension education
efforts of the family planning pro-
gramme such as film shows, exhi-
bitions and the visits of family
planning workers to homes.

3. The students voted in
favour of a small family and th
was mainly prompted by the diff
experienced by their porenta in
rearing a large family.

DESCRIPToits: udent Attitudrv;
School
Population
India

co
Student
Awarenea

ulty

SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurabinda Marg
New Delhi-110016, India
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P©ffenberger, Thomas. A study of
knowledge and attitudga of

ian college students towards
population related problems. Ann
Arbor, Center for Population Plan-
ning, University of Michigan, 1970.

OBJECTIVES

To find the opinion of male and
female college students towards
population related 1asues.

52 5



METHODOLOGY

SATRie: 208 students of Delhi
University (out of which 100 were

rit selected at random.

Data collection and
tyshILlue: Questionnaire and some
interviews.

FINDINGS

1. Ninety-slx per cent of boys
and 100 per cent of girls agreed that
the population of India was growing
too rapidly.

2. Eighty-three per
boys and 92 per cent of gir
thatethe population problem was
serious.

3. While the respondents indi-
cated that they favoured a small farm
ily norm propagated by the Government
of India in the interest of the
nation, a few favoured a small family
motivated by the welfare of the
individual families.

4. The average number of chil-
dren desired' by the boys was 2.6
while the average number desired by
the girls was 2.2.

5. The majority of the boys a
girls wanted at least one son among
the children.

6. While most of the girls
approved of family planninS methods,
19 per cent of the boys disapproved
because they believed that the
methods were unnatural and dangerous.

DESCRIPTORS Student Attitudao;
University Students;
Population Awareness;
India

SOURCE: H

Population Education Unit
National Coo, '1 of Edu-

entions1 Repenrch and
Training

Srt Aurobindo Marg
New De1hi-110016, i.ncl.ta
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Poffenberger, Thomas and Kim Sebaly.
The 000ialination offorlily ciao,
vaiueo: youth and family planning'
in an Indian villaget Ann Arbor,
Center for South and Southeast
Asian Studies, University of
Michigan, 1976. 160 p. (Michigan
papers on South and Southeast
Asia, 12)

OBJECTIVES

1. To collect data that might
be useful in planning the develop-
ment of population education at the
University of Baroda in Gujarat
State, India.

2. To analyse the attitudes
of students of 11th standard con-
cerning population and fertility
knowledge, families and village and
the country.

3. To find out what it is like
ow up in a rapidly changing

society.

Kg1"NODOLOGY

Sample._ 39,students from
lags Varna in Gujarat, India

were. selected for interview (26
males and 13 females); the total
attendance in the standard 11. The
students, were between 16 and 19 "
years of age, with modal age 17
yeara. Six of the males and
female were married.

56



n and analysis
technique: Interview by a male and
a female interviewer with previous
village interviewing experience. The

interviewers were proficient in
Gujarati (the local,langunge) and
English.

FINDINGS

1. The desire to have smaller
families,was not necessarily associ-
ated with a higher standard of living.

2. Education that has not in-
creased the economic status of the
village but it has enabled boys from
high caste families to take up jobs
available to them because of caste
connections. The education of vil-
lage girls was associated largely
w_th the need Co Increase their value
in bartering in the marriage market.

3. Some of the educated lower
caste and community boys get better
jobs but the available jobs tend to
go to those with higher social and
economic status. The possibility of
education paying off for the poor was
severely limited.

4. Although the studsata indi-
cated a desire for relatively small
families, there was also evidence of
acceptance of traditional roles
associated with high fertility. This
fact ma$ be expected to slow the de-
cline in fertility in the area.

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitudes;
Sao onWWwy School
Students; Population
Aeneas; Family Sias
Norms; Family,Planning
Education; India

SOI CSSEAS
130 lane 11aII
University of iichigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
U.S.A.
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Prabhakar, G. 4 study of tta opinion
of etudanto of a few aeccnr ry
schools of Bangalore city towards
introduction of population edu-
cation at the secondary school
level. M.Ed. thesis:, Bangalore
University, 1975. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

At the secondary level, to find
out whether:

1. There are different opinions
amongst boys and girls towards the
introduction of population education.

2. The students' opinions re-
garding the introduction of popu-
lation education differ with age;

3 Students from different
scheoIs'haye different opinions
about the introduction of populati
education; and

C

4.' Students differ in their
opinion on the introduction of popur
lation education according to re-
ligious beliefs.-

KRT}IODOLOGY.

300 male and female
condary school students belonging
different age groups, religion

and type of school drawn on the basis
of purposive sampling.

a.
7



Data 'collection and natysIs
technique: Verbal response of agree-
ment or disagreement to different
statements developed on the lines of
Liken's summated rating scale.
There were 29 statements out o which
19 were positive and 10 were ne ative.
Students responded to the sultements
on a four point scale.

FINDINGS

The students, both boys and
girls were of the opinion that the
introduction of population education
at the secondary school level was
absolutely necessary.

2. The students of each age
group, expressed favourable opinions
towards the introduction of popu-
lation education in schools.

3. Students from each type of
school favoured the introduction of
'population education in school.

4: Students from all religious
backgrounds favoured the introduction
of,population'education at the sec-
ondary se_ ol level.

DESCRIPTORS: Student
Secondary
Students;

itudes;
chool
ndia

SOURCE: Head
Population Education-Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Mars
New Delhi-110016, India
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Rao, A '!.X. A I) 44 of tho attittrt
of paronts and teachers towards
the introduction of sox education
in secondary schools. M.Ed.
thesis, Mysore University, 1974.
Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

To find out the attitude of
parent& and teachers towards the in-
troduction of sex education in
second/1y schools.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 300 teachers from 31
secondary schools and 300 parents
from the city of Mysore.

Data collection and analysis_
technioue: Questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. Both parents and teachers
favoured the introduction of sex
education in schools.

2. They :favoured a scientific
approach to the teaching of sex
education.

3. They felt Lnat sex edu-
cation is very crucial to students
for the development of a balanced
personality. Se

DESCRIPTOR: Parent Attitudes;
Teacher Attitudea;
Secondary School
Teachers; Curriculum
Subjects; Sex Ed4
cation; India
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SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research And
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
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Rao, D. Copal. A study of the atti-
tude of parents and toaohers
towards sex education. New Delhi,
Population Education Unit, National
Council of Educational Research and
Training, 1976.

OBJECTIVES

To find out:

1. the attitude of parents and
teachers towards the introduction of
sex education in schools;

2. whether there is any.differ-
ence of opinion among teacher. wbrk-
ing in different types of schools.

3. whether male and female
teachers differ in their opinion
about sex education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample,: 300 parents and 300
schers of Delhi,

Pita collection and analysis
dui: A scale consisting of

based on Likert technique.

Ninety per cent of the
and 60 per cent of the

-ants favoured the teac1ins of sex
in, schools-.

rob vayu

2. Both parents and teachers
o unanimous in suggesting the

teaching of anatomy and human repro-
duction and health and hygiene of
sex; They did not favour the teach-
ing of contraception at school.

3. While.tteachere wanted sex
education to be integrated with
existing subject like biology, the
parents wanted it to be taught as a
separate subject.

4. There was no significant
relationship between religion and
acceptance of sex education.

DESCRIPTORS: Parent Attitudes;
Teacher Attitudes;
Curriculum Subjeote;
!lox Mucation; India.

SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
India
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Srivastava, N.N. A etuo of the
knowledge and attitude of teachers
warde the introduction of popti-
ion education in school `our-
ula. M.Ed. thesis, Bhopal

University, 1973. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

1. To study the ewareness,o
school teachers towards poiulation
problems in 'the country

2. To find out the.
school teachers towatds in

tude Of
oduction_=



of population education in school
curricula.

3. To find out possible content
to be included in the school cur-
ricula on the basis of opinion of
teachers regarding. the ways and
means of introducing population edu-
cation in schools.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: A random puzposive sam-
ple of 300 teachers from the dis-
tricts of Rows and Bhopal, in Madhya
'Pradesh belonging to different re-
ligions and type of schools.

Data collection and analysis
technique; Questionnaire. An atti-
tude scale using a combination of
Thurston. and Liken methods was
developed.

FINDINGS

1. The majority of the teachers
were aware of the population problem.

2. The consequences of over-
-populetion in their opinion were. un-

ttmployment, under employment and low
standard-of living,

3. The majority felt that if
the growth of population is not
heelted, the economic development of
the country will be hampered.

4. Most suggested that the beat
way of checkintamer-population is

ing the younger generation.

The majority commended a
-family sire up to four childran, out
of which at least two should. be sons,

A. Most Were of the
t population education sho f

part -of school education,

KnaJia. and behaviour

the university stage and that
should be integrated with existing
school subjects!' especially through
the social studies course.

7. The ajotrity felt that the
course should'be a subject for
annual exam tion.

DESCRIPTORS: i Teaoher Attitudes;
Population Awar nese
India

SOURCE: He d

Po ulation Education Unit
-anal Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

S i Aurobindo Marg
ow Delhi-110016
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Varghe P.V. A study of the
attiAudo of teaoilore tmarda dif-
ferdnt aspeota,of population
problem.. Mad. thesis, Bangalore
University, 1970. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

To find the attitude differ-
ent adpects of population problems.*

METHODOLOGY

276 teachers-drown
from primary and high school4evele
from the city of Bangalore formed
the pampleStratifild Oampling
procedure woo' adoptedin'the:aeld0-.
tion ok'the sampIC'

Date _ of lectio and snalais
°611rt lour -point attitude

-.dthe' attitude of teach
-populatiOn education,--

so
era t
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sex education and family planning.

FINDINGS

1. The primary and high school
teachers differed in their attitude
towards population education.

2. The sale and female teachers
differed in their attitude towards
population education.

3. The marital status of teach -
era had no bearing on the attitude
towards population education.

4. Teachers belonging to dif-
ferent religious groups had the same
attitude towards population edu-
cation.

5. The male and female teachers
differed in their opinion towards sex
education.

6. The teachers belonging to
different religions differed in their
attitude towards sex education.

7. The marital status of teach-
es not related to their attitude
rds sex education.

S. Whereas the religion of
"limbers was significantly related to
their attitude .to family planning
and sex education, it was not related
to their attitude towards population
education.i

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Primary School Teachers;
Secondary School Teach-
ere; Sex Education;
India

reacaroh iwyn

SOURCE: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
India
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Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education Pro-
gram. Studig on the fertility be-
haviour of male and female teacher-
trainees on population education.
Manila, 1974. 12 p.,

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the fertility
rate of married supervisors, princi-
pals and teachers who participated
in the one-week training programmes
conducted in the different regions
of the country.

2. To find out the type of
family planning methods known and
used by them.

3. To gather data on their
demographic characteristics such as
age at marriage, religion, socio-
economic and educational background
and family structure.,

METHODOLOGY

S 1

male_ 791
selected from
country.

_/
1,086 respondents (295
females) randomly
the 11 regions of the

Data collectiosvand analysis --
Self-administered per-

sonal data sheets.
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1. The sample coualeted of
1,086 former teacher trainees (295
males and 791 females) randomly selec-
ted from the 11 regions of the coun-
try. These teacher trainees pre-,
viously attended a 5-day seminar on
population education.

2. The family planning method
moat known by the participants was
rhythm and the least was brcest-
feeding.

3. Again, rhythm was the method
used by most of the participants and
the least was vasectomy.

4. Mean age at marriage of the
participants is 25.91 or 26 and 26.59
or 27 for the spouse.

5. A very high percentage of
the teacher-participants and their
spouses are Catholics.

6. Majority of the trainees
come from low income families making
them decide not to accept any rela-
tive-boarder and if so, just one or
two'.

7. On the position of the
spouses, a very high percentage come
from field of Mdudation and the
lowest percentage consists of
$

rat of he participants
are bachelor-degree holders. Same is
true with their spouses but they
represent different fields of concen-
tration. Majority cane from the
field of education and a very smell
percentage did not fimish the elemen
tary grades schogling..

9. moth participants and their
as attended non- `sectarian

Knuwl

institutions

DESCRIPTORS:

in

Fertility Behaviour;
Teacher Attitudet;
University Student
Philippines

SOURCE: Chief

Population Education P o-
gram

Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports

Arroceros Street
Manila, Philippines
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University of the Assumption.
Xnowiedge and attitude towards
population education possessed by
seniors and teachers in selected
secondary schools in Pampanga.
Pampanga 1979. 4 p.

OBJECTIVES

To determine:

1. The adequacy of the knowl-
,.:0 on population education pos-

eased by seniors and teachers of
selected Secondary schools in Pam-
pangs, taking into account the
variables of sex and type of school
as dependent variables.

2. Wiether there are any-sig-
nificant differences in the knowl-
edge on population education, poe-
sessedby seniors and.teachers of
selected seeouriary schools in Pam-
pangs, controJking for the variables -.

of sex and type of school.

What attitudes as on popu-
lation education senior, and teach--
ers of selected' secondary schools -in
Palpanga possess, controlling for



Popu

the variables of
school.

rz

type of

4. Whether there are -ifi-*
cant differences in the attitudes
towards population education pos-
sessed by seniors and teachers of
selected secondary schools in Pam-
panga, controlling for the variables
of sex and type of school.

METHODOLOGY

Sample,: Through proportional
random sampling, six rivate schools

ti

and nine public schoi were chosen
as participating ins itutt..As for the
study. The questionnaire was admin-
istered to 10 seniors and to four
social and natural science teachers
fr a ch of the participating insti-
tut on .The total student respon-
dents were 150 seniors, 69 of whom
are males and 81 females. Ninety
were enrolled in the nine participat-
ing private school. The teacher re-
spondents are 55 natural and social
science teachers of whom seven were
miles and 45 females. Twenty-nine
taught in the participating public
secondary schools and 22 in the par-
ticipating private secondary schools.

Data collection and analysts
technique: Questionnaire consisting
of three parts; Part 1 - Personal
data; Part 2 - Population education
concepts (64 items); and Part 3 -
Attitude towards population education
issues (40 items). Of the 40 items,
27 are statements favourable to popu-
lation education while 13 are un=
favourable to population education.
To analyse the data, means were com-
puted to assess adequacy of knowledge
and also controlling for the veal-
ables Of sex and type of schools.

,Analyses of variance were performed
test for significant differences

owledge. Chi-square values were

60

uarob thiyo

used to test signif ne,s
In nivitudes.

FINDINGS

1. The total student resp n-
denta seemed to have an adequate
knowledge of,population education.
However controlling for the variable
of sex, a significant difference WAS
obtained in favour of the female
senior respondents.

2. The total teacher respon-
dents had adequate knowledge of
population edepation.

3. Both student and teacher
respondents generally possessed
positive attitudes towards popu-
lation education.

The results of the study con-
firmed adequacy of knowledge towards
population education possessed by
theAeniors and teachers of selected
secondary schools in Pampanga. The
variables of sex seemed to affect
the knowledge possessed by the
senior respondents. The respondents
had a generally positive attitude
towards population education.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Secondary School
Teachers; Student Atti-
tudes; Secondary School,
Students; Philippines

SOURCE: University of the Assumption
San Fernando, Pampanga 2001
Philippines
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Orrawin Trocki. Attitudeo toward
family planning and population
cation among teaohere and ctudon
Singapore, Southeast Asia Popu-
lation Research Awards Program,
1977. 128 p. (SEAPRAF research
report no. 21)

OBJECTIVES

1. To identify the demographic,
social and economic characteristics
of two groups of students and teach-
ers of the teachers colleges and the
Functional Literacy Programme respect-
ively.

2. To study the attitudes
toward population education and fam-
ily planning currently held by two
of these groups of students and

,

teachers.

3. To establish whetho there
are any significant differences in
attitudes among students and their
teachers in these different groups.

4. To measure the effect of the
Functional. Literacy Programme on the
change in knowledge, attitudes and
practices in family planning of the
adult education.

METHODOLOGY

Semple: For the respondents
from the Functional Literacy Pro-
gramme, one province was selected at
random from each of the four regions
of Thailand; then four schools were
selected at random from each province.
All the 340 adult students who cane
o class on the day of the interview
are included in the sample. Sixteen

re were included on a case-
study basis. Two teachers colleges

61

Knoback.0 I fx haOiour

from the four regions were randomly
selected and from each college, 50
teachers and 100 students of the
graduating class of the Higher Cer
tificate of Education curriculum
were randomly selected, accounting
for 372 teacher-respondents and 687
student respondents.

Data collection and_ analysis
technique: Two sets of question-
naires were used; one for the adult
students and .another set for the
teachers of the Functional Literacy
Programme and the teachers and
students of the teachers colleges.
The questionnaire for the adult
students were personally adminis-
tered by the researchers. Fre-
quencies and percentage were used
in analysing descriptive data. Mean
scores were calculated to facilitate
interpretation when the Likert's
scale was used and chi-square values
were computed to test the signifi-
cance level of the differences -in
the responses of the teachers and
students.

FINDINGS

The Ideal- amily

1. The Teachers College (TC)
teachers thought that Thai women
should get married at 25-29 years
old, the TC students at 20.24 years
and adult students agreed with the
TC students.

2. The TC teachers and stu-
den a preferred 25-29 years old as
the ideal age of marriage for men.
Equal proportions.of adult students
preferred the 20-24 and the 25-29
age groups.

3. The majorityof the respon-
-dente in each group preferred the
nuclear family to the extended fami:
ily.

64
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4. The majority of all reapon
dente preferred a small family of
4-6 members. Most of the TC teachers
and TC students (8 out of 10) chose
2-3 as their ideal number of children
while a smaller majority of the FLA
Adults (6 out`" of 10) also chose.

5. The TC teachers d students
mostly chase two years as the ideal
interval for all child spacing.
Adult students preferred to wait 2-3
years after the first.child.

6. Most respondents would keep
on having children in order to get

# either sex.

7. Attitudes toward Population
and Family Plannin Most respon-
dents agreed that T_ landland needs faar
ily planning. They d not agree
that the government should limit the
number of children per family and
were not ready for the legalization
of unconditional abortion. A few
were opposed to family planning on
religious grounds.

8. Attitudes toward Population
Education. The respondenta preferred
the inclusion of population education
at the secondary college and out-of-
school levels, buk not at the elemen-
tary level. Popu_ation education
should be taught in the Teachers Col-
leges by integrating with various
subjects rather than as a separate,
requited course. The majority agreed
that both family planning and birth
control methods foiadults should be
advertised through the mass media.
The adult students preferred the in-
clusion of birth control methods in
the curriciapm of the Functional
Literacy Pr-gramme and the secondary
school level, but not at the elemen-
tary level.
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9. KAp Survey of Adult Students.
After a lesson on family planning,
it was evident that the adult stu-
dents had increased their knowledge
of birth control methods. One-fifth
of the adult students still thought
family planning was against their re-
ligion. Nine cut of 10 adult stu-
dents showed att intention of using
birth control methods. Four-fifths
of the adult students preferred that
the wives use the birth control
methods rather than the husbands.

10. About one-third of the
married adult students hayp used
some kind of birth control method.
In the post-test interview this
proportion had increased to some
extent.

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitude
Teacher Attitudes;
University Students;
Family Planning Edu-
cation' Thailand

SOURCE! SEAFRAF
International Development

Research
Tanglin, P.O. Box 101
Singapore
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Suchart Somprayoon. A study on
Thai prospective teachers' opinions
toward familly life and family plan-
ning including sex education. A
research undertaken with the
assistance of Population Counc
grant. Bangkok, Faculty Of Edu-
cation, Chulalongkorn University,
1981. 98 p.



0 CTIVES

1. To determine the opinions of
prospective teachers toward family
life and family planning including
sex education.

2. To compare the opinions
toward family life and family plan-
ning and sex education between two
groups of prospective teachers - one
who had studied the subject and One
who had not.

3. To compare the opinions
toward family life, family planning
and sex education between these two
groups in terms of different learning
experience and sex.

KETHODOLOO

Sample: 900 fourth year teacher
trainees from 15 colleges of education
throughout the countfy were drawn
from two groups: (a) those who had
learned about family life, family
*planning and sex education and (b)
those who had not been exposed to
these subjects.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Questionnaire containing
100 items in a rating scale. The
data were analysed to ascertain means,
standard deviation and variances for
each item, each major area and total
of 100 itemm. In order to determine
the significance of the statistical
differences between mean numbers of
opinions made by the subjects of
learned and unlearned groups, the t-
test, of significance and also the F-
test of significance were employed.

1. There were 58 supported
tams and 17 acted items for the

I
Knowledge, attitude and bahaviour

learned group, and 57 supported
items and 16 rejected items for the
unlearned group.

2. Thd learned group supported
nine negative items and rejected one
positive item. Lectureks of populL.
lation education courses should
select some effective teaching
strategies in order to counteract
the support of negative items by the
learned'group.

3. Bod groups supported the
family life, and family planning

courses that include sex education,
and concurrently backed up the offer-
ing of more courses in the colleges
of a tion of universities.

4. The findings strongly sup-
ported the need for improving the
curriculum and instruction regarding
family life and family planning in-
cluding sex education in the col-
leges of education of universities.
In addition, the qualification of
staff, textbooks, and other teaching
'facilities should 'be carefully re-.
examined and increasingly improved.

5. The courses about family
life and family planning including
sex education in the colleges of
education of universities should be
specially enriched and brbadly ex-
tended; At least two credits of
these courses should be required in
the general education or other areas
of study in the cUrriculumpof all
education students

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitudes;
Univeratty Students;
Teachers Colleges;
Family Life Education;
Family Planning Edu-
cation; Sax Education
Thailand
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SOURCE: Faculty of Educ
Chulalongkorn University
Phya Thai Road
Bangkok 10500. Thailand

THAILAND

Thawal Rakail. Attitude of :ano
and private higher secondary school
teachers in Bangkok Metropolitan
toward the introductio4 of sex edu-
cation into the achoolssystem.
M.Ed. thesis, Mahidol University,
1979. 105 p. Unpublished. In
That with English abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To study and compare the atti-
tudes of the guardians and private
higher secondary school teachers in
Bangkok Metropolis toward the intro-
duction of sex education into school
'systems.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 168 guardians and 167
teachers.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1.

had pos
introdu
the adhoe

h guardians and teachers
attitudes toward the
of sex education into

systems.

2. There was no statistically
Meant differences between the

guardians and teachers' accepuince
of the introduction of sex adutation
into school -systems.

3. When-the variable of edu-
ion leveljwas controlled,_ there

attituda differences toward

caya

the introduction of sax education
into school systems between the
two groups.

4. When the variables of sex
and marital status were controlled:

a) There was no stati i-
cally significant differences among
the guardians' attitudes toward the
introduction of sax education into
school systems;

b) There was statistically
significant differences between men
and woman teachers' attitudevtoward
the introduction of sex education
into school systems at the .01 level
(men teachers had a more positive
attitude than women) and there were
also statistically significant dif-
ferences in the interaction effect
between sex and marital status
toward the introduction of sex edu-
cation into school systems. The
attitude comparison of the other
pairs of the teachers (single and
married men, single and married
women, single men and women, married
men and woman, single man and
married women) showed statistically
significant differences at the .05
level,but not at the .01 level. The
only pair which showed no statistical
significance at the .05 level was
between the married men and the
single women teachers. It should be
noted that the attitude differences
about thh introduction of sax edu-
cation into school systems of teach-
ers was influenced by the variable
of sax more than the other variables.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Secondary School

4 Teachers* Parent Atti-
tudas;.44rrIculum Sub.-
jeots; $ E ton,
Thailand
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Ma dol University
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Watit U armat. Marriage - related
values of higher secondary students
in Bangkok Metropolis. M.Ed.
thesis, Mehidol University, 1981.
182'p. in That with English
abatra

OBJECTIVES:

1. To study marriage- related
values and 13 components of those
values among higher secondary stu-
dents in Bangkdk Metropolis which
include dating, premarital period,
moment and dowry, wedding cer-

emony, age at first marriage, mate
'Selection, post-marital residence,

els of marriage, family size.
couple's rilghts and obligations, ex-

-Apectations in happy Marriage, marital
adjustments and remarriage.

2. To find out whether these
Hvalues were positive or negative;
traditional, neutral or modern; and

=whetherrhey were affected .by the
IveriableS of sex, learnthg experience

population education programMes of
zstudy, number of siblings and parent's
ASerital status.

le: 453 higher secondary
selected.by stratified see r-

of 45,967

lodge atti LULJ. an j be oiour

higher Secondary students in Bangkok
Metropolis.

collection
technique: One test of marriage-
related values concerned with
measuring positive-negative values,
and another with values for tra-
ditionalism, neutrality and modern-
ism. Scores were analysed and
categorized according to the prerset
criteria. The categorized values
were than analysed according to the
above variables to compare whether
there were significant differences
among them.

FINDINGS

1. The majority of he sample
(97.79 per cent) had positive
marriage-related values. Fifty-five
per cent were modern values and 45.0
per cent neutral values. There were
no traditionalist values among the
samples.

2. The sample of different
programmes of study had aei.gaificantly

different positive-values at .01
level. With regard to the sample of
different variables of sex, learning
experience in population education,
number of sibling. and parent's
marital status, there were no sig-
nificantly different positive values
at .05 level.

3. With regard to itional-
ism, neutrality or modernism values,
the sample of different parent's
marital status had significantly
different modernism values at .01
level. However, it was found that
there was no significant difference
of modernism or neutrality values
according to the differences of the
variables of sexy, learning experience
in population Education, programmes
of study and number of siblings at
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.05 level.

4. There were ulguiticant
differences of positive values of
some marriage-related component
values among the samples of different
variables of sex, programme of study,
parent's marital status and number
of siblings. It was also found that
there were no significant differences
of positive values of all stated com-
ponents according to differences of
learning experiences in population
education.

5. There were significant dif-
ferencen of modernism and neutrality
values of some moirriage-related com-
ponent values among the samples of
different variables of aex, programmu
of study and parent's marital statun.
It was also found that there was no
significant difference of modernism
and neutrality values of all stated
components according to difference
of learning experience in Population
Education.

6, 'Mt fact that learning ex-
periences in Population Education
have no sigdificant effect on
marriage-relate-1i values, indicates
that the existing pdpulation edu-
cation programmes in school syste .
to not contribute to create such
values among students; which is one
of the major objectives of the
curriculum. ,.

WNW PCOCaVCh 04y0

DESCRIPTORS: :;/.14JcPit AtfitNjcii;

:fuoondary ii
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SOURCE: Dircc
Population Education PrOJC
Department of Education
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Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5
Tambon Salaya, Amphor

Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Pathom 73170
Thailand
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EVALUATING PERSONNEL TRAINING
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EVALUATING PER SONNET TRAINING

A. Analysis of the studies

One of the most important com-
ponents of a population education
programme is personnel training.
Training becomes especially important
when one considers the controversial
and value laden nature of population
education. As teachers are intended
to be the primary transmitter of
information and active agents In
promoting attitudinal and behavioural
changes with regard to population-
related issues, they are expected to
he sufficiently knowledgeable and
skillfp in handling population edu-
cst and its highly controversial

sensitive topics. This is the
**son why zoantries are investing
re in personnel train than any

other programme componen

The majority ofAhe countries
are undertaking personnel training
on a massive scale. The training of
teachers and other personnel is the
most difficult to undertake among all
other population education activities
because of the huge numbers who need
to be trained within given financial
and time limits. Two tyliesof
personnel reparation are conducted:
(a) the usual three-day orientation
of administrators such as the key
personnel of the project, heads of
institutions and departments, pro-
fessors and deans, of universities
and colleges, education officers,
supervisors and heads of schools;
(b) one-week to one-month training
of project personnel, curriculfim
developers, teacher educators,
resource persons, trainers, teachers
and field supervisors. In training
these various personnel, different
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Tnu pore nel t= ining

models nve been tined by the
countrics. Thew, include hierarchi-
cal face-t fnee training, peer
training, mobile training, modular
or self-learning, correspondence
approach, educational radio and ETV
training, internship and attachment
and eclectic training models.

The following questions are
of naked when deciding which
model to use. What is the most
effective model in delivering popu-
lation education content and method-
ology and in achieving programme
objectives in terms of increasing
each teacher's knowledge, attitude
and behaviour and skills in popu-
lation education? What is the most
feasible training model that will
have the maximum coverage in the
training of teachers and other per-
sonnel without sacrificing the
quality of training within financial,
physical and systems contraints? No
study has so far been done that can
show which model is more effective
in terms of its economic and admin-
istrative feasibility as well as in
bringing about the greatest changes
in teachers' knowledge -attitude and
behaviour. There are esuIts avail-
able of pre- and poet- sate under-
taken to determine cha gee in know-
ledge and attitude of the trainees
after their exposure to a single
training model. All training pro-
grammes being conducted in popw.
Litton education in the countries
have built-in evaluation mechanisms.
lost studies have evaluated the
fectiveness of the training pro-
ammes in terms of changes in

knowledge and attitude and in how
they were conducted or managed. In
this way it can be determined
whether the objectives, content,
activities, time duration, resource
persons or trainers, and training
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odologice used contributed to
success of the training pro-

Nine [studies are Includ±d here,
one of which i8 a summary of four
training evaluation reports on
Thailand's series of personnel_ train-
ing programmes. Five studies came
from the Philippines, .two studies
(including a summary of evaluation of
four training programmes) came from
Thailand, one from India and one
from Bangladesh. All the studies
had been variously conducted from
1973 to 1979. Seven are regarded as
exemplary studies and two are in-
cluded in section three as other
studies.

Three studies measure the
changes in knowledge and attitude
various types of population edu-
cation personnel after their exposure
to the training programme. Two
evaluate the conduct of the training
programmes, specifically assessing
the contribution of its various
components such as its objectives,
content, activities, methodologies,
training materials, trainers and
tams !allotment to the success of the
progtammes. One is an experimental
study comperingthe_difference in
the performance of thope teachers
who have been trained vie -a-via those
who have not been trained but were
given population education curriculum
guide*. Another lea baseline study
assessing the levels of knowledge,
attitude and skills and the training
needs of teachers aimed at helping
trainers develop a training pro-
gramme that will answer these train-
ing needs. 'There is one follow-up
study which determines the effect or
impact of the training programme on
the actual skills and performance of
teachers - whether they are teaching
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population education in the clasp-
room or undertaking population edu-
cation activities long after they
have attended the training. The last
study describes the various evalu-
ation designs of the training pro-
grammes held in the Philippines.

The instruments used for gather-
ing data on the effectiveness of the
training programme included pre- and
post-teats, log books and diaries,
observations, and questionnaires.'
They determined the achievement of
the objectives and the conduct or
management of the training, the in-
coming knowledge and skills of re-
opondenta and also monitored the
effects of the training programme
long after it has been conducted.
While some studies evaluate the
effectiveness of a training programme
on one category or personnel, other
studies compare its effects on
various types of personnel such as
key project personnel, heads and
administrators of various units and
departments in education, faculty
members of colleges and universities,
oupervisors, superintendents, head -
masters or principals and secondary'
and elementary school teachers.

The sample size of the studies
generally depended upon the number
of trainees who attended the training
programmes. Since most of the
studies made use of pre- end post-
tests to.determine the effectiveness
of the training on the trainees, all
the trainees who attended the train-
ing were, included in the Sampling.
The samples may helm come from one
training course from one university
or may have bee* selpeted from
several workshops and training
seminars held in a number of places
in onsregion;or several regions.
Thus, the sample size ranged from 50
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to 8,000 r- nts toatnd in one
locality or in most cases in several
districts or re gione on a mewl-
nationwide bast

Based on the few studies that
are included in this section, the
following generalizations can be made:

1. The training programmes in
the four countries (Bangladesh, India,
Philippines and Thailand) included in
this section were generally effective
in creating significantly positive
changes in knowledge about population
issues among the various personnel
engaged in population education. A
number of studies in fact have shown
that these personnel already had a
reasonable to high degree of know-
ledge about population even before
they underwent the training programme.
One retio4on given-was that these
particular groups of audiences had
been exposed before to population
messages from various sources such as
attendance at previous meetings,
through the mass media and from
colleagues and friends. Two studies
however expressed disappointment in
the results of long training pro-
grammes which did not result in
significant gains in knowledge.
Despite the extensive training pro-
gremme given to the key personnel in
Bangladesh and teachers, supervisors,
and principals in the Philippines,
the results in change in knowledge
did not come up to the level of
expectations. There WAS only a
minimal gain in knowledge from the
trainees who started off initially
with little knowledge about popu-
lation issues and population edu-
cation. In the case of Bangladesh,
the reasons given were that many of
the trainees were the wrong persons
to receive training, were initially
against the programme and were near

7,1
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retiring age. In the case of the
Philippines, the following reasons
were given for the disappointing
result: (a) test items may have
been too difficult; (b) there wee too
much subject matter covered in too
short a Lime; (c) trainees had
difficulty in recalling facts as moat
of them were Addle-aged.

2. Half the studies showed a
change in attitude from an already
initially desirab attitude among
the trainees to a more significantly
positive change in attitude after the
training programme. This was due to
the fact that the trainees had been
exposed before and were aware of
population education problems. By
gaining further knowledge and infor-
mation, old beliefs and wrong atti-
tudes were consequently corrected.
The other half of the studies showed
no change in attitude among the
trainees after the training programme.
They started off with acme favourable
attitudes towards the programme and
this remained unchanged. The ages
of respondents were given as one
reason for this. One study even
showed a slightly negative change in
attitude - from a very highly desir-
able attitude to a lower one among
the headmasters and education
officers after exposure to the train-
ing programme. The study explains_
that this negative change was a
result of an increased knowledge base
and a better understanding of the
issues.

3. The above, analysis in know-
ledge and attitude changes *lows that
as one learns more about the correct
concepts and information about popu-
lation facts and issues, a cerre
sponding change in attitude results,
whether in the direction of positive
or negative change.
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4. Because of the training pro-
grammes, trainees gained a better
concept of population education;
learned that population awareness In
a part of population education, that
population education and family
planning are not one and the same;
and can now trace the relationship
between different aspects of quality
of life to population education.

5. Exposure to the training
programdpt corrected previously held
negative attitudes making the differ-
ent types of personnel agree that
population education can be taken up
in schools without being an ad-
ditional burden for teachers and is
necessary for developing responsible
parenthood among the youth. They
also believed that sex education
should be a part of population edu-
cation, that the site of the family
could be controlled and that small
family site is conducive to higher
standard of living which Will pro-
mote the health and happiness of the
mothers and children. However, the
majority did not agree that the
government should dictate the site of
family one can have and were against
the,advertisement of birth control
methods.

6. One study from the
Philippines showed that, by and
large, the teachers who hr,e not
attended any population (0A:cation
training programmes could teach the
subject as effectiVely as the trained
teachers with the use of the pre-
Oared curriculum guides.

7. Not only have the outcom414
in terms of the trainees' knowledge
and attitudes been the subject of
evaluation but also the way which
the training programmes have been
undertaken. Only two studies dealt
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with this and both gave posit
ndings. The two studies showed

following: (a) the objectives
of the training programme were
achieved and fulfilled the needs of
the trainees; (b) with regard to the
Philippine study, family planning
was considered the most useful topic
followed by the effects of rapid,
population growth and demography;
(c) the instructional materials used
were adequate and effective; (d) the
presentation of the topics was
stimulating and understandable;
(e) discussion and demonstration of
the population education units were
considered the most useful activi-
ties; (f) with regard to training
methods, the trainees preferred the
small group discussion followed by
film viewing, open forum, debate and
lecture; and (g) the trainers or
resource persons met the expectation
of the trainees, The,most
frequently-mentioned recommendations
which the trainees gave to the .

management were to conduct more
training on the application of pro-
ceea approach and practice teaching/
peer teaching/demonstration teaching
on population education as they
found these inadequately taken up
during the training progradbe.

8. One study which assessed
the level of incoming knowledge on
population education and the general
training needs of the various types
of personnel showed the following
findings: (a) managers and super-
visors were more knowledgeable about
the population education curriculum
and content than the teachers but
both expressed the desire for more
training in this area; (b) teachers
and managers had adequate knowledge
of the methods and strategies used
in population education but both
groups still expressed interest in



receiving more training; (c) teache
had a higher knowledge of the evalu-

on and analysis of data than the
managers but both expressed the
desire for further training; (d) man-
agers had a higher knowledge of the
different management functions than
the teachers and both groups
expressed interest to learn more
about the subject: (e) managers had
higher knowledge than the teachers
about the available population edu-
cation materials.

9. 'What are the ax-trainees
doing long after attending training
programmes on population education?
One study from Thailand showed that
the majority were conducting a
number of population education
activities such as teaching.
Attendance at training programmes
had given them the recognition
among their peers and superiors in
the schools and offices where they
worked. Although the ex-trainees
found the objectives and the con-
tents of the training programme
useful to their population education

activities, most of them found it
necessary to equip and update them-
selves with more knowledge of popu-
lation education content and pro-
cesium through self -stud .` However,
&number of the es- trainees admitted
that they had not successfully:under-
taken any population education
'activities because of the following
reasons: (a) their jobs provided
only moderate opportunity for con-
ducting population education
activities; and (b) there were prob-
lems such as financial constraints,
lack of tiros, the non -co- operation

of colleagues and lack of facilities.

Evatua peruonnel train

Summary,of_ research trends and
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By and large, tbe training pro-
grammes on population education in
the countries have been effective in
increasing the trainees' knowledge
about population education and chang-
ing their attitudes more favourably
towards population issues. However,
these findings were mostly the
results of the pre- and post-tests
administered on the trainees right
after the training programme had
been undertaken. What is significant
is the fact that many of these
teachers were not able to use their
newly7acquired knowledge immediately
because of the gap between the time
the training was completed and the
time they found the opportunity to
teach the subject, if at all. More
often than not, the unused knowledge
and skills have led to disintegration
making it difficult for teachers to
teach the subject at a later date.
Therefore, what is crucial in this
UMW is not only the question of
whether"the training programmes had
been successful in developing or up-
grading.the knowledge and attitude
of the trainees towards population
education but whether' they have
really helped teachers in teaching
population education effectively in
the schools or not. No real
systematic studies have yebeen
undertaken to correlate the eff00*
tiveness of the teaching of popu
lation education with the training
programme received. In addition to
this, more follow-up studies should
be made after the training to mono
for the population education
activities of the trainees.
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Also, a few variables may have
to be looked into more closely as
they pose a challenge to the effec-
tiveness of the training programmes.
The first variable pertains to the
previous exposure of trainees to
other meetings, mass media, and other
sources which accounted for the high
level of knowledge and desirable
attitude which they already possessed
even before they underwent training.
If the trainees' knowledge is already
being improved and upgraded by other
sources, is there a real need for
training programmes? What particular
subjects or information are being
derived from these other sources?
By knowing them, the topics or in or-
mation that are being received from
other sources should not be taken up
again in the training programmes to
avoid duplication of content. It

will also make the duration of the
training shorter, focusing only oe
the necessary topics, thereby pro-
mating a more cost-effective training
programme.

The second point is that both
the trained and untrained teachers in
one country have been found to be
equally effective in teaching popu-
lation education with the use of the
prepared curriculum guides. This

raises an issue of whether face-to-
face training programmes which are
usually expensive and'time-consuming
arereally the best means of train-
ing teachers and other personnel.
Would other types of training such as
self -study /instructional materials be
-equally effective and less expensive
than the face -to -face modality?

A corollary to this issue is the
question: What is the most effective
and feasible training model for
delivering population content and

t reacarc oaya

methodology which can achieve the
objectives of increasing the
teachers' knowledge, changing their
attitudes and making them competent
th teaching population education?
This training model should be the
most economic and administratively
feasible among them all, while not
sacrificing the quality of training
within financial, physical and
systems constraints. So far, no
country in Asia has undertaken a
comprehendive comparative study
using an experimental design. Even
if some cougiries like the
Philippines have tried several types
of training models from heirarchical
face-to-face to peer training and
the self-instructional modules,
there has been no systematic
documentation analysis existing to
compare these three models in terms
of objectives and cost effectiveness.

B. Exemplary studies

BANGLADESH
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Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs (Education Division).
Population Education Programme.
Evaluation of traning workshop of
different levels of teachers.
Dhaka, 1979. 32 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To assess the knowledge base
of the participants, i.e., key
personnel, college teachers, head-
masters and. Thana education officers
and primary school teachers, on the
different aspects of the population
problems and issues prior to their
exposure to the workshops.



2. To assess the attitude of
the towards population -
retn ed matters and population edu-
cut on prior to their exposure to
the workshops.

3. TO determine the gain in
knowledge and 6,F6Inge of attitude of
participants regarding population-
related matters and population edu-
cation after their exposure to the
workshops.

k

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Four groups of popu-
latiot education personnel. The
first group r A of the key
personnel with_ _Aided the
officers of ti lti1 t1on Education
Programme, field level Educational
Administrators and Supervisors,
heads, and faculty members of higher
institutions of learning. The
second etoup'consisted of college
teachers who participated in three
workshops; the third group included
8,000 Headmasters and 420 Thane
Education Officers who attended 57
workshops; the fourth group con-
sisted of primary school teachers
who participated in 57 workshops.

Data c_ ollection and analysis
technique; Two various sets of
questionnaires. One set contained
multiple choice to deter line knowl-
edge and another set was Likert
type test to determine attitude.
The same set of questionnaires were
administered before and after the
training workshop. The number of
test items differed for the various
groups of respondents. The data
were analysed by determining the
frequency distribution and the
distribution of the mean scores.
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a) There was a significant
positive change in the knowledge of
the key personnel after the workshop
but the level of change was less than
what was expected for that category
of participants. This was explained
by the fact that the participants
sent were the wrong personq were
not sold on the idea of population
education and were near retirement
age.

b) The average post -test
scores of the college teachers as
compared to their average pre-test
scores were not very high. However,
the scores of the pre-test showed
that the college teachers already
had a high and substantial knowledge
base about population problems,
issues and population education to
start with.

c) The pre- and post-test
scores of the headmasters and the
Thane Education Officers showed a
substantial and positive change in
knowledge base. However, their pre-
test scores also showed a high level
of incoming knowledge.

d) Although the primary
teachers showed a substantial knowl-
edge base about population before
the workshop, the post-test showed
a very high changi in knowledge
after the workshop.'

2. Attitude teat

a) There was no signifi-
cant change in the attitude in the
key personnel after the workshop

71
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due to the fa
a number of
participants
However, gene
questionnaire

tat there were quite
d and conservative
ng this group.

ally the pre-tent
showed a favourable

attitude toward population education.

b)S Toe pre -tent score on
the t tude of the college teachers
tawa- population was very high
Indic zing a very favourable attitude.
Howeve here was a slight lowering
of the mean gain score after the
workshop. This was explained by the
fact that the increase in knowledge
base brought about a slight negative
change in the attitude.

c) The headmasters and the
Thana Education Officers already had
a very favourable attitude towards
population before the workshop. An
a result of their participation in
the workshops, their attitude changed
positively.

d) The primary school
teachers initially had a favourable
attitude towards population issues.
As a result of the workshop there
was a substantial and favourable
change in attitude.

e) Despite the short
duration.of the workshops, the test
results substantiate the proposition
that changes in the knowledge base
are capable of bringing about
corresponding changes in attitude.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Training;
Education al Personnel
Training; Attitudes;
Attitude Change;
Bangladesh.
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SOURCE. Executive Director
Population Education

Programme

Ministry of Education and
Religious Affairs
(Education Division)

House No. 62, Road No. /A
(New)

Dhanmondi R.A.
Dhaka-9, Ba4lade h
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Ramachandran. A study of knowledge
and attitude of teachers of Kurnool
toward population education.
Tirupati, Population Study Centre,
S.V. University, 1974.

OBJECTIVES

To find out the knowledge and
ttitude of teachers of Kurnool,
awards population education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 200 teachers of
Kurnool diStrict who were mostly
lecturers.

Data collection and analysis
techniques: (a) Orientation train-
ing course in population education;
(b) Questionnaire; and (c) Post-
tests.

FINDINGS

1. At the beginning of the
course 40 per cent of the partici-
pants were not aware of themeaning
of population education. At the
end of the course most of them had
better concept of population edu-
cation.
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2. In the pre-test, 60 cent
considered the population awareness
programme as a part of family pinn-
ning propaganda. In the final test
about 80 per cent considered that
population awareness is also a part
of population education.

3. Whereas in the pre-test
only 25 per cent of the participants
could trace the relationship of
family, food and nutrition, and
planned parenthood to population edu-
cation, in the post-test more than
75 per cent could adequately explain
the relationship.

4. Before the course, ab'
60 per cent considered that family
planning and population education
were one and the same. But after the
course, most considered that family
planning and population education
were not one and the same.

5. In the pre-test, 20 per
cent of the participants disagreed
that the size of the family cannot
be controlled by human beings. In
the post-test most of them thought
that the size of the family can be
controlled.

6. In the pre-test, 50 per
cent considered that there was no
proper environment in schools and
colleges for creating population
awareness among students. In the
pre-test, more than 70 per cent con-
sidered that it was possible to
create awareness of population
problem in the students by a pro-
gramme of lecture by experts and by
organizing film shows and exhibition.

7. About 65 per cent of the
participants considered late marriage
AS one of the methods for controlling
the family size.

Eou ining

8. The ma rity, both in the
pre-tent and post agreed that
over-population leads to economic
and social instability in the country.

9. The majority of the partici-
pants, both in the pre-teat and post-
test, agreed that it was necessary
for the country to check its popu-
lation growth and to impart knowledge
on human reproduction and nutrition
to the =sees.

10. The majority considered "that
a small family was conducive to
higher standard of living and that
population education was necessary
for developing responsible parenthood
among the youth.

11. .All agreed that spacing of
child births was necessary for the
health of the mother and.for the
health and happiness of children.

12. Both in the pre- and po -

teats, there was agreement that sex
education in the context of popu-
lation was necessary to eliminate
some mis-conceptions about human
reproduction in the younger
generation.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes.;
Attitude Change; India.

SOURCE: Head

Popula ion Education Unit
Nation Council of

Ed onal Reseirch and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
India
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Ministry of Education Culture and
Sports. Population Education
Program. Evaluation of the train-
ing program for the first
supervisory training team 6qTT).
Manila, 1973. 67 p. mimeo.

OBJECTIVES

To determine:

it 1. What the participants
thought were the main objecriveti of
the training rprogreame and to what
extent they were achieved.

2. Which instructional pro-
cedures the participants preferred.

st
we

3. How effective the treining
members and resource persons

as instructors.

4. How the participants per-
ce ved their roles in the training
programme.

5. To what extent the par tic
pants' priority needs were ident-
ified, emphasized and met..

6. To what extent participants
gained competence in the use of the
discovery approrch and other
teaching techniques.

7. To whit extent participants
were prepared to train teachers to
use newly-drieloped curriculum ma-
terials in population education.

B. To what extent participants
gained Oopulktion knowledge.,
attitudes and practices (KAP) and
`how significant these gains were,
if any.
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search nays

9. The effectiveness of the
general management of the training
programme.

10. The effectiveness of the
evaluation and the total training
programme.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 50 academic, division
and district supervisors, division
co-ordinators, elementary school
principals, teacher-nurses, regional
swperintendents who are in-charge of
health, science, social studies,
mathematics and home economics were
Aampled from 17 provinces all over
the Philippines.

. Data collection and analysis
techniques: Formative and summative.
evaluation. The evaluative instru-.
ments included: (a) a check list to
survey understanding of objectives,
priority needs, role expectations
and procedural suggestions; (b) a
test on population KAY';` aid (c) a
final evaluation questionnaire to
determine the achievement of
objectives and management. Fre-
quency distribution and t-tests were
used to analyse the data gathered.

FINDINGS

1. The participants had an
increased understanding of the main
objectives of the training programme:
as the training period went on. The
first three of the following main
objective. were considered com-
pletely achieved and the rest for
the most part achieved: (a). to

analyse and explain the population
situation at macro and microlevele;
(b) to explain the dynamics,oUpop
lation education; (c) to exchange
ideas on population education;
(d) to analyse values of attitudes

8 (1.



regarding population education;
(e) to use effectively the diacov
approach and other teaching tech-
niques; and (f) to train teachers
to use the newly-develbped PEP
curriculum materials in population
education.

2. The participants preferred
the followin training procedures in
this order: small group discussion,
film viewing, open forum/panel
discussion /debate, lecture, demon-
stration teaching, simulated/reel
class activities and school/clinic
visitation.

3. Almost all of the resource
persons and majority of the train-
ing staff members were considered
superior instructors.

4. The pre-test, results shoWed
that the trainees already had A
relatively rich baseline and suf-
ficient background with regard to
teacher's role or expectations'
This may have been dueto the fact
that 60 per cent of the trainees had
attended previous conferences,
seminars or meetings in family plan-
ning and population education. At
the end of the training period, the
trainees showed improvement in the
various instructional competencies
such as selecting, adapting and using
methods of instruction and materials
of instruction and diagnosing and
meeting teacher needs, making them
almost ready to teach population
education..

5. The participants had high
priority needs for each of the in-
-ructional components of the train-
ng programme. Such high priority
ode were adequately met except'for

,TpreCtice teaching /peer teaching/
demoisetratign ,teaching.

Rvalua,ing peroo

6. The majority of the
felt at home with varied teaching
procedures but expressed a need for
more competencies, theoretical and
practical, in the application of the
process approach in population edu-
cation.

7. To some extent, the trainees
were prepared to train teachers to
use the newly - developed curriculum

materials in population education..
There was b felt need for more
practice teaching/peer teaching/
demonstration.

S. The trainees had small but
significant gains on population
knowledge, no real changes in atti-
tudes and inconsistent changes in
practices. Although there w gainee,

in knowledge, the magnituqo did not
seem to indicate an impressive
growth within a six-week period.
The reasons speculated for this
include the following: (a) test
items may be rather difficult; (b)
the training programme emphasis on
the process approach distracted the
trainees' attention from the content;
or (c) there/was so much subject
matter covered'in so short a time;
and '(4) the trainees may have had d
ficulty in recalling facts as most of
them were middle aged. The trainees
agreed that there are dangers in
rapid population growth and that
there should be population policies,
but they felt that the government
should not dictate family size.

9. The relevance_of instruction
to the participants' needs and the
sequence of instructional topics
were considered excellent. Instruc-
tional,. materials,-resource speakers,
staff instructors and pareicipent
listening/asslidlation/participatidn
were all appraised as excellent.'
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10. The amount of time devoted
to various aspects of the training
progress, was considered about right
by the trainees.

11. The trainees naed
sessions on the process approach

ovortunities for practice
Aeer teaching and demon-
aching.

DESCRIPTU * Training Prograftle
Evaluation; Supervisors;
Philippines.

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education Program
Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street 4

Manila, Philippines

PHILIPPINES
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Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education
Program. A two-phase study of the

training programme on population
education for elementary whoa
teachers. Manila, 1973. 20 p.
mimeo. a

E6ECTIVES

To determln

1. Whether the objectives of
'the training.programme were realized.

1. Whether the attainment of
the objectives fulfilled the needs
of the participants.

3. What topics/activities were
considered most useful by the
trainees, what topicolactivities
-should have been left out, and what
Other 60ics. should have been
iueluded?

rosoarob smo

4. Whether the p
were :s.timulating,and e

sen ions
y to under-

5. Whether the instructional
materials were adequate and effective.

6. Whether there"was adequate
me allotted for the training pro-

gramme.

7. Whether there was,a signifi-
cant difference in the means of the
scores in the pre-rest and post-test.

METHODOLOGY
t

patmlet: 600 selected health,
home economics, mathematics, science
and social studies school teachers
from grades 1 to VI from selected
districts in the divisions of five
provinces in the Philippines.

Data collection an ana1yaia
technique: Pre- and poet-test
questionnaires. The data were sub-
jected to frequency distribution and
t7teote.

FINDINGS

1. Sixty-seven per cent of the
trainees claimed- tha- the objectives,
of the training, gr were
realized.

Z. A great majority felt that
the attainmen of the objectiVes
fulfilled the needs .v

3. Family planning we's con-
sidered to be the most useful topic
by the oajority of the participanti
followed byreffects of rapid popu-
lation growth and demography. The
discussion and demonstration of sub-
units were the most useful
activities.
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topics diFIcrit1r7eYet In the fra ling

wow-a:woo should be dtlet.A. A
believed that demographic exer
and the dinctarSion on the adva
of big families should have been
left out. Only two of the trainees
suggested that the following topics
should be (i.nOuded: (n) birth
rates in different occupational
groups; (b) urban- rural differen
in fertility behaviour; (c) Inter-
pretation of statistical data;
(d) aide effects of contraceptives;
and (e) curbing immorality.

VW

A great majority of the
tra cea found the presentation of
toptei stimulating and easy to
understand.

6. The majority found the
inJ4 na_ watt.;

effecriv
uate and

7 More than 50 per cent found
the :ime allotted for the training
programme sufficient. The rest
suggested lengthening the training
from one. t-vol two weeks.

8. There was a significant
difference between the pre- and post-
tests at one per cent level, hence
the ode-week training programme
brought *bout significant changes in
knowledge of population matters.

DESCRIPTO Training I u rammw
PoaNation; Primary
Teacher fraining;
Philippines.

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education Frogs
Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street
Manila, Philippines
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1. To Identify the training
needs of the secondary school teachers,
population education trainers, non-
formal education supervisors and co-
ordinatora in Western Visayss
regarding content, strategies, evalua-
tion, training management and
materia

2. To identify the level of comi-
rice with regaki

strategies, evaluation, training
management and materials between
public and private secondary achool
teachers who have had training and
those without training.

3. To determine whether they
need more training in these areas.

METHODOLOCY

Santis: 249 secondary school-
teachers in public and private schools
19 Population education trainers and
five ncn-formal education supervisors
and co-ordinators in Western Viesayas,
Region VI. Sampling slide cte of the
multistage method. The first stage
was the random selection of 50 per
cent of the divisions covering seven
divisions. The second stage was the
random selection of 50 per cent of
the division population education
trainers and a 4 per cent sample of
the public and private secondary
school teachers in the Region. The
third stage was the random selection
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FINDINGS

/. The managerial. group h.ael

more know1r Igt of populate i edu-

cation curriculum and content than
the teacherm, who showed little
competence. showed the
least competence. Roth indicated a
desire for training in this area.

2. The managerial group knew
more about met do and strategies in
population edu tion than the

teachers. As a whole, the teachers
perceived themselves adequate in
their competence but between the
pu*fic and private school teachers,
the public school teachers perceived
themselves more adequate than did
their private school counterparts.
All the respondents, though they
felt 'adfiqualA1 or 'fully adequate'
in strategies and methods, expressed
the need for more training in this
area.

3. The teachers taken as a
*roup knew more about evaluation and
analysis of the data than the
managerial group. The managerial
group were more competent in only
'knowledge of the criteria in
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The nagerial group knew
the most about management functionn
In nil nix areas of management. The

group showed competence only
in the 'delegation of responsibility'

'c Both needed
more traininf on this irea.

5. The teachers with training,
cad that they knew nothing

about population materials in con-
trast with those without training
who stated they knew n little. The

managerial groups' modal response
regarding its competence in this

'adequate'. Both expressed
a desiree for moue trey inf;.

6. The teachers with training
considered all the materials listed
,f secondary priority. Those
Wiihou_t_training, considered these
items of first priority. These

items include: guides in mathematics
and science, population projections
in charts and tables, wall charts on
reproduction. working models of the
reproductive organs And contracep-
tives. The managerial group con-
sidered the following materials as
first priority: teacher's guide,
student references, wall charts of
demography and female reproductive
system.

7. Although, as a whole, the
teachers stated that most of the
population materials listed were
available in their schocis, there
were some which were not available.
The following items were not found
available in their schools: pro-
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Mahidol university. Population
Education Project. Raporto of (Ju'
6th, 7th, nth and lath Prhlininf

itiogrammao on PopuIVion 1;4uCat on,
Choriburi. Thailand. 1977-7_
Bangkok, 1977-79. 4 vole.

OBJECTIVES

To determine increase in knowl-
edge and change in attitude among the
trainew.t after they have received
training in population education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: All the trainees who
attended the sixth, seventh, ninth
and tenth training programmes held
by Mahidol University. Personnel
from the Teacher Training Department,
Department of General Education,
4.0sical Education Department,
Educational Techniques Department,
the office of the University.Affair,
Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of
Public Health, Vocational Education
Department ,and Ainistry of
Agriculture and Co-operatives. Each
training programme waft attended by,
frau 34 to 40 participants.

collection !in4apLijrsIs
techniALE: nitCr post-tent
questionnaires in two parts!
(n) multiple-choice type queutionm to
measure knowledge; and (b) five-scale
scoring aystem uned to measure atti-
tude. Frequency distribution and t-
testa were uned to nnnlyse the data
and determine the level of nignlfi-
cnnce for men

FINDINGS

1. Level of cha ein knout-7
edgy

The trainees from the four
training programmes gained more knowl-
edge during the training. The
difference between the pre- and the
poet -tests was statistically signifi-
cant at .01 level.

sixth
level
and a

Findinto on tI

a) The trainees of the
training programme had the sane
of desirable attitude before

the training programme.
However, after the training programme
the number of respondents who agreed
that population education cannot
solve the problems related to rapid
population growth decreased as did the
number of respondents who agreed
that population education was an
unnecessary burden to the teachers
and students.

11 The trainees of the
seventh training programs had the
same level of attitude before and
after the training programme. A
Large majority agreed that there is
a population problem in the country
and that it should be solved.
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0 The ninth
gramme i ncrectseci all th

already highly cieairnl
of the trainees . loved
that the trainees had been exposed
before and were aware of the popu-
lation problems in Thailand and the
need to solve this problem. The more
favourable change of attitude after
the training programme showed that

the gain in more correct knowl-
edge, old beliefs and wrong attitudes
were nlno corrected.

d) The trainers of
tenth training programme had hip`
positive attitude towards population
education. They agreed on mast 0
the positive statements. and disagreed
with the negative statements.
However, they did not accept direct
advertising of birth control methods
an neither accepted nor rejected the
two or small family size norm since
they thought that the decision should
be influenced by a variety of factors

DESCRIPTORS: Macher Training;
Efluf.atie,nal Perponnr1

Training; Attitudes;
Attitude Change; Avu-
lation Awurenepo;
Thailand.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project
Faculty of Social Science

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5
Tambon Salaya, Amphor Nakorn

Chaisri
Nakorn Pathos. Thailand
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by IN; r Wty T _

?talon Education M.A.
thesis, Mahidol University, 1976.
In Mai with English abstract.

OBJECTIVES

1. To find out the participants'
activities concerning population edu-
cation receiving the Intensive Train-
ing Course on Population Education
from the Mahidol haivernity Population
Education Project, in order to make a
conclusion about the success of the
.training ohjor

2. To study the participants'
opinions concerning the problems of
organizing population education
activities and the ways they solved
the problems.

3. To gather suggestions from
the participants for the improven4nt
of population education activities.

METHODOLOGY

Samp_le: 155 randomly sampled
former trainees.

Data collection analYsi
technique: Questionnaires, mailed
the sampled participants. About
92 per cent of the questionnaires
were returned.
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The majority the
pante had conducted many pop
education activities after receiving
the training, and most of theM had
plans to c,,Iduct population
education isc°t IvItIen nc ut year.

2. `i`hey indicated that the
ins)or problem and harriers

y met in organizing population
education activities were shortage
of funds, time, colleagues, equip-
ment and facilities. The Mat
effective ways of solving these
problems were to equip themselves
with more knowledge,regarding popu-
lation education content and pro-
cesses and establish better
relationships with other people
concerned.

3. After ceiving the train-
ing, most of the participants
received more recognition concerning
population education from their
headmasters and colleagues and they
felt that the population education
training programmes helped their
professional advancement.

4. Most types of the partici-
pants' jobs provided a moderate
opportunity for population education
activities and there was also a
moderate relationship between popu-
lation education and their job's.

5. Most indicated that the
training objectives were very useful
and feasible and the majority had
performed population education
activities successfully in accord-
anCe with the training objectives.

6. In the same way, the con-

rent and the processes of the train-
ing were useful for orgenising popu-
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lotion cdisrattajss ttc tivitle .

/. All. lse training facill-
which the Mahidlul University

ion Education Pro provided
an the resource persons, per

1is and accommodation, contribute I
eneceentully to the achievement of

ining objectives.

Most of the participants
felt that they received enough
experiences to operate population
education activities in their
organizations and they were willing
to attend the refresher programmes
in population education again (If
any).

9. Most were trvtng
themselves in population education
by atudying from the books.

10. Most of them confirmed that
the Mahidol UniversityPopulation
Education Project was ready to
Organize training programmes on
population education.

DESCRIPTORS: Follow-up Studies;
Praineoo; Thailand.

SOURCE: Director

Population Education Prajeci
.Faculty of Social Science

and Humanities
Mehidol University
25/25 Moo 5
Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakorn Chaisri
Nakorn Pathos
Thailand
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Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education
Program. Performance of the
trained and untrained teachers in
teaching population education in
the divieion of Batangas City.
Manila, 1977.

'OBJECTIVES

The study aimed to compare the
performance of trained and untrained
teachers in teaching population edu-
cation in the elementary grades.

METHODOLOGY

5 1 Experimental approach
equated 9 pairs of Grade II to
Grade VI teachers on the basis of
the following variables: population
education training, average perform-
*nee for,the past three years, sex,
subject and grade level taught and
years of experience. The classes of
pupils were compered using the Otis
Lawn Mental. Ability That to the
primary grades and form G for the
intermediate pupils.

Date collection andanalysis
tech qua: Through achievement tee
teachers log books, end record of
observations.

FINDINGS

Teachers who hive not attended
PEP training programa could

teach the subjects (mathematics,
Social studies, science, health,
and home economics) as effectively
se the trained teachers with the use
of the PEP curriculum guides.

what re o

PTORS: Taao Ro iva
Primary Cchoa t Tc
Philippines,

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education Program
Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street
Manila
Philippines
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Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education Pro-
gram. Proceduree in the euaivatioe
of training patterns. Manila, 1974,

OBJECTIVES

The project to:

1. Draw up a training scheme
that was expected to produce over
200,000 trained teachers who can teach
population education nation --wide by
1977;

2. Emphasize the need for
periodic assessment of accomplishments;

s,

I3. Determine how closely actual
activities *Aire to the scheme; and

4. Gather immediate feedback
that may be used in revising and

owing future training programmes.

IGCTIODOLOGY

Steeple: District supervisors,
department headscd secondary schools,
elementary and secondary school
teachers, and college instructors.
PEP had conducted a nUqber of five-
weak training programmes for three



types t f participants: (a) divissiun
supervise (b) heath; of secondary
schools, and (c) college instructors
In groups of 50. The division super-
visors in terms of two (called the
Supervisory Training Teams or STTs)
then conducted a series of week-long
training programmes in their respect-
ive division for elementary school
teachers. A similar training pattern
was also conducted among the second-
ary department heads on their
teachers. The college instructors
attended to provide pre-service
training in the form of population
coursis for students of educational
liberal arts.

PgPis20clionste_
_technique: All the training pro-
gramae of PEP had a built-in evalu-
ation system that enabled the
trainers to assess the different
aspects of the course. A pre-test
consisting of items on population
knowledge and attitudes was admin-
istered to gather information on
the extent of the participants'
knowledge of content. A similar
post-test was administered at the
end of the course. Aside from the
pre-test, post-test, a steering
coumittee, composed of selected par-
ticipants and the training staff of
each training programer, met regu-
larly to discuss the different ac-
tivities that hid taken place in the
training course to identify certain
weaknesses perceived in the pro-
gramme and suggest revision to be
implemented Immediately. An evalu-
ation sheet with a series of open-

ed questions was also adminis-
radj.mards the end of the train

ing session. The items in the evalu-
salon sheet included degree of.
attainment of programme objectives,
methodology, materials and facilities,
trainers and participants and
solicited suggestions from partici-
pants for improving future training

polloonnet

programmes. While the ) 1-

grammeswas going on, the trainers
conducted informal evaluation.
Observations were made on the pro-
ceedings of the training sessions
paying speciel attention to those
elements that could not be
measured quantitatively.

FIVINGS

1. Evaluation of-the-First
Training- Programme. The First

STT Training Programme ions of
particular significance because it
marked the start of a series of PEP
training activities that could con-
tinue for five years, at least, and
hopefully, would extend beyond that
period. Chagos in the training
scheme that envaluation revealed to
he or priority were carried out in
the succeeding training programmes.
These included: reducing the train-
ing period from six weeks to five
weeks; reducing the number of
resource speakers; revising the
training schedule based on obser-
vatiota of both participants and
training staff regarding sequencing
to topics and other priority con-
siderationa having reference to pro-
gramme content; and designing a more
or less standardized procedure for
built-in evaluation of further STT
Training Programmes.

2. No-phased study of the
one-week trainineirPgramme_for
elementary school teachers. The two
phased study involved trying out.the
scheme for the week-long training
programme for elementary school-
teachers which was devised by PEP
training staff in co-operation with
tilt participants it the First STT
Tr#tning Programme. The tryout was
conducted in five seldeted divisions
7 Rival, Cavite, 'Wangs', Cebu,
and Davao with an equal number of
Supervisory Training Tease (involv-

89



Po fl eduoatton prugicIJr is in Atria:

ing a to participants from
the First Training ProgramM) as
trainers. The first phase consisted
of conducting the designed one-week
programme in one district of each of
the five divisions simultaneounly,
according to a uniform plan of
lessons and activities. Immediately
after the tryofit, all ten trainers
met with PEP staff to draw up a
revised scheme based on the results
of the tryout. Phase II of the
study involved the trainers in trying
out the revised scheme in differnt
districts of the same division')
involved in Phase I. A total ease
sent of the tryout became the basis
for laying out the scheme for the
one-week training programme for
elementary school teachers that is
at present being implemented by PEP-
trained ST Ts in different divisions
of the c,,untry.

3. pilot study of the one-week
trsiranS Preiteammefor_secondary
school teachers. The pilot study
aimed to evaluate the training pro-
gramme and, in the process, gather
data that would serve as guidelines
for its improvement. It was con
ducted in six regional centres
Manila, San Fernando, Pampanga; San
Fernando, La Union, Naga City; Cebu
City and Cagayan de Oro City - by
six teams of two secondary department
heads who had gone through the five-
week training programme at PEP. The
fist phase of the study involved
eimpltaneous tryouts of the training
programme,in the selected regional
centres, followitig the design of the
Phase I tryout of the training pro-
gramme for elementary school teachers.
The resulting feedback became the
-basis for setting up a design for
further evaluation that would be
conducted as Pkise II of the study.

wha rode

The second plitote of 0 evol-
ation was directed at pinpointing
areas of weakness and determining
alternative strategies that would
strengthen the programme structure.
A second tryout of the training pro
g amme for secondary school teachers
was conducted in the name regional
centres under an experimental set-up
that would test the relative effec-
tiveness of teams of two, compared
with teams of four, trainers, hand-
ling classes of 49 and SO, respect-
ively, so that there would be a
common ratio of one trainer to 20
participants. Probleins encountere
earlier relative to the avallabili
of secondary department heads as
trainers of secondary school teachers
became the basis for trying out,
additionally, a strategy using elemen-
tary STTa to train secondary school
teachers to find out if they could
be as effective trainers at this
level as secondary department heads.
The week-long session that took place
immediately after the tryouts was a
series of detailed discussions among
PEP staff and the tryout trainers on
the different aspects of the training

*programme - quality of materials,
class size, facilities, the time
iblement, and administrative problems.
These evaluation sessions proved to
be of value, 1= only for the improve-
ment of the secondary school teachers
training programme (further implemen-
tation of which has been temporarily
postponed until it can be thoroughly
revised` according to the recommenda-
tions and suggestions evolved at the
ession)-but for mapping out new
strategies for other PEP training pro-
grammes es,well. Among the more con-
urete'outcomes of the evaluation has
been the development of a Trail-neve
Manual designed to supplement the
.actual training the teacher his under-
gone at PEP.
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EVALUATING CURRICUL_ ANU
MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

A. Annlynln of the ntudien

The iniroduction of population
education triN, the school curriculum
has not been an easy tank. Popu-
lation education, being of recent
origin has no clearly marked coo
boundaries. It is inter-disciplinary
in nature and related to various
subjects. Generally, population edu-
cation is introduced into the school
curriculum by the integration of con-
tents drawn from demography, popu-
lation studies and other population
related subjects with such disci
plinee as health education, home
economics, mathematics, social
studies and the natural sciences,
especially biology. China and
Thailand.: constitute important excep-
tions in this regard where they chose
to introduce it as a separate
subject.

.

T
O

here are three main approaches
adoptedffor introducing population
education in the countries, naaely,
infusion, integration and later as a
sepurete subject. The infusion
approach is more of a temporary
arrangement whereby population-
related examples are substituted in
existing materials. Integration, on
the other hand, makes for a more
systematic incorporation of relevant
population elements into the
eyllabuses,x1 prbcess whe

:i

eby
specialists in differen hool
subjects, population edkstion and
curriculum development need to work
together. To ensure logical inte-
gration and enrichment two pre-
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rpgui..Item They are
a full granp of the different popn-

tion concepts to integrate and a
thorough knowledge of the content
coverage Or the scope and sequence
of the dincipline to he enriched or
in which to integrate.

Countries usually begin the
proceau of curriculum development by
making a survey of the population-
related content already existing in
syllabuses or textbooks. The studies
are aimed at finding out to what
extent population content already
exists in the textbooks, whether it
has been treated in a casual or
systematic manner, whether its
presentation is anti-natal, pre-
natal or neutral. The results are
used as a basis for preparing the
scope and sequence and as plug-in
points for the population content.
Some countries also undertake work-
shops and seminars among curriculdm
developers to identify the content
to be included in the subject areas.
Oftentimes, it is based on a consen-
sus of opinions and no hard research
or evaluation dealing with the place-
ment of topics is undertaken.
Generally, the curriculum materials
in the region include a rationale
and general and specific objectives
or expected learning outcomes. The
concepts are often well articulated
in their horizontal and vertical
sequence. They also suggest
teaching-learning situations and
activities followed by a few evalu-,
ation or test Items. However, the
curriculum materials developed and
prepared in these seminars and
workshops were not often found
acceptable by the persona or units
in chargeNof the total curriculum
at a given stage of education or
schooling. The main reanott for th
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is that the existing curric
already overloaded. Consequent
only very few population educat
topics find their way into the
textbooks and they are often to
thinly spread to register any impact
on students. This has led a few
countries to incorporate larger
more identifiable chunks of popu
lation education into one or two
subjects. Because of this problem,
the question of developing a minimum
and adequate learning requirement
that can be broadly recommended at
various stages of schooling comes up.
This should help to cover all
essential elements on the one hand
and yet ensure that such a curricu-
lumwould be kept within the
feasible limits as regard the quality
of content, on the other.

Y.
on

Another approach suggested to
ensure that population contents are
integrated with the subjects is to
include them in the textbooks of
different subjects at different
levels. But this is easier said than
done because one has to wait until
textbooks are revised to be ab e to
incorporate population educatio
Contents; and most of all textbo
authors are not always knowledgeal
about population education. The
countries then resort to the
development of supplementary reading
materials for use by the teachers and
the pupils.

Very few ressu*rch and evaluation
studies had been done by the countries
to determine the effectiveness dr the
developed curriculum materials and
other supplementary and reference
materials. Of the 15 studies, given
came from Thailand, four from Korea,
two from the Philippines, one from
Bangladesh and one from Unesco. Moat
of these studies evaluate the
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neee, ecceptability anil
feasibility of the implementation of
the curriculum or lesson, subject
areas where population education has
been integrated. To do thin curricu-
lum developers usually convened it
meeting to design and develop draft
curriculum materials on population
education. These draft materials
were pretested on a small sample of
users. Once they were revised, they
were tried out in an actual class-
room situation. The effectiveness
of the population education curricu-
lum units was determined by
measuring changes in the knowledge
and attitude of students. The
effectiveness of the materials,
especially factors contributing to
the teachability, was also dater: dried
through a survey of teachete' re-
actions and comments, using au n-

naires and interviews. These
included such questions as: are the
objectives, content, style and for-
mat highly appropriate for classroom
implementation? Are the selected
contents relevant to the children?
Are the objectives clear, appropriate
and applicable? Are there enough
reference and supplementary materials
to aid teaching? Another method
which some countries, like the
Philippines followed is by Asking a
panel of experts and subject
specialists to comment and critique
on the materials, For-example, sUb-
ject specialists and experts on home
economics are asked to comment on the
population education units for in-
tegration with home economics and so
forth.

This section also ncludes five
studies which analysed the contentko
textbooks in order to identify topics
related to population matters which
can be used as plug-in points for
population topics. The following



questions are usually asked: to what
extent are population topics included
in the current textbooks? To whet
extent are the topics and sub-topics
.covered in each subject areas? How
are the population topics treated In
each book - syntematic, semi-
systematic, casual or non-- systematic?
How is the presentation of the popu-
lation topics 4ansified - pro-natal,
anti-natal or neutral? Basically,
the results of the content analysis
provide baseline data for preparing
the scope and sequence of the curricu-
lumand to suggest how to develop the
content and conceptual framework.

One study was undertaken by
Unesco using nine countries from Asia
as respondents to determine the
feasibility of integrating population
educlation contents with a curriculum
area, i.e., home economics. The
Study surveyed the possible entry
points in home economics with which
population education contents can be
integrated. Another study which has
been included here but does rot deal
directly with curriculum materials is
an evaluation of a newsletter. It has
been included because newsletters can
also be considered supplementary
materials for teaching at they contain
population education activities and
teaching unite for ready use by the
teachers. Out of die 15 studies
included here, nine are exemplary
studies found in Section Two while
are included in Section Three.

This section deals with two types
samples - the textbooks and

teaching units used for content
analysis and the various personnel who
were asked to react and comment on the
different curricult... materials. The
majority of the contantranalYsts
studies used most, if not all, of the
textbooks used in.both elementary and
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se(Ondary schools acr
H. A few focused only

on textic oks used in certain grade
levels. An for the sample rt3pon-
dents who reacted to the effective-
nem+ and acceptability cf the
curriculum materials ins teaching
packages, certain sample groups
were located in one specific school
and classes where the teaching
packages were tried out while some
were selected from several schools
in one province or one region. One

a nationwide sample of teachers
selected through simple random
procedures while the international
study selected various types of
personnel engaged in home economics
from nine countries in Asia.

The instruments or tools used
for gathering data were the pre- and
post -tests to measure SCAO*MiC
achievement resulting fi the ex-
posure to the curriculut. Ate;
survey questionnaires filled out by
the teachers to evaluate the various
components of the curriculum unit to
find out their teachability and
appropriateness; and content analysis
to determine the existence of popu-
lation content in the textbooks.

Based on an analysis of the 15
studies included in this section,
the following generalizations can be
made:

1, Topics concerning population
issues occupied a relatively small
portion of the existing textbooks in
the schools. However, it abould be
noted that this finding is based on
five surveys which were undertaken
before or during the first stage of
population education programmes when
countries were just starting to
undertake curriculum development
programmes. The proportion of popu.-

9"
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splcs ranged from
much an on hfrd

ntudied.

2. Mom n- th .se topics
its zl simple and casual

manner, meaning, that there wan no
careful and well thought-out plan
undertaken to systematically inter-
relate population content with the
subject area content.

3. Social studies was the moat
frequently mentioned subject area
which took up population content
more extensively than the others.

4. The population topics which
were most frequently taken up or
`treated more comprehensively'then
the others include the following:
(a) populltion growth and natural
resources; (b) demographic factors
and data; (c) determinants of popu-
lation growth; (d) man and the
environment; and (a) facts of popu-
lation phenomenon. On the other
hand, the population topics which
had been least dealt with consist of
the following: (a) fertility;
(b) sexuality; (c) study and under-
standing of population situations
and problems and ways of solving
these problems. However, an analysis
of the population content in each
subject area in the Philippines
showed that fertility was mentioned
in all the five subject areas which
.integrated population education;
sexuality and reproduction were taken
up in health and science; population
/concepts and demography were taken
up in the five aubjects while
migration was taken up only in
social studies.

5. Eighit studiir investigated
whether'the curriculum material or
unit had contributed to changes in

',That oiwavol

knowledge and atti I in the t ivn4
and whether the various components

contributed to the successful
implementatipn of the curriculum
materials. Th findings showed that:

a) Of .three population edu-
curriculum/teaching packngeu

developed in Thailand and tried out
in the classrooms, one was highly
acceptable and met the standards set,'
the other two were not up to standard
but were still useful and effective
in teaching.

b) Two of three studies which
dealt with changes in knowledge and
attitude as a result of students'
exposure to the curriculum showed
general increase in their knowledge.
All three studies showed evidence of
a positive change in attitude.

c) TWo studies showed that the
objectives in the population edu-,.
cation curriculum unit did not match
the content or were not stated in
cognitive, affective and behavioural
terms, while s were too ambitious.
However, other studies showed that
the majority of the teachers rated
the objectives from average to highly
appropriate, clear, suitable for the
students' age, and appropriate to
classroom teachieg. The teachers
felt that the most important objec-
tive of any curriculum should be the
improvement of knowledge and com-
prehension about population education.

d) While three studies showed
that the population content was not
appropriate to the objectives and
and the subject areas with which it
was integratedp.oneelftudy revealed
that the content was very appropriate
to classroom teaching. Two studies'
from the Philippines and Korea even

.identified topics which were not
relevant, which should be revised
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b) To work toward a sold
ution for population problems by
providing an outlook toward the
domestic, social and national prob-
lems caused by over population.

c) To bring about the
realisation that population control
and the qualitative improvement of
pophlation can aid economic develop-
men$.

j) To bring about a
realization of the necessity for and
importance of a family programmf.

For high school:

) To have students
-analyse and examine the ceases
population problems by a comparison
Uvarious facts about 'population

in Korea and the world.

b) To build up sound
or/ /cal judgement as to the
relationship'between population
increase-end:national developmdnt

-.and to bring about the realisation
-_of the Importance of population
control.

c) To have the students
-,develop their opt solpt ri to Pop

ion prObiewhy 4 of
tional attitudes and °that_ _

population-control.

is alum and malaria opment

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education Project
Korean Educational Develop-
ment Institute

20-1 Umyeon-Doug
GengnamOu, Seoul 135-00
Republic of Korea

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

69

Korean Educational Development
Institute. Approaches to curricu-
lum organisation for population
education. Seoul, 1975. 73 p.
(KID/ research report no, .19).

OBJECTIVES

1. To ideally specific methods
f organizing the population curricu-

lum which would help the schools pro..

mote population education in a more
effective way.

To develop the conceptual
structure population education.

To anslyae the population
con within the existing curricula
in the light of the conceptUal
structure* and to identify the prob
lams *associated with the curriculum
organiXetions.

4 '\711o:identify the criteria
zing a population edu-

cation programme. ,

Pr

.1

The curricula of the
a and high schools.

structure
rVed-
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human reproduction and family plan-
ning, family size and standard of
living, population and environment,
population and, the economy, popu-
lation policies and programme and
the effects of the population
phenomenceom human life. These
generalization contained sub-
contents.

Data collection and_anakyele.
techniques The sub-contents included
in the generalizations were identi-
fied And analysed in the existing
curricula' inreference to subject
matters and grade levels and compared
with the Conceptual structure. The
knowledge, needed to be edded or
supplelented, was identified and
then/the sub-contents in the erist-
ing/Curricula were agein analysed
in/terms of continuity, sequence and
integration.

FINDINGS

1. Some content was found to be
covered at length whereas some were
not covered at all.A For example, no
ntion was msde of the sub-contents
the areas of human reproduction/
ly planning an*population

AxtliCies such as fertility.
hehaviour and the effects of social
'twit*** and religious values on popu..
lation policies.

2 relleation about man
in the area, of

viraimsnt' are fully
balanced distributions

levels and subject-

/

act area
PoPilition

Al -in all
-curricula
the reinforce-

oh nave

ment of population content based on
the conceptual structure of popu-
lation education.

DESCRIPTORS: Curriculum Eva
Primary Grades;
try Grades; Re
f Korea.

-on;

ond-
C

SOURCE. Chief
Population Education Project
Korean Educational Develop -

ment Institute
20 Utyeon-gong
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 1 5 0

Republic of Korea

REPUBLIC OP KOREA

00
Korean Educational Development

Institute. A study on the curri-
culum and instruction materials. for
population education in elementary
and middle schools; summary report
of the small -scale tryout. Seoul,
1975. 54 p. (KEUI research report
no. 22).

OBJECTIVES

1. To validate the relevancy
effects of the

education curriculum And
materials_ in actual classroom
instruction.

2. To identify problems in
applying the curriculum CO clam
room instruction, with spatial
amphasis on tontanti rima'allotmen
selection of-related-subject areas
and instructional' process.



-luating ou

b) does the selected con-
tent effectively lead to the
attainment of the population edu-
cation goal?

c) What are the pre-
requisite skills or knowledge for
learning the selected content?

METHODOLOGY

. Sample: Population education
teaching/learning materials con-
sisting of teacher's guides end audio-.
visual materials and student work
books, for the fourth, fifth cute
sixth grades of primary school and
first, second and third grades of
middle schools. One primary and one
middle school were selected from
each province totalling 22 across the
natidh. The subjects for the tryout
were social studies, Korean history,
mathematics, nature, physical edu-
cation and practical arts in the
primary schools; social studies,
Korean history, mathematics, science,
physic-xi education and home economics
in the middle schools.

Data collection and analysis
technique Pre. and post-tests in
the'form of,interviews, question-
naires and meetings. Means and

-percentages were used ti interpret
the data.

INDINGS

1. Both the teachers and
`zitudents reacted favourably to popu-
letiop education. Primary teachers
were more favourable than middle
school teachers. V

2. The trial instruction in
population education failed to yield
a ,satisfactory level in student
achievement. The average points of

t ant

student achievement at each grade
level in all related subjects were
far below the'mastery level. Math-
ematics both in primary and middle
schools showed the lowest point of
student achievement. Whereas the
average points of the other subject
areas exceed 50, those of mathematics
ranged from 30 to 40.

3. There was no significant
difference between major cities and
minor cities while rural areas
scored about 10 point'', below average.

4. Many teachers experienced
difficulty understanding the
materials and suggested the need-
for more supplementary materials.

5. Classroom observation
revealed that the teachers were not
making full utilization of teacher's
guides.

6. To match the contents with
the objectives, it was found that
contents of population education
curriculum required additions,
deletions and partial revision.

7. The time allotted varied..
between grades from 13 to 24 hours
per year. There was also a variation
in the time allocated for boys and
girls with girls receiving longer
exposure. There was no serious
problem with the implementation of
the population education curriculum.

8. Many teachers favoured the
infusion approach for incorpore ing
population education into the
existing curriculum.

9. It.appeared essential that
an instructional guideibe:developed
that would givLtheteachers
flexibilityein organizing-the
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learning contents on an autonomous
basis.

, 10. The content to be added
included population policies in
social studies, man and ecosystem
in nature, sex education in physical
education and the parents' views of
children in practical arts. Lack-
ing relevancy to the objectives was
the content concerning 'human
dignity and population'.in'krade VI
social studies, 'fami-ly size and
clothing' and 'family size and
mothers' workloads' of grade V
practical,arts in primary school.
The content to be revised because
_the terminology was not understood
by the students included purchasing
methods in 'family size and purchase
of food' in middle school home
economics, and 'population and
nutrition and population congestion'.

DESCRIPTORS: airriculum Evaluation;
Thetructional
Materials Evaluation;
Primary Grades;
Seocndary Grades;
Republic of Korea.

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education
PrOject

Korean Educational Develop-
ment Institute

20-1 Umyeon-Dong
Gangnem-Gu, Seoul 135-00
Republic of Korea

.UNESCO

e Kuanpoonpol. Home as
tioq and population education
'ay study in selected Asian

8. kolc, Unman°
Office for Eduaation

cific 1976. 16 P.

hat revearot iaye

OBJECTIVES

1. To identify the role of
home economics in school curricula
for the development of population
education.

2. To examine the home
economics structure in Asia pa icu-
.1arly in relation to the total
curriculum.

3. To determine ale composition
of a strong home economics programme,
particularly in relation to the
particular educational system and
nation and the quality of educational
manpower.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Personnel of home
economics programmes of nine
countries - India, Indonesia, Iran,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Republic
of Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka and
Thailand.

Data collection and analysis
technique: (a) survey of documents
and materials availablefrom the
governments and international agencies
including classroom materials and
teacher notebooks; (b)iinterviews with
authorities in the countries; (c)
observation of classed in action;
(d) observation of hoe's, in urban an&
rural areas and out -of- school activi-
ties and programmes.

FINDINGS

1. In most co tries, policy
makers and adqlnie _torvappear_to
agree that,home ec omice is a:aubject_
ith which V91,414t on Otid40.01 bef'_
used_eatherAititrilly. HOWe*et, it

shouidle-remeMbe-ed.that home
economics-is us ly compulsory is
some countries all.all girls, hOt no
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for boys. In some, countries where
work experiedce is a compulsory sub-
ject for all in elementary and lower
secondary schools, there is an
excellent opportunity to have home
economics (work experience in r.he
home) required of all children of
both sexes..

2. Home econom.tba in Asian
countriespis generally based on two
different models. The earlier model -

relates home economics to the girl
and women's role in the home and
tendi to concentrate on skills in
housework, cookery and needlework;
the subject is meant only for girls.
The newer model sees home economics

:Las---tha)zholaintegrate47 body--4,1- know
edge aiming at the quality of life
and the well-being of the family.
This model would include not only
the skills in the housework, cookery

,end needlework, but also the other
skills - decisOnJmaking, problem,-
solving, managerial skille, and the
sharing of responsibilities among
ni of the family. It tends to

-AAA*** everyone in the family - male
and female, adults and children.

Obviously, in the litter con-
taxi home economics is more closely

=slated to population education.4
04sed on this model,;popplation edu-

ante* concepts be integrated
wary naturally amank topics from
,Alsch,of the various areas of home
economics - food and nutrition,

ielOthing,:hoUsing,hcime management,
and family And Child,deeeloOMent.

Three countries under this
the Republic of Korei the
ineivand Thailand, have

-integrated-population-edur%
Aato various arias of

= cp.: India-hex been preparing
-1410 so.

MOWiONINM 11h1 t -(.1 n de

economics in essen-
ttaliy a family centred, skill-orient

oriented, and decision-making subject.
The learning experiences should be
planned not only to !aster knowledge,
skills and attitude, but also to
focus on a family. When teaching-
learning netivitieenre focused on
the family in a situation simulating
reality, students can be guided to
discover for themselves important
issues related to family size.

5. The most frequently used
instructional methods in Asian coun
tries are the lecture and individual
projects in needlework and handicrafts.
Class discussion, groupflilscuselon,

research-and-inqUiry, inid demon-
ration have been employed in teach-

ing home economics with varying
frequency. It is obvious that there

need for improving the quality
teaching. The training of

teachers, both pre-service and in-
aervice, should emphasize methodology
particularly a family-centred, skill-

anted and problem-solving appreech_
an approach which helps the learners

to discover problems rooted in reality
to think about them, and try to solve
them.

6. Tixtbooks, references,. nd
other instructional aids, even teach-
ing guides it home economics in
national languages are scarce or
practically unavallible in many
countries. An investment in reading,
materials, textbooks, and other
instructional materiali is as essen-
tial to home economics
subjects.

Cher

7. the
eachera economics in

the lover leve141,0lementary and
secondary schools, are
ictently trained.
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8. In some countries with
advanced programme in'home economics
at the university level, the teacher
training component in home economics
seems to be less attractive and pro-
duce very few teachers.

DESCRIPTORS: Curricu/um 1,:oa uation;

Mane Economico gdu-
dation; Asia.

SOUNE:
,

Population Education
Clearing House

Unesco Regional Office for
Education in Asia and
th; Pacific

P.Q. Box 1425; General
Post. Office

Bangkok 10500, Thailand

HAt`L.it

Taninta Buacharoon. An analyois.o
textbooks conaerning ideas
population. Bangkok. Pdpulation
Education FrojeCt, Mehidol
,University, 19A. 40 p. (Research

report paper no. 15)

oBJEcTins

1. To examine the quality of
population education content by topic
and sub -topic as integrated in various
extbooks used in elementary and
econdary schools.

2. To ascertain the quality of
population content by identify-

,
(a) the" content as being simple

complex; (b) the treatment of the
ant as being systematic, casual,
g or outdated; and (c) to deter-

arch Yu

mine whether ideas on fertility and
rural/urban migration are supporting,
opposing or neutral.

3. To identify any outstanding
passages.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 389 selected textbooks'
Commonly used in elementary and
secondary schools.

Data collection and analysis
technique: COntent analysis using
the variables mentioned in the
objectives. Population content was:
(a) Counted for number of sentences;

identified,aa_belna_tparticular
topic and sub-topic of the popu-
lation content; (c) identified as
being systematic or casual or wrong;
(d) identified as being simple or
complex; (e)" (if fertility' or
migration) identified as being
supporting or opposing or neutrali
The tabulation sheets were thencom-
bined by subject and grade and popu.,
letion sentences were then converted
into population pages.

FINDINGS

1.* Out of 389 textbc
(60,361 pages) only 120 vo umss-
(about onpthird) include some popu-
Litton discussiom. -

2. Moat population on
found under the suto-tooic :damogra--- -

Ohicjac,tori(and:**e- of the topic,
'Fop4at*OU:Sfude-. Ideas- on

fertility' and 'study and under--
steOdiatpUpopulatiol situations
and yrobleae and Mays of sowing
Orot4emewere rarely diecad
The praleatetiwof pdpulation---
centaur-emphasizes facts rather

problemi;



1. Soc_Al mtodien con
most population content fol
behind by natural eciences.

I far

4. Two-thirds of the content
was simple and casual (that meana
that passage waif concerned with only
one or a few of the components of a
study of population). Virtually all
of the' remainder was 'simple' and
'systematic',

5. From the entire survey, only
two passages were judged to be
exceptiontilly!good, comprising a

systematic treatment of .complex con-
tent. Although they were from two
different subjects, both covertad the
same topics, the relationship between
population growth and natural
resources.

DESCRIPTORS: Textbook Analysis;
Content Analysis;
Primary Grades;
Secondary Grades;
Thailand.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Pro.
Faculty of Social Science

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5
Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakorn Chaisri
Nakorn Pathom 73170
Thailand

'MAILAND

Achara,Nawachinda. The introduction
of population education into the
curriculum for Bachelor of Science
in Agrimatare. M.Ed. thesis
Mahidol University, 1901. In
ThaUwith English abstract.

115

CTI

d matori,ala (1'000

I. To Identify the relevance
and appropriateness of population
education content to agricultural
subjects.

2. To determine a suitable
Approach for introducing population
education into curriculumcdesigned
for the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 88 staff members
teaching.courses towards Bachelor
of Science inqAgriculture at
Kasetsart Universitf, diiiided Into
thres.groupst---Plant::8cience,
Animal Science and General
Agriculture Science.

Data_ collection technique and
methodology: Selfadministered
questionnaire.

FINDINGS

1. The majority found the
content of population education
unsuitable and irrelevant to the
three disciplines under agriculture

2. Fifty-eight respondents or
66 per cent agreed'to include popu-
lation education contentin the
cukriculum for the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture.
The design shoul0 be in the form,
of integrated courses and separate.,
courses. In addition, 30 respon
dents believed -that the content
should also be inclUded in the
ginsral core courses in social
science and hum*nities. Eight
respondents believed that popula
education should be designedas
specialized core courses for each-
of the major fields and in the area
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of farm training practices.

3. Twenty-six respondents
29 per cent disagreed with intro-
clueing population education content
in the curriculum for the degree of
Bachelor of fcience in Agriculture.
The reason for the disagreement
given by 16 respondents was that
population education could be learned
better in other settings. Another
reason given by 10 respondents was
that population education content
had little or no relevance to sub-
jects in the curriculum.

DESCRIPTORS: Introductory Approach;
Curriculum Content;
University Curriculum;
Agricultural Colleges;
Thai Zand.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project
Department of Education
Faculty of Social Science
and Humanities

Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5, Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakhon Chain i
Nakhon Fathom 73170
Thailand -

THAILAND

a Suwanpratest. The t where'
opinion° on population education
contents in lower secondary
curriculum. MEd. thesis, Mahidol
University, 1980. 316 p.
Unpublished. In Thai with English
abstract.

To nvestigete and compare the
Vopinions of_populetion education

POLIO

teachers in to condary uchoole
on population education content for
the year B.E. 2521 secondary curricu-
lum, classified by their geographical
egiona, educational background,
teaching experience and experiences
in population education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 360 M.S. I and M.S. II
population education teachers who
tadght in the year 2522, eelected
by multirandom sampling from the
secondary schools under the General
Education Department throughout the
country.

Data collection and analysis
technique:. Questionnaires mailed to
the sample teachers. 81.45 per cent
were returned for analysis.

FINDINGS

1. More than 60 per cent of the
teachers rated the objective, in
terms of clarity, appropriateness
with student age, congruence with
local needs, comprehensibility, and
applicability, to be at 'average' to
'high' levels. Knowledge and com-
prehension of population education
content was malted to be the most
important of all objectives listed.
The results were simflar in both
grades.

2. Few cases/showed atilt:H.-

easily significant differenpes In
opinions with regard to regions,
educational backgrounds and experi-
ences in population education.

3. More than 60 per cen
evarious char terie tics of th coin-

tent (i.e. co gr nce with j ctives,
appropriate with student age,
scope, contiiuity, congruence with
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]nrwt 11 ec1 , difficulty, flexibility,
persuasiveness, and usefelneen) to
be at 'average' to 'high' levels on
the population education content.

4. There were few significant
differencca in teachers' opinions,
of the content of population edu-
cation according to the four vari-
ables (i.e. regions, educational
backgrounds, teaching experiences
and experiences in population edu-
cation).

5. The variable 'regions'
made,the teachers' opinions signi-
ficantly different in more cases
than the other variables did. This
might be due to the fa that the
sample teachers were only slightly
different from each other in their
educational backgrounds, teaching
experiences and experiences in
population education.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Attitudes;
Secondary School
Teachers; Curriculum
Content; Seco
Sohooi Curricul
Thai rand.

SO CE: Director
Population Education

Project .

Department of Education
Faculty of Social Science
and Humanities

Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5
Tampon Salaya, Amphor
Nakhon Chaisri

Nakhon Pathos 73170
Thailand

e!14r'I't.c,ulUm an(

TI(A1 LAND

N Herat Sinlapadech. Conntructi_n
population education teaching
packagea for teacher training
collegea. M. Ed. thesis, Mahidol
University, 1978. In That with

abstract.

OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the effectiveness
of the population education teaching':
package entitled Basic Knowledge on
Demography, taught in two population
education courses in the Higher
Certificate of Education Level.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: First draft of the
teaching packages pr ..tested with
45 studenta in the Ht\her Certifi-
cate of. Education Class. After
revision, field-tested with tiro
groups of samples; 35 students
studying sociology 331 course and
45 students in home economics.

Data collection and analysis
t'schnique: I Tests measuring academie
achievement.

FINDINGS

The teaching package when
applied in sociology Oates were
highly acceptable and equal to the
set standard.

2. The teaching package when
ap'paied in home economics, class

were lower-than the set standard
but' still effective.

117
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3. The arithmetic means of the
pre -tenth and the pomt-temts of the
four teaching packages have shown
statistically significant differ-
ences at the level of .01 for both
groups which showed that they have
improved the students' knowledge.

DESCRIPTOFS; Ins tructional

Material° Evaluation;
Teacher Training
Curriculum; Thailand.

SOURCE! Director
Population Education

Project
Department of Education
Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Mehidol University-
25./25 Mdo 5, Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Pathom 473170
Thailand

.66

Pluang Giowubul. DevelOpment of
populdtion education programmed
-instruction On ,"Fertility for
Students of Higher Certificate of
Education"..' M. Ed. thesis,
Mahidol University, 1979. In Itti
with English abstract.

THAILAND

OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the effeCtiveness
.of the population education
programmed instruction on 'Fertility'
for students of Higher,Certificate
of Education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: a) students of Higher,
if of Education'in Songkhla

what Poocarioh natio

Teachvrni College rho took health
cdurjrition as a major subject;

(b) two groups of students of
Highrr Certificate of Education who
took home economics as a major and
minor subject; (c) one group of 59
students from Songkhla Teachers'
College; and (d) 32 students from
Suansunanta Teachers' College.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Individual and small
group testing using a test of know-
ledge.

FINDINGS

1. The programmed instruction
was more efficient than the standard
set.

2. It was effective in
increasing knowledge gain as shown
in the significant difference
between the pre-test and the post-
test at the .01 level.

DESCRIPTORS: Instructional Abteriale
Evaluation; Teacher
Training Curriculum
Thalami.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project"
Department of EduCation
Faculty of Social/Sciences

and Humanities//
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo .5

Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Fathom 73170
Thailand
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THAILAND

87

Prayoon Benchawon . Cone ruction of
teaching package Or la ing
center clasoroom on "The Effect of
Migration" in teachers collegeei
population education course.
M. Ed. thesis, Mahidol University,
1979. In Thai with English
abstract.

OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the effectiveness
of the teaching package, 'The
effect of migration', applied in two
courses taught in the Higher
Certificate of Education And
Bachelor Degree levels of the
Teachers College.

METHODOLOGY

SaWs: 23 Higher Cer
students and 21 Bachelor Degre
students taking up sociology 331:
Population educatioh,consisted Che
Sample. .

ficate

Data collection and analysis
technique: questionnaire testing
gain in knowlage. The data were
analysed by finding the arithmetic
mean,of the pre-test and the post-
test of both groups.

FINDINGS

1. The effec tivenesa of the
teaching pacitage was lower than the
set standard but aicepted for
effectiveness in teaching.

2. The package significantly
the students knowledge.

aurriculum and 'lalar development

The arithmetic mean of the pre-tent
and post-test of both groups were
statistically significantly different
at the 0.01 level.

DESCRIPTORS: Tnetructional Materiale
Evaluation; Teacher
Training Curriculum;
Thai land.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education

Project
Department of Education
Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5,Tambon Salaya
Amphor Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Fathom 73170
Thailand

THAILAND

88

Weerapol Sararattana.- Expectations of
educators Ubonratchathan upon
the implementation of population
education unit of the B.E.' 2$22
prima* school curriculum. H. Ed.
thesis, Mahidol Vniversity, 1982.
143 p. UnpublisheB. fin Thai with
English abstract.
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OBJECTIVES

p

1. To determine whether t
pbpulation education unit, with
regard to learning objective, ccucept
or principle, and content in the B.E.
2521 primary school curriculum was
appropriate for classroom implemen-
tation.

A T irz :

2. To compare the expectations-
of curriculum administrators, aca-
demie personnel or curriculum super-
visors, and teachers in the primary
education.1001, onthe implemen-
tation of the populetion education
curriculus'with respect to their
immediate role.

3. Based on their recom n-
daticns, undertake eh improvement of
the population education unit.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 145 curriculum adminis-
trators, 65 academic personnel or
curriculum supervisors, and 125
teachers in Ubon Ratchathani.

Data collection and analysis
technique:: Questionnaire.l

1. A high percentage of ed
ors in the three groups agree

the learning objective, coept
inciple, and content of th

ulation.education unitwere
y appropriate for classro

ntation.

2. When the ensearch compared
eXpectations among three gro

educators, there were statist'
101.11, kignificant difference the
earning objective sect on but not

-- V

T'oaoarUi1 nayil

tent ions.

3.

or pr incl.p IC and con-

ng objective setting

Certain objectives should
give sure emphasis to the locality and
provincial levels than the national
level with regard to the numeration of
population unit and population change
in the curriculum;

b) Objectives should be more
precisely and clearly stated;

c) They should not only be
limited todmemory or recall ability
but also'include some other cognitive
abilities;

d) Criteria should also he
added in the objective section so
that it will be rehdily used in
evaluating teaching.

4. Concept or principle setting

a) Conceptaor principle
should give more stress to causes and
consequences of population changO'in
the community and provincial levels;

b) The wording in this
section should be more clearly'and
precisely definedfor better under-
standing;

c) Steed concepts or
principles shourd follow thi 'shaded
problem solving method';

d) Concept* or pr4c1.04ea
should be pieeented in short and
precise staemoits. 1

5* ,Content setting-

or

et ing

a) Content should be 1
to the lazily community and prof inc



aluating aurriaulum and matariaZa davaiopment

rather thwt tie nhtLonal level;

b) More issues including
details should be added;

c) Population educati
eiaining on content and teaching
method should Vs given more emphasis
for the teacher;

d) Content and Issues
should ,he frequently updated.

DESCRIPTORS: curriolaum Avaludtio?;
Sohpoi.CUrri-

7,outum SupsiirIpor.
A tti **a '46 ,Teeiaher
Attitudes nailarili

Ditector
Pofilation Education Project
Department of Education
Faculty-of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Mahldol Unfverdity
25/25 M00 5
Taaboq Salaye.
Amphor Nikhon Chaisri
Nakhon Pathom 73170
Thailand
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Section Four

EVALUATING TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Analysis of the Studies

The teaching of population edu-
cation exacts subject competence and
mastery of skills from the teachers
In the use of non-traditional teach-
ing methodologies. Population is a
value -laden subject. Because.the
subject matter is controversial,
ethics demands a free choice; meaning,
the teacher must help the students
make responsible decisions arrived at
from a rational, study of alternatives,
01'41dVentiges and disadvantages of.a

,given issue. The teacher cannot
-- simply hand down ready-made answers
to,the students. The students must
'be given the opportunity to explore
their owl, feelings, thinking and
valUe-structure on all the possible
*Picts of the phenomenon and discuss

'Tilterustivelseues. This process
Will enable students to make respon-
-sible decision. regarding their popu-

110n-related behaviour now and in
'.-the future, The appropriate method

-ad to teach population education is
t the traditional'lecture method
re the teachersAell students how
behave. In the: ideal teaching
Mations the studon!sAire:siven the
rtuniti.to-studyVarioUs altarnI-

ies and the.pros end cons of An
on-Which-they rationally base

re& -.Ixampleiv:df these

oeuelmmthoolnlagin include
or discovery aptireitch,
f tion, problemr-soliiing

inlY-venr,few team-
ia, are- seriouslrettempt

methodologies in
oiAducation.' Even
lave-much-to be

lack Of clear
incorrect_me

Evaluating teaching methodotogien

of couch methodologies by the teach-
ers. Very few studies have yet been
done on this aspect.

This s c !on contains eight
studies undertaken in the Philippines
(five), India (one), Indonesia (cone)
and Thailand (one) variously con-
ducted,from 1971 to 1982. Seven of
the studies are experimental in
approach and involve comparisons of
at least two groups that were sled-
lar in all respects except for the
teaching method'used. One Is a
descriptive study_ using a question-
naire for gathering dAta. In the
experimental studies., generally, one
group was taught by the traditional
method while other sroupi were

. taught with various non - traditional
teaching methods, such as the in-
quiry approach, modular approach,
discovery method, values clarifi-
cation or a combination of varioui
informal methodologies such as role-
playing, problem-solVing, debates,
discussions, games and simulatiod.
The groups were then compared on the
basis of student outcomewsuch as
gains in knowledge, retention of
factual information or concepts,
development of desirable'attitudes
development of critical thinking
skills and-more active participation-
in the:classrooms. Tosts"_measurins.
theee different studout-oUtpoini
variables verso administerdd to the
students and than gain
(posttast scores minus pr .-test
score's) Wire-compared, UsitIS4tat,
isticel tests (I -test , analySii
variende-er-tellylie of
to detentine whether One group
achleved'sisnificantly better ico
then the Others.--BaSed on_ terse`
statistical-tests-inferences wets
made as to which Laching-
more effective. ±Five-of
studios vent one step further by
investigating theinfluences_of
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intervening variables with the
changes in the various mentioned out-
comes, such as teachers' and student0
sex, their culture, competence and
personality; the degree of contro-
veroiality of the issues; the extent
of administtacive support; the dura-
tion of the study; the urban-rural
variable; and the location of the
schools.

The sample size also varied
ranging from 40 students in one class
in a certain school to 2,285 public
and private elementary and secondary
school teachers selected on A nation-
wide basis. Most studiesrselected
their samples from several schools in
one locality. Since most of the
studies were expefimental in design,
the sampling size was generally small
for easier control and management,
usually with two to four groups or
-lasses to serve as experimental and
control groups, located either in one
School or several schools.

The studies are not directly
comparable because they do not all
dial with only population education.
Two studies also deal with - social

studies, biology, malthematice and
health. The respondents also belonged
to various educational levels (pri-
mary, upeor secondary, university) .
Most significantly, the majority of
the studios were redeivad in the
Population Education Clearing House
as abstracts and there was no way of
determining how these countries define
these variouateaching methodologies.
The definition and use of such meth-
odologies.may n4 be exactly ths same
for all of the countries. lastly,

cheer and student shiWies and
kills (slid their motivation) may not

eerily be at the same level for
tries, Nevertheless, the fol
road Aeneralisations

an analysis, of t'he'

---oh maim

1. Studies that compared the
effectiveness of the traditional
method with the various non-
traditional methods in bringing
about an increase or positive change
in knowledge gave no clear-cut find-
ings. One study revealed that there
was no significant difference between
the two, that the modular approach
(individualized independent study)
wan more effective than the discovery
and expository approaches, and yet
another study showed that'both
methods were equally found ineffec-
tiye - there was no gain in knowledge
for both. However, two separate
studies which compared the effective-
ness of inquiry and learner- centred
approaches and the values clarifi
cation strategy with the traditional
method showed the success of the two
non-traditional methods in this re-
spect. Two abstracts included here
give conflicting results about the
discovery method. Two papers cow
pared discovery with expository
methods. One showed, on all counts,
the superiority of the discovery
method not only in population edu-
cation but also social studies,
health, biology and mathematics.. The
other found no significant gains in
knowledge in either of the two
methodologies.

2. Thur studies dealt w
udent outcomes such as retention of

facts, development of thinking_skills,_.
development of desirable attitudes.
more studentparticipation and devel-
opment of mere paeitivc-personality.:
The paper 'ems values clarification is`
a review of research studios con.
ducted.to determine its effectivenees-'

population.edecation and other
subject areas. On- all counts, the

paperalhowed that value _clarification
strategy had a,pOsitive effect on
learningflersonalityrdeveldemint,,
and attitUies towards the subject

6124



matter and the classroom. The other
pars dealt with the discovery

approach and gave conflicting results.
There is a general consensus that the
discovery approach develops thinking
skills, but no overall agreement on
its, effectiveness in promoting the
retention of facts or the de-
velopment of desirable attitudes. In
fact, it was the expository method
which instead brought about a signifi-
cant change in the development of
desirable attitude. In another paper,
the modular approach proved more
effective than the discovery approach,
in bringing about positive changes in
these other students outcomes.

1'

3. The effectiveness of the die-
covery approach, modular approach and
values clarification strategy in
bringing about various student out-
comes depends to some extent on vari-
ous intervening-variables such as
student and teacher competence and
personality, the time duration, ad-
ministrative support, general culture
and environment, the appropriatenesh
of the controversial issues with
the level of maturity of the students.
Tour studies dealt on these.issues as
applied on. population education and
other subject areas. The findings
showed that:

a) The effectiveness of the
value clarification strategy depends
to some extent on the personality,.

= mental ability And age of the stu-
dents. The more competent, stable
and Mature the student, the more like-

: ly he=is to learn under the discovery
approach and value clarification
strategy. There alio seems to-be a
tendency for lower ability utban
students,-taught by the modular

roach, to acquire and retain more
ledge, While semi-rural, ,higher
it, students acquire more knowl-
and develop thinking skills when

atinq teuchina mothodologtrn

taught by the modular approach.

b) The success of the dis-
covery approach and the value clari-
fication strategy depend to some ex-
tent on the competence and person-
ality of the teachers. For instance,
some studies shaved that teachers
who had a tendency for emotional in-
stability, little self-sufficiency,
introversion, submissiveness and
inferiority, manifested doubt in
applying the major component of the
value" clarification strategy. The
more,competent the teacher, the more
likely the two methodologies will be
effective.

c) The effectiveness of
both methodologies depends to some
extent on administrative support and
cultural environment. The more
supportive the administration and the
more open and less authoritarian the
society, the more likely the dis-
covery'approach is to be effective.

d) Sex, civil status, age,
school level, length of time in
handling population education, edu-
cational attainbent and religion were
found significantly related to the
use of the value clarification
strategy.

e The effectiventssof
the discovery'approach depends to
some extent on how much time is
available for instruction. The
shorter the time is, the mOre diffi
cult it is for studentwtoleasily'-
learn because this method requires'a
considerable amount of time to enable -:-es
students to study various slternar
tives and discover the answer for
themselves.

7T
f) The, effectiveness of

the discovery approach also depends
to some'axtent on the compatibility
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t aching methods in the mother
units into which population educat
is integrated, with the use of the
discovery approach.

Summary
cations

esearch trends and imp

Not enough studies have been
done to determine the effectiveness
of any of the non-traditional teach
ing/learning methods in population
education in Asia and the Pacific to
warrant any useful generalizations
about their effectiveness. The few
research studies which have been
carried out gave conflicting results,
even to the extent of revealing the
superiority of the traditional method
over the discovery approach and other
more modern teaching methodologies on
some of the students outcomes. This
situation may have arisen from the
fact that the teachers who carried out
these 'modern' methods were not suf-
ficiently skilled or experienced in
their use. This is a clear reflection
of the existing tonditions in the
countries - the teachers themselves
admitted their limited understanding
of these 'new' teaching methods.

Az the studies reveal, there are
a lot of extraneous factors which
account for their effective or inef-
fective use. For instance, authori-
tarian-oriented teachers cannot suc-
cessfully teach by the discovery sip-
proach. Some students are not pre-
pared to undertelte the problesesolving
process and timi is too short for
studints to disdover the various
alternative fides of an issue by them-

-*elves. The fact that school adain
rotors and the general environment
ulture of the place do not allow
and free discusaions of contro-

slat population-related issues
so inhibits the successful use of
methods. There are a lot of other

factors which need to be explained
to the teachers either through inten-
sive training or through distributed
materials to help them overcome these]
inhibiting factors and consequently,
facilitate a more correct and effec-
tive use of these non - traditional
teaching methodologies. In the mean -,

time, more research studies on this
particular aspect needs to be con-
ducted using mainly the empirical
design.

B. Exemplary Studies

INDIA

89

Faneu C.T. Aotion research for
the development of a pilot model,
for teaching population 4na7rico
in the Karnataka State in India.,
iThapel Hill/ Carolina Population
Centre, 1971.

OBJECTIVES

1. The main purpose of thei
project was to determine the fee
bility of teaching an organised ody
of knowledge around central the of
'Population Dynamics'. Stated
plicitly the objectives of the
were:

a) To develop an edu4
cational model for disseminatg
population dynamics informati
the schools of India.

b) To make a cormpar Live
study of the efficacy of the ormal
and informal instructional forma
in imparting population din
information.

c) To provide-def ible-
data to decision-makers,in7 _dis4

Upon which futurerPolicycomalitments_
coultibe7based,"



2. The obJoctiveu stated in the
of hypothesis were as follows:

a) There will be no signi
cant difference between information
gains of children in the traditional
group ('normal group) end the control
group,

b) There will be no signi
difference between information
of children in the non-

itional (informal) group and the
I group.

c) There will be no signifi-
cant difference between information
gains of children in the traditional
group and the non-traditional group
(formal and informal).

d) There will be no aigni
cant difference between information
gains of urban and rural children.

) There will be no sigi
-action between urban and
cts and treatment effects.

f) There will be no signifi
cent information gains between tales

d females.

g) There vi
raction betwe
effects.

be no signif
ex and

) There will be no s
-formation gains by students

et not exposed systamati-
y to the lessons within the same
1.

e: 1,400 St stu-
lbnys and girls aged 13hD
six urban and six rural schools

on =the basis of purposive
four groups were tug it

real method, four by

F'vaZuatiru taaching matt

informal and the remaining four
formed the control group.

Data collection and__ana vale
technique:

1. The content cf the curricu-
mod l covered the following five

La :

a) Birth rate,_
and population.

b)

c)

population.

d)

population.

e)

population.

alley

Health and population.

Food production and

Family size and

S _dard of living and

2. The content was taught for-
mally through a leison plan approach
involving the sequential steps of
preparation, presentation, general-
ization, application and evalmationV
and informally by including the pu-
pils in a problem situation, Lniti:

g ras-
ing discussion on the tops present
ing audio-visual aids, hel
playing, arranging field trips, dw
bates and symposia. This,wil,to
previde the pupils with direct ay--
perfencs of the local envirOnMeot
through involvement in the problem.

3. Achievement tests_were'ad
ministered before and After thivey7
perimant for all the,three:greuppi
formal, informal and control.

TIMINGS

1. 'The formal and informal
methods of instruction were squall
effective inproduiing significan
information gain in the area of
population dynamics.
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2. Population dynamics infor-
mation can be taught to Standard 9
children in Mysore and the level of
knowledge gain is statistically
significant.

3. There was no difference in
the information gained about popu-
lation dynamics between boys and
girls.

47/

4. Rural children in Karnataka
State are more receptive to population
dynamics information than the urban
children.

5. The model developed for
teaching population dynamics is viable
and could be used with other Standard
9 students in India.

6. Children within specified
limits of time can become know edge-
able about their life situation and
global population problems.

DESCRIPTORS: Experimental Teaching;
India

SO Chief
PoPttlation Education Project
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-1100160 India

INDONESIA

irate of Teachers and Edducation
a. The effectiveness of

modiiiar method via-a-via Verbai
Mwthodln 10a0kin0 popmiation emtp.

Y6gyekarta11982/. 2 p.

typescript.

what pork

WECTIVES

To determine whether the
modular approach is more effective
than the verbal approach in teaching
population education.

METHODOLOGY

Samples One group of 41 Physics
atud,nts served as an experimental
group and one group of 42 Chemistry
students served as control group.

Data collection end,analysis
techniques Pre- and post-tests. The
data were analysed by using the for-..
mule of covariance analysis.

FINDINGS

1. There no significant
difference in the,mean of the knowl-
edge stock of the two groups before
the experiment.

2. After the experiment, there
was no significant difference of the
learning achievement between the two
groups.

3. There was no significant
difference between the effectiveness
of the modular method and,the verbal:-
method ii teaching population edu-
cation.

DENCRIPTORS: Modtaar Approach;
Ihdonaaia

Population Education Insti-
tute

IKIP Yogyakarta
Sekip Blok N No. 24
Yogyakarta
Indonesia



PHILIPPINES
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Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education Pro-
gram. Value clarification in popu-
lation education. Manila, Popu-
lation Education Program in co-
ordination-with the Child and Youth
Research Center, 1978. 1

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the effective
nest of value clarification as a
methodology for teaching population
education.

2. To determine how the person-
ali y of teachers., sex, civil status,
age, school level, religion, duration,
type of community and educational
attainment affect the effective use
of values clarification.

METHODOLOGY

Aemylet 2,285 public elementary
and sedondary school teachers, ran-
domlyselected from the twelve re-
-anal school divisions.

Data collection and analysis
s&ftlaiaet The Derftreuter Person-

, ality',InWehtOry. and;lialus Clarifi-
cation Inventory (e'descriptive
method of research) Was Used. The
data were treated statistically using

, _

percentageranalysis, ranking, chi-
-risque= test'and4.-tast between

rtiona

PIUDINGS

U
cut

preferred by
f population

vaiwz

education
of both a
ceases.

ng teaching methodologied

teachers was a combination
fective and cognitive pro-

b) Valuing instruction
appeared to be student-centred,

PPP41
tised
valuing.

c) The majority of the
ion education teachers pr
he open-ended outcomes of

C"'

d) Valuing resources used
seem to be a combiAation of dis-
cussion, paper - pencil, and role-play
techniques.

e) No population education
teacher expressed direct disagreement
on the use of the valuing components',
but many teachers were doubtful about
the application of the components,

2. Personality traits of pope
lation education teachers

a) The majority of the
population education teachers have
normal personality traits.

b) The tendency for neur-
osis was significantly related- to the
type of community.

c self- sufficiency
trait was si if cantly re ated,tcy
school level and educational attain
mant.

d) Developing introversion
extroversion was significatli row
Lau! to civil status, age group,
length of handling population, ado,
cation, educational attainihnt, and
type of community.

) The tendency for dosi
nance/submission was significantly
related to school level and type of
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fj School leVel and type of
community were significant factors in

-developing self-consciousness.

g) Sociability trait yea
significantly related to age group.

3. Personality traits and 'ralue
clarification components

.

a) The application of the
major components of value clarifi-
cation was significantly related to
personality traits.

b) Teachers who had tend -
encias towards emotional instability,
lowness in self-sufficiency, intro-
version, submissiveness, and inferi-
ority manifested doubt in applying
the major components of valuing.

4. Use of value clarification
components by specific variables

a) Sex was a significant
factor in the use of valuing outcomes
and valuing resources.

b) Civil status was signifi-
Cantly related to v-luing process*
valuing instructions, and valuing
resources.

c) Age group was highly
ted to the use of the four major
onents of valuing.

d) School leVel was signifi-
cantly related to valuing truc-
aqua and valuing outcomes.

0 Length of handling pope-`
-lotion education was highly related
, to the use °Utile four major cam
ponent of 'valuing.

IducattOnal attainment
AMU a significant factor in the. use
of'valuing instructions and valuing

comes. -

irch ealy

g) Religion was w 1-
lantly related to the use va_u*
ng outcomes.

b) Type of community was
significantly related to the use
of the four major components of
valuing.

DESCRIPTORS: ValUe Clari tton;

Teacher Evaluation;
Personality Studiea;
Philippine°

SOURCE: Chief
Population Education Program
Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street
Manila, Philippines

PHILIPPINES
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University of the Philippines System.
College of Education. The effeq-
tivenees of the discovery approach
in teaching pcpuiaticn education.
Funded by Population Center Foun-
dation. Quezon City, 1976. 143 p.

OBJECTIVES

To determine which of the two
approaches - the discovery - oriented

or the expository approach - is more
effective with regard to:

a)

information

b)

information

c)

skills; and

acquisition of fact ma
And concepts;

retention of factual
and concepts;

development of the

d) davelopaent of
able social attitudes..



ME (000LOGY

Sample: Nine teachers and 656
high achool atudents from four schools
in Quezon City. Three at of com-
parable classes were used from two
high schools, two sets from another
high school and one set from the
fourth high school. The experimental
group-was-tsught-by-thi-di*COVity
approach while the control group was
taught by expository approach.

Pata_calection and analysis
techniou*: A unit test a4ministered
to both the experimental end the con-
trol/groups as a pre-test, post-test
and post-post-test. The results were
analysed by percentage ranking and
analysis of covariance.

FINDINGS

1. In using the di covery-
riented and expository approaches,

there were no significant differences
n the acquisition of factual informa-
ion and concepts between the two

approaches.

2. The findings with ard to
retention of facts and concepts were
mixed. While two. high schools showed

fficantly higher retention in the
ry approach group than retan-

io expository approach group,
rse was shown by the other

o aampled high schoole.

The discover approach was
ducive to fosterin

t of thinking and analysis
he eiimaitory approach.

4. The expos Ty, approach was
csitli_better than the Us-
capptoadhAnTdeveloping disir-
tirsdas towards population

Evaluating teaching rncthodoto

DESCRIPTORS: Value Clarif atioft;

Philippines

SOURCE: College of Education
University of the
Philippines System

Quezon City, Philippines

PHILIPPINES
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Villanueva, Carve lita L. On the
iveness of the discovery

approach as a teaching method for
population education. Manila.
Population Center Foundation,
1976. 64 p. (Population Edu-
cation Research Utilizetion,
monograph series 1, part 2)

OBJECTIVES

To show, through an analytical
literature review, the effectiveness
of the discovery approach as a
teaching method in other subject
areas and how these findings can
help in the'use of the discovery
approach in teaching population
education.

litilIODOLOGT

Ramie: Belautive sampling of
studies on the effectiveness of the
discovery approach as it Ulm been
used across differeCt subject areas
such as social studies, sciatica,

mathematics, geography and'biology
at different levels. These experi-
mental studies compare two iimilar
groups, one group being taught
the traditional method and the other,

ins the discovery approach.
it were then compered on

basis of student outcomes, such as
learning, transfer and retention
critical % Poet-test SCAMS:
minus prt.test, scores ware comp
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using ntatiatical tests e.g., t-t
analysis of variance and analysis
covariance.

AniTh

Date collection and analysis
technique: Comparison of studies
according to variables such as learn-
ing, retention and transfer, critical
thinking, more active student partici-
pation in the classroom, and in de-
veloping favourable attitude towards
the subject matter and teacher. The
studies reviewed were also compared
on the basis of a number bf interven-
ing variables which accounted for the
success or failure of the discovery
approach. The limitation of the re-
view or analysis centres mostly on
the fact that many-studies are not
comparable with one another because
there are differences in the defi-
nitions and uses of the discovery
approach, different samples, different
subject matter, and grade levels.

FINDINGS

The following generalizations
were drawn from the review of thet
various research studies.

1. The discovery approach seems
be more effective than the tra-i

_ditionel expository approach in bring -
about learning, retention and
efor'end when different kinds of

._overy, approaches are compared and
guided discovery seems to be more

= affective than the independent die-
covery approach.

2. The discovery approach seems
be more effective than the tra-

, ditionel,expository approach in saw-
,latiptnritical:thinking and more
_active student participation in the
_classroom.

discovery -.proach seems

festive than the

Panel 1.10

traditional expository approach in
developing in students a favourable
attitude towards the subject matter
and towards the teacher.

4. The effectiveness of the
discovery approach depends to some
extent on teacher competence: the

more competent the teacher, the more
likely the discoyery approach is to
be effective.

5. The effectiveness of the
ircovery approach depends to some

extent on student competence;.the
mire competent the students, the
m+re likely they are to learn under
tie discovery approach than under
/the traditional approach.

6. The effectiveness of the
discovery approach depends to some
extent on how much time is available
for instruction.

7. The effectiveness of the
discovery approach depepds to some
extent on administrative support and
on the general culture and social
environment of a society.

8. The effectiveness of the
discovery approach also depends to .
some extent on the compatibility of
its methods with the teaching method'
=used in the mother units into Which
poptsletion education is integrated.

DESCRIPTORS: Inquiry Approach;
Philippines

.Population Information
Division

Popigation Center Pounds
P.O. Box 2065

Metro Manila
Phi lippines
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Villanueva Car bite L. Value vier
fidcztion on pohulation education.
Manila, Population Center.Foun-
dation. 1977. 126 p. (Population
Education Research Utilization,
monograph ocr es 2, part 2)

OBJECTIVES

TO sh through an analytical
literature review, the effectiveness
of value clarification as a teaching
ee hod in other subject areas with
the end in view of apply, the find-
InSi on population educatiun.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Six value clarification
models and strategies and a selective.
number of research studies done on
the area. The reusareh,studise deal
with the effects of value clarifi-
cation on the attitudes, knowledge,
and behaviour of stuplents in elemen-
ary high school, college and

ch r training institution*. The
o ty of the studies are omperimen-

tal, making use of the observation
technique for gathering data, while
the rest made use of paper-And-pencil
tests.

4k_ ,

a collection and sis
The 6;value clarification
reviewed, compared and
cording to fourvariebles.

d: (a) valUint.process:
affective; (b): student- ,

venect: student-centred
_ tridI (c)'outpoee:
vs. value pre-collet:km

ed vs. open - ended: and
ed elessrot4-101.Aelf
tips vs. structured
vs., experiencing%

PCatUating teach- ng rir thr r7c it giee

The re -eh otudies were ye

and compared according to the fol-
lowing variables: (a) attitudinal ,

change; (b) knowledge gain; (c) be-'
havioural change; (d) student per
sonality and competence; (e) teacher
competence and personality; ,(f) con-
troverstal beetles, And (g) adminis4
trative support.

FINDINGS

1. The type of valuing process
chosen helps facilitate the value
clarification and strategy., Some
strategies emphasize the affective
process, based on the premise that
values are more easily developed
subjectively and througbjempathy.
Other strategies stress the cointtive
process, es values are considered
products of thinking rather than
feeling.

2. The degree of student-
teacher involvement helps facilitate
the value clarification strategy.
Some strategies are better.faeili-
tated if th student* discover their

Lit
values by t emselves. Implementation
of major st activities by the
students requires minimum teacher
participation. Greeter teacher par-
ticipation is required where his.
attempts at resolving value conflicts
among students are to be resolved;

3. The kind of outcome,deter-
nes how value clarification strat-:-=

gy, ehould be implemented. Some
etre es consider value processing_
as en and in ittelft students du i
arrive at a =mon value but
quired to undertake the vii
case smccessf . Other tiro

require that students arrive at 4'
value decision Liter *Mei
pro poied set of alternative

A, more closed-ended Strategy
for resolution of conflicts ism
student..
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4. The kind of resources and
devices used facilitate value clew
cation. Strategies4ossed ovNthe
assumption that valuIngA.s a private
and personal activity require that
they be implemented through writing,
paper-and-pencil activity, or self-
instruction. Othee'strategiea, based
on the premise that values are ac-
quired through experience, require
thfit valuing be undertaken through
simulation and role-playing, Still
other strategies require that valuing
be done through discussions and verbal
exchanges to expose students to
others' thinking and alternative
values.

5. Students, given the opp r-
tun y to clarify their value's or to
undergo the value clarifying process,
showed improvement in their attitu&
towards learning. They boogie more
committed to, band purposefully, cpn-
sistently0 and constructiVely,involved
in school work.

6. Students given the oppor-
tunity to clarify their values in the
ilaseroom showed improvement in
-grades and a gain in knowledge.

7. When the valuing process was
instituted among children described
as apathetic, indecisive, over-

_ =foiling, Inconsistent, flighty,
and lacking value clarity, these
types of behaviour became noticeably
less acute and less .frequent.

8. The effectiveness of the
_vslus clarification strategy depends

the personality, mental ability
of the students; (b) to some

on the competence and person-.
if tie teacher: (e) n- &s-

trayers t a de

POWAtion 113G' Ind

rlateness to level
d experience

what research says

students' and (d) on adm n
support d sanction.

DESCRIPTORS: Value Clam a ion;
Philippines

SOURCE: Population Information
Division

Population Center Founz
dation

P.O. Box 2065
Makati, Metro Manila
Philippines

PHILIPPINES

76

tong-Duck Paik. A comparative stuck
on three approaches in the teaching

population edwatign. Quezon
ity, College of Education, Univer

sitrof the Philippines, 1977.
582 p.

OBJECTIVES

To compare the modular approaeb
with the discoVery an expository
approaches 1.0.teichidgr population
education in high school I.ocial
studies'in the Philippines in each
of the followink aspecta: (a).ac
quisition_of knowledge; (b) develop=
mekof thinking skills; (c) change
to desirable attitude towards popu-
lation matters; (d) retention of the
acquired kdowledge, thinking skills
and changed Attitude toWords popu-
lation matters for third year stu=
cants of a demi-rural high 'School;
urban high school; lower ability i
semi-rural and urban high schoo
and higher ability in semi -run
urban high schools.

ree.,41asses from-
e twoochoole were rand

'assigned two tho Modular, di scows
and ex groupa.lv-Two



and f yihstudentl and two
experimental teachers were involved.

,techniques Non-randomised control
group pre-test, post-test and post-
post -test design with 4theisoduler,
discovery and expository group_s as
the experimental groups. The three
groups, handled by one teacher in
each of the two schools,. were taught
the same population lesson units
using the Modular, expository and
discovery approaches. The instrument
used wae"Population EdUcation Test
for Third Year High School Students
to measure acquisition ofienowledge.
-dirsvelopment of thinking skills and
attitudes.'

The Population-Education Test
as administered to the experimental

groups thriceas pre-test*, post-test,
And post-post-test. The IQ .test was'
administered once to'determine abili-
tytgrouping. The study made use of
current and existing classroom situ-'
-ions duriwthe experiments. The
4stical analysis used was covari-
analysis technique.

-mimmos.

1. Acquisitionof_knowleds

In both the seed-vural high
and'the qrban high school the
ArOup signifidantly
post-teet main score than the

ma-expository groups,
significant :tpif felines

_ti test -mman scoreelletveen,

sand 400111;07401uPs,

Rvaluatting teaoh ing mothodoiogion

higher post-t t mean score than the,
discovery and expository groups.
There was no significant difference
in the pose -test Matt scores between
the discovery and expository groups.

3. Attitudinai_chenee

a) Semi-rural high school:
The expository groUghad a signifi-
lent y higher post-test mean score
than the diScovery group. There was
no significant difference in the
post-test mean scorer between the.
modular and discovery groups and
also between the modular and exposi-
tory groups.

b) Urban high schoql:
The modular group had - 'significantly_
higher post-test mean score thin the
discoverk'end expository groups.
Thems no significant difference
in the post-test mem score between
the disiovery and expository groups..

0 4. ui --o d oe b
ability

40:.ieni-rural high school:
u sr higheE ability group hid_
ficantly higher post-test mean-

. score than the disco*orfend,exposi-
tory groupshers
cant ifference in the-post-test men
scoresibetWOWthe discovery end ex,
pository highir ability groups, and
also no significant difference"be-
driven thrthreeloarar ability

b) :When high schools_
As no eiguefileant-diffeteu
posttest mean scoresbstween--

the three hi ability-Aro -0
This ledular 10Wer abilitY POMP
significantly_ higher post .i.teet-a0

score themil-the=discoyexy and:expos
torficeretibility aro**, and-
significant difference between_the
discorirry and exposit°
ty-groups.

both
dtbe =Wu
grobp hod ,e
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5. Develo ment of thinking
skills by ability group

a)' Semi-rural high school:
The modular higher ability group had
a significantly higher post-test mean
score than the discovery and exposi-
tory higher ability groups. There
was no significant difference in the
post-test metal scores between the
diecbvery and expository higher abili-
ty groups, and also no, significant
difference between the three lower
ability groups.

b) Urban high school:
There was no significant difference
in the Post-test mean scores between
the three higher ability groups. The
modu,lar 104er ability group had sig-
nificantly higher mean score than the
expository lower ability group.
There was no significant difference
in the post -test mean score between
,.the medUlan and discovery lower abili-
ty groups and also no difference be-
tween the discovery and expository
lower ability groups.

6. Attitudinalchange_by abili-
tY_SV9eP

%,.
a) Semi-rural high school:

There Wes,no significant difference
in the post-test mean scores between
the three higher ability groups and
also no difference between the three
loWer ability groups.

b) 'Urban high school: The
_at higher ability group had a

significantly higher post-test mean
score.thaa the expository higher
.ability4reup. There was no sign
cant difference'in the post-test

-scores between -the modular and dis-
covery higher ability groups and also
no difference between the discovery

iW'.=and expository higher ability groups.
e three lower ability groups

a _ y

did not sign ficantly differ from
cash other.

7. Retention o acquired
knowledge

a) Semi-rural high school:
The modular group had a significantly
higher post-post-test mean score than
the discovery and expository groups.
There was no significant difference
in the post-post-test mean scores be-
tween the discovery and expository
groups.

b) Urban high school; The
modular and expository groups had
significantly higher post-post-test
mean scores than the discovery group.

8. Retention of developed
%thinking skills

a) Semi rural high school:
There was no significant difference
in the post-post-testomean scores be-
tween the three groups.

b) Urban high school: The
modular,ind discovery groups had
significantly higher pose-post-test
mean scores than the expository
group. There was no significant di
ference between the modular and dis-
covery groups.'

9. Retention of changed
ude

a) Semi-rural high schools
There visa significant difference in.,
the post-post-test mean scores be7
tween the three grodps.

1:)) Urban high school:
There was no significant difference,
in the post - post -test mean scores
between the three gioups.



10. 14111MUEL2LAMILW
let*, by sibilkkX_SrouPkn

' a) Send-ruraliagh school:
There was no significant difference
in the post-post-test mean scores
between the three higher ability
groups and also no difference between
the three lower ability groups.

b) Urban high school:
There was no significant difference
in the post - post -test mean scores be-
tween the three higher ability groups.
The modular lower ability group, had
significantly higher post-post-toot
mean score than the discovery and
expository lower ability groups.
There was no significant difference
in the post-post-test mean scores
between the discovery and expository
groupv.

11. Retention_ol developed
thinkinsokilis by abilitv group

a Semi-rural high school:
re was no significant difference
the post-post-test mean scores be-

three higher ability groupo
o no difference between the

hree lower ability groups.

b). Urban high school:
There was no significant difference

the post-post-teat Aimewsceres
Wean the higher ability

_very lower ability
ly higher post -

core than the modular
ability groups.

-cent difference
s mean'scores

id expository

hing to rthodoIogieu

There was no significant difference
in the post-post-test mean scores
between the three higher ability
groups and also no difference be-
tween the three lower ability groups

b) Urban high school:
The modular higher &Witty groups
had significantly'highe? post-post-
test mean scores than the discovery
higher ability group. There was no
significant difference in the post-
post-test mean scores between .the
modular and expository higher ability
groups, and also no difference be-;
uleen the discovery and expository
higher ability groups.

The findings of this study as
arrived at from the testing, of hy-
potheses point to the following
conclusions:

1. The modular approach is
better in acquiring knowledge, in
developing thinking skills, and in
changing attitude than the discovery
and expository appiches.

2. The modular approach is
better in retention of the acquired
knowledge than the discovery and ex-
pository approached..

3. The modU1SX_ pproach is as
good, if not better, as the discovery
and expository approaches-in reten-
tion of the developed thinkipg skills
and changed attitude.

4. There seems to be a tend-
ency for the lower ability students,
of the modular group in the urban
setting to acquire and retain knowl
edge more; while the higher ability
students of the modular group in the
semi-rural setting acquire kpowled
and develoi thinking skills more.

37
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DESCRIPTORS: Inquiry Approach;
Modular Approach;
Expository ApprOac
Phitippines 0

SOUTiCE Population Education Clear-
ing House

Uneaco Regional Office for
Education in Asia and the
Pacific

P.O._ Box 1425, General Post
Office

Bangkok, Thailand

Other Studies

THAILAND

Detchai: A comparative
of teaching outcome in popu-

n education facusi on probe
of population grow in Pra-

homeuksa 6 through the inquiry
hod and the learning - centred

M.Ed. thesis, Mahidol
it', 1982. In Thai with
abstract.

To compare the academic
achievements of those Prathoesuksa
Sixth students taught by the inquiry
method via -a-Nis those taught by the
learning-centred method ens the unit!,
'Problem of Population Growth' udder
a population education course.

2. To study the tOdents
opinions regarding these two teaching
mathodolegies in terms of students'
interestwa knowledge seined and time .

spent.

Students: of S
oc14- ur Moen&

ce, randoel3rWeleCted

What research pays

and divided into 3 groups. Each
group consisted of one class of
Prathomuukas Sixth students. The
first two groups were the experimen
tal groups; one group was taught by
Inquiry Method while the other was
taught by the Learning-Centred
Method. The last group was the
control one which was not given any
Population Education course.

FINDINGS

1. There were no statistically
significant differences between the
academic achievements of the two
experimental groups.

2. There were stet dolly
gnificant differences at the Al

level between the two experimental
groups and the control group.

3. The students in both cxp
imental groups showed favourable
opinions toward the two experimental
teaching methodologies. .

DESCRIPTORS: Ingutry Approach;
Learning-Centred
Approach; Thailand

SOURCE: Director
Population EduCation Project
Department of-Education
Faculty of Social Science

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5, Talbott Balmy*
Amphor Nakhon Chaisri
Nakhon Pathom 73170
Thailand

140
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:section Five

EVALUATING CLASSROOM INSTKt CTION

h tud

The population education pro-
gramme has been establis ed in Asia
and the Pacific for a 1i. tie over a
decade. Countries are various
stages of implementatio using
various modalities for, instituting
population education/1n the schools.
China, India, Milayia, the
Philippines, the public of Korea
and Thailand have found it feasible
to introduce po tion education
at all levels education including
tertiary. Countries such as
! Bangladesh, IndOnesia, Nepal,

- Pakistan, Sri Lanka and a,few
countries in thePacific/have decided
o introduce it only at the *lemon-
ry and secondartleVel. While most

Hcountries teach poptation education
in grads IV, some countries like
India, Pakistan, the Philippines and
Theiland encountered no objection in
introducing it,'Initrade I. In teach-
ing population education, countries
haVe also used various Methods and
approaCkes. Most countries have
preferred to use the integrated
approach at the 10entary level -

incorporIting4opulation
Content into various sub-

ml tics,
situdies health, geography,

d home economics either by
mi'or a Ti unit approAch. At

secondary level, population 04112.--:

is almost always IntrodOoed is
ate course. The same is true

et the college level.

a numberflt years of
ovulation education, sloe
habalseea the need to

ale c i j nil tan 1pt tl

evaluate the impact f Class om
teaching on the knowledge, attitude
andbehaviOur of the atudante, and in
the precede determine whether the
various components of teaching popu-
lation/education such as the objec-
tivee; content, nctivities, method-
ologies, time allocation, reading or
reference materials and visual aids,
and tests facilitate more efficient
and effective teaching' of population
education.

In this section, /19 studies have
been gathered from India (seven), the
Philippines (four), Thailand (four),
Bangladesh (two), IndOnesia (one) and
the Republic of Korea (one). The
studies were undertaken over the 12
years from 1970 to 1982. Out of
these 19 studies, 12isvaluate the
effectiveness of the!populafion edu-
cation instruction. lei terms of
changes in studente:knowledge, Atti-
'tude and behaviour mains the exper-
imental design. The; remaining seven
studies are descriptive-normativa
studies aimed at evaluating soy or
all components of the classroom
instruction such as the suitability
of content and objectives, manner of
introduction, level,of difficulty,
understandability and clarity, of
content and ectivitils, sufficiency
and appropriateness Of activities,:
adiquacyiknd suitabi ity of teaching-
methodologies and ae quercy,of time
allocation. The e rimental ettid
used .ergo approaches:

group,apOrpach'Vheri one pimp omby-
is'exposecUto the uletion
cation instruction dthe-reauqAmr
determined by using p -Ind:past

tfetivtomparing,the,. ifference_in
resuits-t6.1ind-Out there are -----

afteri;the application; and Wa
ormore gromp,eppr
cOMbinations:ottiaa
instance, et the slap



group its ttxptneel tr1. the pupulretltt

education course an control
group it4 not, after whleh post-temtH
are given to both groups to deter-
mine the difference in results in
terms of changes in knowledge, atti-
tude and behaviour. Some studies
used more 'than two groups - two
experimental groups and one control
group. Usually, the two experimen-
tal groups are exposed to population
education instruction but using two
different approaches. For example,
Group A is taught by formal instruc-
tion aided by a prepared curriculum
material, Group B is exposed only to
the prepared curriculum material
without the formal instruction and
Group C is exposed to neither.
Another common experimental grouping
is the comparison between a group
taught with population aducation,as
integrated into various subject
areas as against a group to which
population education is given as a
separate course as against a third
group receiving no treatment at all.

Four of these experimental stu-
dies looked into the various inter-
vening variables such as age, sex,
number of siblings, occupation, edu-
cation, residence, religion, I.Q.,
whether rural or urban and the like
to determine if any or all of these
ImOtors influince changes in knowl-
edge, attitude and behaviour after
exposure to population education.
The samples of respondents of the
studies-ranged from elementary to
college students and teachers but
mostly included the students in the
secondary level.

There are very few studies in
this field compared with the many
yearsthat population education has
been eattied out in schools. This
indicates the lack of importance
thatCountries have placed on find-

11)111-11 'VC: it'

lng out. Impac thlr programme
on their r, got audio =4.44 hit Og-
nificnnee Ulla type of evaluation
cannot he over emphasized egpeclally
considering the money, time and
of fore that have goa=e to developing

crisis and training tenehern, ell
aimed at facilitating more effective
teaching of population education and
ultimately creating changes In the
knowledge, attitude and behaviour of
the studen

Neverthelense based on these few
studies, the following broad
generalizations can be made:

1. The four studies which used
the one-group approach revealed that
after exposure to the population "

education instruction, the group's
knowledge usually changed positively.
However, when a group exposed to popu-
lation education was compared with
another group which did not receive
the population education instruction
or to another group which was given
the instruction using a different
approach, conflicting results were
revealed. For example, while three
studies have shown the superiority of
the groups receiving population edu-
cation instruction in knowledge gain,
two studies have shown Other results.
One study showed that both experimen-
tal and control groups were equally
effective in bringing about a .change
in knowledge. Another study even
showed that the group who attended a
school that did not offer the sub-
ject did significantly better than a
group that was exposed to it and a
group that was not exposed to it in a
school that offered the subject.

2. When determining the effec
tiveness of one approach or another
in teaching population education,_
conflicting conclusions also resulted.
One study showed the integrated



approach as more effective h the
separate approach but another study
showed the reverse. When compared to
a third group receiving neither the
integrated nor the separate approach,
both the integrated and the separate
approaches were found effective in
increasing knowledge.

3. The few stud s that dealt
with intervening variables showed
that all except I.Q. significantly
accounted for changes in knowledge
after exposure to population edu-
cation instruction.

4. The evaluation of the
various components of population
education instruction resulted in
both good,and bad points. The
*waifs have generally shown that the

-materials used in teaching population
(education were within the level of
'Atka students' comprIhension and the
Objectives were suited to the con-
tnnt and currant situation and
easily implementable. However. many

';:studies also found that reading and
Terence materials, teachers' and
ails' guides war* inadequate and

the time allotted fore their- teaching
insufficient. Classroom activities
and exercises were also found in-
=adequate and sometimes difficult to
- undertake as students were not pro-
pared to learn by the problem---- solving
thethcpd.-TWo suggestions Specified
*ghat curriculum.Aoterials should be
urged and localised of revised to
Aliflect local coutest Otte study
found -that the content Ices spread
too thinly_ over too many subject

ommeoded the use of the
rather than the per

bateau it mode the
tion educatioit con-

end incoherent.

evaluating clanoro inntr Lion

Summary of research trends and 1 li-
cat_

The research studies included in
section yielded so many mixed and
icting findings that it is

mpossible to present any useful
generalisations or predict present or
future trends with regard to the
effectiveness of population education
instruction in increasing knowledge
among the students. There is a need
for more experimental studies to be
undertaken to compare the effective-
ness of the population education

instruction with other kindi of
instructions. These studies could
include a correlation of the factors
or intervening variables which affect
or account for the differences in the
results. One of the weaknesses of
the studies included in this section
is that they failed to explain why
both students who were exposed to
population education instructions and
those who were not, equally increased
their knowledge on population edu-
cation and worse, why one study showed
students who were not exposed to popu -
lation education in the classroom
gained more knowledge than those who
received the instruction.

While the small sire of the
sample may be one of the reasons fo
these conflicting findings, it is
feared that other factors which are
not within the control of-the
researcher also contributed to these
effects such as teacher competence,
the short duration of the instruction
and tho qualityquality.of the curriculum an
teaching aids

studies showed that
variables such as age

r of liblinse.:OcCupation.
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educational level, religion, nocio-
economic statue and whether rural
or urban, significantly accounted
for changes in knowledge after
exposure to population education
instruction, other more significant
variables such as teacher competence,
administrative support and the
general environment need Aloe to be
considered in the researcii

B. Exemplary studies

GLADESH

Ministry f Education and Religious
Affair. (Education Division).
Population Education Programme.
ftaluation of knowledge base and
change in knowledge of the
students of classes IV and V in
population education. Dhaka.
1980. 18 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the level of
knowledge of students of C IV

and V regarding population facts and
issues at the beginning of the
school year, January, 1979,

2. To determine the extent of
Change in knowledge of the students.
of Classes IV and V 'regarding popu
latiod facts and issues at the end
of the school year, December, 1979.

3. To compare the extent of
ge in the level of population

e ducation knowledge of students of
Classes, IV and V using general con-
tent and those using content with
w hich population has been integrated.

a: what ronearoh vayn

METHODOLOGY

Samrle: 279 nre from Chip.

IV and 278 from Class V. One thane
from each district where training of
primary teachern had been completed,
was randomly selected. One primary
school from each selected thana wan
also randomly selected.

Data collection and analyeis
technique: A set of four toots
(pre-test and post -test) for each
class were administered:

1. A'knowledge test in Bengali
comprising an equal number of items
from two prose pieces of similar Size
and difficulty level - one which con-
tained matters 'related to population
education and the other which did not.

2. Tests of knowledge in
mathematics, general science and
social science comprising an equal
number of items from both general
content and the content in which ptpu-
lation education has been integrated.

Use of gain scores from pre- and
post-tests to the target-groups in the
classroom in their respective distritts
were used to analyse the data.

FINDINGS

1. In a large majority of the
, cases, the mean gain scores on popu-
lation education content integrated in
different subject areas for both
Classes IV and V wire positive,:
indicating that the introductiOn of

,population education in ClaseiwI and
V had brought about desirabledhenges
in terms of gain in the knowledge
base.



2. Substantial mean gain scores
(flood In 19 CARCO! in Clone IV

and 13 cases in Clams V regarding
population education content
integrated in different subject
areas.

3. Substantial mean gain sc
re found in 12 cases in Class IV

and 11 cases in Class V regarding
general content of different subject
areas.

The negative and low mean gain
scores found in many cases were
perhaps due to many other factors
which invite further investigation.

4. In Class IV the moan gain
score. on population education con-
tent in the four subjects were
higher than those on general conten
In the case of Class V, mean gain
scores on population education con-
tent were lower than those on general
contents. The reason for the
reversal of the result. in the e
of Class V is due to their higher
knowledge base on subject content
relating to population education at
the time of pre-teat.

On an average the test results
tend to indicate that the knowledge
bass of the students of Classes IV
and V has generally been widened
during the year following the

-introduction of population education.

5. In terrors of the overall
gain :scores, students of Class.

IV scored higher in Bangalkand
.4ocial science whers(population
education content io4ntegrated than
in those which did net Contain-any
population education content at all.

the oWerall'elan"gain'scores in
the,area of population education
content for Class:Xwere-found-to be
lower than those in geneteltontent.

3.47

R'v a l ua tine of annroom ten tru tton

This is because the respondents
in Class V had higher knowledge hese
before the class started compared
with itiedents In Grade TV.

DESCRIPTORS: Population Awar,neoo;
Student Attitudea;
Primary School
Students; Bangladesh.

SOURCE: ikecutive Director
Population Education

Programme
Ministry of Education an

Religious Affair'
(Education Division)

House No. 62, Road No. 7/A
(New), Dhanmondi R.A.

Dhaka-9, Bangladesh

BANGLADESH

79

Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs. (Education Division).
Population Education Programme.
8valuation aof the fferant aspects
of population education cutriouZum
for tsaohsrs' training celege in
Bangladesh. Dhaka, 1980.' 20 p.

OBJECTIVES

I. To provide adequate infor-
mation for necessary modification of
the exidting population education
curricula with the end in view of
ietablishing the inclusion of the
teaching of population education in
the teacher training collages is
soend academic course.

2. To assess the achievement
of knowledge of the students on
population education.

3. To assess the
Attitude of the students.t

populetion issues and popu
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e4 cntion.

4. To elicit opinion of the
students on different aspects of
population education curricula.

5. To elicit opinion of
teachers of the Teachers' Training
Colleges on different aspects of
population education curricula.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 885 B. Ed. students and
nine teachers in five teachers train-
ing colleges in Bangladesh. In case
of knowledge and attitude test those
students who were not present either
in pre-test otin the post-test, were
not considered as eligible sample.
But in case of opinion all the
students were counted as a valid
sample, The teachers who were also
involved in teaching populationedu-
cation were included in the survey.

Data collection and analysis
technique: (a) Student knowledge
teat; (b) student attitude test;
(c) student opinionnaire; and (d)
teacher questionnaire. Two testa
(knowledge and attitude) were
administered among the students, once
at the beginning of the academic
session and again at the and of the
solsion. The opinionnaire for the
students was given at the end of the
session only. The teachers were to
respond to'their questionnaire at
the end of the session only. Data
were analysed by percentage dis-
tribution and mean adore.

FINDINGS

1. The knowledge test showed
that all of the students had a very
164 level of k sage of population
education at th- beginning of the

ciye

session. But at the end of the
session. the pont-tent mean scores
indicated that the achievement in
knowledge did not roach as level of
expectation.

2. The groups with a poorer
initial knowledge base tended to mak.'
larger gains in knowledge and
exceeded the ones with initial higher
scores in the post-test.

3. The students initially
showed quite favourable attitudes and
this increased a little after being
exposed to the population education
class.

4. It is also notable that the
groups with initial lower scores
tended to score higher in the pos
test.

5, a) A little over 50 per
cent found the volume of the syllabus
included in the curriculum adequate
but a clear majority said that the
syllabus was not sufficient in
generating clear knowledge in popu-
lation education.

b) Most of the respondents
did not have sufficient reading
materials on population'education..

c) The majority of respon
dents felt that the time allotted
for the purpose of teaching popu-
lmton education was insufficient.

d) The majority felt that
their personal thinking in relation
to population Control was,influenced
by thelnowledge acquired regardint
population education.

6. a) The majority of the
teachers stated that reading
terials on-population education were



insufficient.

b) Most teachers used the
cture method followed with class-

room discussion in teaching popu-
lation education. All of them also
used visual aids.

c) Most teachers did not
give their students practical work.

d) 'A minority of the
teachers found the population edu-
cation curriculum relevant and
appropriate but suggested that the
syllabus should be enlarged and the
curriculum improved.

7. The poor knowledge of both
the teachers and students was due to
the fact that population education
was not given emphasis because it
was not a part of the final examina-
tion.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Training
Curriculum; Teaoher
Attitudes; University
Teachers; Student
Attitudes; Niviveity
Students; Bahgla sh.

SOURCE: Executive Director
Population Education

Progrdimie

Ministry of Education and
Religious Affairs
(Education Division)

House No. 62, Road No. 7/A
(New)

Dhennondi R.A. Dhaka-9
Bangladesh

lasaroc,i instruction
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Pansuff, C.T. Population edu a on:
utilization of the semantic
differential technique for measuring
attitude ohange in the schools of

,ftsore State, India. Chapel Hill,
',Carolina Population Center /19717.
I\ p. typescript.

OBJECTIVES

1.\ To determine change in knowl-
edge and attitude of Standard 9
studenti towards population issues
after being exposed in a population
dynamics curriculum.

2. To determine if the sanp g's
change in knowledge affected change
in attitude towards population issue's,

3. To determine whether sex,
I.Q., rural-urban environment and
methods of instruction variables have
effects on the change in knowledge
and attitude towards population
problems.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 440 experimental and
200 control students of Standard 9
selected from 12 'schools (six urban,
six rural) situated in Bangalore and
Mysore States. The 12 classes were
divided equally among boys and girla-
and further divided.among urban and
rural. Four. classes (urban male,
urban female, rural male and rural
female) received the eiPerimental
curricula (consisting of 15 forty-
minute Lissome centred mould five
topics in. population-related areas)
following the approachproach
(lecture method) Four other clas

avid the experimental curricula



Population nducat r n prog ammn 1T1 Amer:

following the non - traditional
(infnms1) teaching mPthrid,
classes (two urban and two rural)
served aa the ptudy control. In each
of the eight at:tools receiving the
experimental curriculum, one higher
and one lower grade served as con-
tamination samples to evaluate the
extent of information 'leakage' to
non-experimental students.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Population dynamics
achievement test. This test was
applied to the sample one week bef
and one week after the experiment.
To analyse the knowledge results, a
2 x 3 x 2 factorial fixed effects
analysis of variance was used. To

analyse the attitude change,- Semantic
Differential was used.

FINDINGS

1. Both formal and informal
treatments ware effective.in producing
a -significant information gain where-
as the superiority of one treatment
over the other could not be
determined.

'2. The informal groups out
the formal groups in terms of at
tude. The method had affects on
tude change but not on cognitive
change.

ained

sett-

3. There was no evidence that
sex was a factor in information gain
by itself, or across treatment effect.

4. The rural grog a
_ificantly,superior gain than
Airban group (althou net true in
experimental group).

5.Mors,etudents from the rural
rests and those"-who wars born-early
ad a proven positiveNattliudi toward

population issues.

at rove h dayn

6. There wan no signif cant
ship br,tweeo attitude and

iota, Inca, acorem varied
positively with attitude scores at
the time the study began but showed
no significant, variation with atti
tude gain.

7. Neither pre- or post-
attitude scores showed any signifi-
cant relationship with the amount of
information gained. Moreover, none
of the achievement measures showed
any relationship with attitude gain.
This can also be looked upon as
reinforcement of some social-
psychologists theory that attitudes
and achievements can be independent
variablos.

DESCRIPTORS: Student. Attitudes;
KAP; Secondary School%
Students;

SOURCE: Population Education
Clearing House

Unesco Regional Office for
Education in Asia and
the Pacific

P.O. Bdx 1425, General Post
Office

Bangkok 10500, Thailand

INDIA

SO

Parameswarappa, S. An expertmenta
compwre the effeativenes

of ltstia method with the inte-
gratedmethod of teaohing popu-
iation idUaation at the se
eahoots. M. Ed. Thesis, Karnataka
University, 1975. UnAblished.

OBJECTIVES

The main'objective Of the'stud_
was to find ott 'h ether population
education can be taught more



ffectively through the holistic or
the integrated method. In specific
terms, the objectives were to find out:

1. whether the holistic method
would show a significant information
gain;

2. whether the integrated
method would sho0'a eigniftcant
information gain;

3. whether the control group
would chow a significant information
gain;

4. whether the integrated
method would show any significant
information gain over holistic
method;

5. whether the holistic method
would show any significant infor-
mation gain over control group;

6. whether the integrated
method would show any significant
information gain over control group.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: Three groups of
_students, 30 from each group from
Standard 9 matched with respect

_,scholastic achievement., intelligence
=and socio- economic status, frail three
dchools.

Data coll.Ccti2ELFILMAYsis,
techntous: Croup One, -taught by the
balletic method; Group Two by the in-

ted method; Group Three, control
-Questionnaire during pre- and

tests.:' Unit lessons forfteach
covering the following topics:

problems of population growth;
of population growth;
of = over-population; and

n population problems.
taught the lessons

Evat

by the two methods
tinted were Analysed 9

int;

data col-
ilticelly.

ot-Lon

J. Both the integrated and
holistic methods produced signif
information

can

2. The control group did not
show any Significant information
gain.

3. The integrated method pro-
duced a more significant information
gain than the holistic method.

4. Thd" holistic m:htt pro-
duced a significant information gain
over the control group.

I
5. The integrated method pro-

duced a significant information gain
over the control group.-

Thie proves that both the teach-
ing methods are of ectivs even though
the degree of af iveness varies.

The thesis upholds the superior
ity of the integrated method over the.

-holistie methodln tacking population
education at secondaryachoele.

DESCRIPTORS: TWaohi ftrategfero;
Integra Approach;
Separate Diooilginoo
India.

SOU E: Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-
cational Research and
Training

Sri Autobindo berg
New Delhi-110016
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in Asia: what ram-larch sajje

81 for

Institute of Teacher Training and
Educational Sciences (IKIP)
Malang. Team for the Dove p nt
of Population Education. n
experimental study of the appli-
cation of the monolithic approach
to population education in the
second-year class of some senior
high school students in the city
of Mbaang. Malang, IKIP with co-
operation of Ford Foundation
(Jakarta), 197. 81 p.

!JECTIVES

1. To compare the effective-
ness of two different teaching
approaches is population education:
the integrated approach and the
monolithic approach as applied in the
teaching of population education in
the senior high school level.

- 2. To,deterudne the extent to
which the integrated approach has
been Wpplied\in accordance with the
1975 curriculum programme.

3. To assess the probable
advantage and/or disadvantage of
applying the monolithic approach.

4. To assess the relative
advantage and/or disadvantage of
monolithic approach compared with
the integrated approach.

ODOLOOY

Sample: Two second year. classes
om two senior'high schools, taken
reprwsentative of all the senior

.schools in Malang; one as the
rimantal grOup and the other as
control group. The experimental

soup was taught materials in popu-

152

lotion e uoation by members of the
teaching team, using the monolithic
approach (a separate subject). The
control group was taught the\same
material on population education by
their regular teachers, using the
integrated approach (integrated with
Pancasila, religion, social studies
and language).

Data collection and analysis
technique: Quasi-experimental,

ing non-randomized control group,
e- and pgs.tratesta administered on

both.the experimental and control
groups. The data were analysed to
determine level of knowledge; mean
and standard deViation; correlation
with drii*SPA, item analysis and
split-half'reliability of analysis.

FINDINGS

1. The means of the pre-
score were between 9.05-11.34, which
implied that the students had ade-
quate knowledge of population edu -'
cation included in the 1975 curricu-
lum. It also ihow0d that the curri-
culum hal been implemented in these
schools.

2. The statistical analysico
the.post-teat showed the following
.difficulty level: 44 per cent
classified as easy, 40 per cent
difficult, and 16 per cent very
difficult, from which it can, be con-
cluded that the test was sufficientl
appropriate for the experiment. The
fact that the esperimentil group
obtained a higher score than the con-
trol group prove thatother things
being equal the monolithic approach
is more effective than the current
integrated approach.

3. It is also POIsible that
relatively ow mean obtained by -the
control group might be due to some_

max° _



weaknesses in the implementation of
the integrated Approach,

DESCRIPTORS: Teaching Strategies;
Integration Approach;
Separate Nocipline;
Indonesia:

SOURCE: Population Education
Development' Team

IKIP- Malang

Jalan Surakata 7G
Malang, Indonesia

PHILIPPINES

Ministry of Education and Culture.
Population Education Program.
The relative offectiveneee of the
integrated and mini course
approaches in the teaching of popu-
Lation education in par ce I to VT
in the Division of Nueva Ecija.
Manila, 1977.

OBJECTIVES

To compare the relative effects
tivenese of the two strategies
(Integrated and Mini,Course) on
pupilechievement-and attitude.

MEIVODOLOGY

'Sample: Two central schools and
-o cOmplete barrio elementary

schools in two pilot districts, Munoz
and-Aspan. Two groups of. classes
ere organised_in each, grade level'
rades I to VI) in these sehooli.

-=-a

Random selection of students
being equated on the basis of
4, sex, The teachers were
ed on the basis of the following
les: length of4eaching

age, educational qualifi-

Rvaluating clansroom uction

tions, performance ratings, ;ivil
orvice eligibility and civil
Atatun.

Ihecontrol group taught under
the integration approach used the
Teacher's Guides where population
education sub-units are integrated
in the five subject areas, namely:
social studies, science, mathematics,
health education, and home economics.
The experimental group, taught under
the mini-course approach, used the
restructured Teacher's Guides.

pata_co lection and_analyela
technique: Pre-test and post-test
on knowledge administered at the
beginning and at the end of the study
while a post -test for attitude was
given to the pupils.

FINDINGS

1. On the whole, there was a
significant difference between the
scores of pupils taught under the
integrated approach and those taught
under the mini - course, approach for
all grade levels. The group's taught,
under the mini-course approach
performed better in the knowlege
test for population education.

2. On the whole, there was a.,

significant difference between the
attitude of, pupils taught under the
integrated approach and those tau
under the mini-course for all grade
lev41s. The groups taught under'the
mini-course approach perforised better
in the. attitude test for population-

2-

education.

If

DESCRIPTORS: Teaching Strategies;
IntegratiOn Approach;
separate
Philippines.
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SOURCE; Chief
Population Education Program
Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street
Manila, Philippines
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Peik, Hyun Ki. A field tply-cut of
population education oUrriculum
material° for teaoher education
programme - am experimental tuc
a case of the Philippinea.
Babtkok, Unesco Regional Office for
Education in Asia and the Pacific,
1973. 11 p. mimeo.

0 JECTIVES

The study sought to test the
owing hypotheses:

1. Than Is no difference in the

-; p irfumance of Experimental Croup A
before and ,artier receiving formal in-
Tetructioniin the prepared curriculum
materials on population education.

2. There is no difference in
of -_ fluent.' Group B
fter studyinsthe'prepered
terials on popaletift,
their ow*.'

is no difference in the
the Control Group who
r training nor the
cubs materials on

ucation.

is no significant,
the performances of

in the pre-beet.

no difference
of the

o instruc

h nayt,

n with the prepared materials on
population education (Experimental
Group A) and those who studied the
semi on their own (Experimental
Group 8).

6. There id no diffe
between the perfoimance of E
tal Group A and of the Con

m -m-

P.

7. There is no significant
difference between the perfofmance of
Experimental Croup B and of Control
Group C.

S. There is no difference be-
tween the performance of Experimental
Group A and B, and those of the
Control Group.

9. There viii be Chines in the'
attitudes of the students who
received formal instruction with the
prepared materials on population
education.

10. There will be change
attitudes among the students wh
received materials but did not
receive forms]. Instruction.

11. :student* in the control
4Braun who had no foragi instruction

and did net receive materials will
not tenifeet-any change in attitudes
towards the population situation.

parreopowar

hinge 27$ fourthryeat
students-tehing up courdes le-

either &Adopts of Bachelor o
or Maslow of OCIAUCII I



educat n for a partied of three 'Necks;
(b) Experimental_ Gr4908 received no
formal instruction but given the
curriculum materials which they read
and studied by themselves; and (c)
Control Group C who did not receive
either iormaA instruction or the
curriculum materials on population
education.

Pita collection and analysis
technique: Pre- and post-tosts were
administered to all the respondents
before and after the experiment.
T-test was used to analyse the data.

FINDINGS

1. The formal instruction using
the prepared curriculum materials on
population education resulted in a
positive change in performance among
the students.

2. The self -study of the pro-
pored cprriculum materials on popu-
lation education produced positive
gaiii also.

3. Theis was no difference in
the performance of the control group
which receiyed'neither training nor
the prOared curriculum materials on
popplation education.

tormal inetruction
tly performed bptter
group and control

e was little
ference betwe the .-self-study

Amu* and the control: group in-,
--=performance.

5. There was a aignifican
-:=difference in the performance bei

formal instruction group and

SrooP

h:valuattna c'luttoroom infitruction

group.

7. There was a difference bet-
ween the performance self-
study group and the control group.

8. The attitude test did not
sufficiently reveal a definite change
in the attitudes of the students
except in the desirable marriage age
for Filipino men and the average size
of the'Filipino family which decreased
from five to three children.

9. With regard to the students_
and feedback on the population edu.,
cation course, the following are the
findings:

a) The course was
interesting and challenging and the
students would recommend it to friends
for inclusion in their academic pro-
grammes;

b) Due to the course, a more
defined awareness of the Seriousness
of the problem of rapid population
growth in their country has been
generated;

c) The majority found the
on "Quality of Life issues" ens

resting;

d) The majority recommended
the course on Population adu-

cation be required in their curricu-
lum.

10. With regard
feedback on
course, the fel

a) lbw teachers
objectives of the coureo.

vItfOo of the students
participant actively in the el
activities Weft both accomplished

4 pint extent;
a difference in
the formal

group and the control

L.4

5
-4
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b) The duration of the
urne nhouid be lengthened;

c) The materials were
°sten v 'in scope;

) The basic concepts that
form the main Content of the popu-
lation education course and the
activities in classroom and community
situations were sufficient in quan-
tity and quality to inculcate in
students a deeper understanding a
skills in population education.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Training
Curriculum;
Experimental Teaching;
Student Attitudea;
University Students;
Philippine°,

SOURLE: Populatiui: Education
Clearing House

Unesco Regional Office
Education in Asia and
the Pacific

P.O. Box 1425, General
Post Office

Bangkok 10500, Thailand

PHILIPPINES

ins Women's University.
tion Education Center.
*Lon of rec population
(Amami (1071-1972) .

a, 1973. 18 p.

.
2. 10 eveluate the sffecti rsr

noes of education curriCu=
.lust develop Population

nayn

2. To determine whether there
are significant differences between
achievement test results of treatment
and control groups.

3. To find out if t
students has any influenc
achievement test scores.

a sex of
in their

4. To find out if age has any
influence on achievement of test
scores.

5. To determine whether socio-
economic status exerts significant
influence on the learning of popu-
lation education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 299 Grade VI pupils
and 298 fourth year students grouped
by regions and divided into two
categories. The treatment groups
ware composed of those who were
exposed to the population education
curriculum and the control group
consisted of those who have not had
any formal instruction in population
education contentrmaterials. The
selected students came from 12 pilot
classes in five elementary schools
and three high schools located in
Ceres tirgetAreasz Central Luson,
Greater Manila Area and Visayas.

0
data collection and analysis

technimits TWo achievement tests and
an BEE Laval of Living Seale. Data
were analysed through VMS to.compar
between control and treatment.gronps,-
tests of correlation to inveptigate
the relationship between age and tart
stores, sex, and test scores ocio=
economic and testscoree.

1. the exception of one_
tb year group, all other mama



groups at both el intary and high
school'lavel consistently performed
well above the control groups, The
significant differentials between the
treatment groups and the control
groups proves beyond doubt that
formal instruction in popul ion edu-
cation made the difference.

2. With regard to correlation
between learning and age, sex and
status there were mixed findings. In
the sixth grade level, sex membership
and test scores were found to be
independent of each other. In the
fourth year groups, however, sex
membership and test scores showed
definite positive correlation with
the girls associated with the higher
scoring category and the boys with
the low scoring category.

3. There is'a negative corre-
lation significant at the.ona per
cent level between age and teats
scores, In both grade VI and fourth
year (high school), older students
tend to get lower scores than
younger students.

AMiong the sixth grade--
there ter a low positive correlation
between socio-economic.status and tedt
scores which did not, reach signifi--
CanCe Oven at the 5 per cent level.
On the otner hand, results from fourth
year students showed high positive
Correlations which reached the one per
centcent level of significance

cRIPTORS: Curriculum Eca lua
Sohool --

1 f School
nagriculunt; Exparimental
recalling; Phili nes.

Population Education Center
Philippine Wousil's University
1743 Taft Avenue '

Manila, Philippines

NES
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Tantuan, Tructuocita R. The
implemo ition of tha population
education programme in the public
elementary nchoole of Hilongoo
South Dietrict, Hilongon Leyte an
basin for upgrading the exieting
programme. Tacloban City, Ministry
of Education, Culture and Sports
Regional Office /19827. 43 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the effective-
ness of the implementation of popu-
lation education programme in the
public elementary schools of South
District of Hilongos, Leyte.

2. To determine the profile of
the implementators of the population
education progtamme in terms of age
and civil status, teaching status,
teaching experience, educational
%qualifications, training in popu
lation education, and experience in
integrating population education.

3. To find out the status of
the implementation of the population
education programme in terms of
objectiVes, content, instructional
materials, strategies, NftiVitieS,
learning outcomes end' uative
techniques.

4. To identify problems met by
teachers in impleMenting the pro.
gramme.

!ample: 16 schools in the
Southern District of Hilougos, Leyte
consisting of five priMery'seheOls
end 11 elementary schools. From
these schools, 123 dlasiroom teachers



Pt pulatio

viewed,

pan proor-

Dat& collection and analysis
technique: The discriptive-normative
survey method utilizing questionnaires
which were distributed to the teachers
who were either teaching social
atudiasi health, science, mathematics
or home economics. These were counter
checked with interviews.

FINDINGS

1. Profile implenwntors:

a) The 114 ority of the
1- mentors fell within the 36 =40
age bracket, were married and were
mos tly females.

b) Sixty-nine teachers or
56 per ,ent of all teachers have
accumulated at least 16 years of
teaching experience.

C) A total of 118 teachers
or 96 per cent have attended a five-
day training programme on the district
level. Eighty-one respondents got
additional knowledge on population
from leAsure time reading of books,

hlets, and magazines, from movies
seetiand lectures heard, Five teacher

not able to attend any in- service
ing on population education but
t their knowledge from other

sources mentioned.

d) Of the 118 teachers,who
theone-week training pro-
tenteachers ectedLes demon.:
in the different Oubject

areasi_while the rest Mere merely

) Ninety- ive or 71.2 Tier
t of the feathers rat their knowl
and training on tioeniu-
as cats,.25 inadequate and

what ponoaroh oaya

1) On their experl ncee in
integration, 76 teachers did not
have any difficulty in integrating
population education because of the
presence of population education
guides and manuals, while 35
teachers found difficulty in
determining when to integrate.
Fifteen teachers noted that parents
are lukewarm to the inclusion of sex
education while 26 others noted that
parents have expressed their desire
that the integration of population
education should start in grade I.

2. Status of implementation of
the programme:

a) More than half of the
objectives of the programme were
implemented by the teachers. Four
of these objectives were implemented
by more than one half of the teachers.
Only seven teachers were able to
implement the objective on sexuality.

b) About one-half of the
number of teachers in each grade have
taken up the different topics on
population education given in the
guide. These topics were integrated
in the four subject areas in the
primary grades social studies,
health, science andnethenatice and
five subject areas in-the intermediate
gradesthe four subject001r
mentioned with home economics Added

c) There is aft adeq
supply of teaching guides,
as indicated by the respondents bu
there is insufficient supply Of
books, references, srePhs-and char
pictures s-and illustrations and other;
teaching aide and devices in polo-
lation edudation.



moot notable of which are role
playing, process approach, discovery
approach and small group liscunsion.

e) moot common popu-
lation activiCien performed by the
different cia were dramatization,
where pupils impersonate people, con-
ducting inquiries on thought pro-
voking materials as magazines,
articles, pictures, maps, advertise-
ments and posters, making scrapbooks
and interviewing people.

f) The learning outcomes
expressed in terms of knowledge and
information were rated satisfactory
by 112 or 91.2 per cent of the
teachers. The learning outcomes in
terms of habits and skills were rated

satisfactory by 76.4 per cant or
teachera. The learning nntroM.na
terms of attitudes and appreci-
on ware also rated as satisfactory

by 88 teachers or 71.5 per cent. The
majority of the respondents rated the
learning outcomes as satisfactory.

g) Of the evaluative
techniques used, the most popular
among the teachers was pencil and
paper tests.

h As the degree of
implementation, 109 or 87.8 per cent
of the respondents gave a rating of
satisfactory which means that pro-
gramme implementation has met the
requirements but not surpassing the
criteria set nor below the set
standards.

3. Lack of proper end updated
.training of teachers in population

ucatian and inadequate 'supply of
oaks, references, teaching aids
*vice* were the most common

o tan n room t i't40

proolem me by the tear hors in th
teaching of population eclucatictri

4. To improve the implementation
of population education in the din-
rict under study, the teachers

suggested that they must be provided
with adequate and updated in-service
training and a sufficient supply of
textbooks, references, teaching aids
and devices and to restructure the
curriculum offerings toiOinimize
overcrowding to subject matter
content.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Role; Primary
School Teachero;
Teaohor Qualifications;
Programme Planning;
Programme Eoaluation;
Philippines.

SOURCE: Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sports

Region VIII
Tacloban City
Philippines

REPUBLIC OE KOREA

ea

Korean Educational Development
Institute. A study on the curricu-
lum and ins truotionat materials
for population education in
elementary and middle schools;
agemary report of the small -scale
tryout. Seoul, 1975. 54 p.
(KEDITesearch report No. 22).

°maxims

1. To validate the relevancy
and effectiveness of the developed
population education curriculum and



Populc n edloati4n profir in A

sans to r
tion.

n actual classroom Inntru-

2. To identify problems in
applying the curriculum for cisme
room instruction, with special
emphasis on content, time allotment,
selection of related subject areas
and instructional process and to
obtain dam, which may be useful for
the improvement of their relevancy
and effectiveness.

METHODOLOGY

Semple: Grades IV, V and Vi of
primary schools and grades I, II and
III of middle schools: one primary
and one middle school from each pro-
vince (or special city), totalling 22
across the nation. Field surveys
and consultation, with teachere were
conducted prior to the final selec-
tion of the schools followed by in-
Waive training of the participating
teachers. The subjects involved in
the tryout were social studies,
KOrsan history (grades V and VI);
mathematics, science, physical edu-
cation, home economics in middle
schools.

collect sip

two-
s

Prior to
the trial ins

wee conducted
Sr. of the pilot schools, in

which they were oriented About the
tion content, the operational
ge oflopulation education
alum, and instructional pro-

. During the tryout period,
ticipating classes were
'to prepare separate ached

which provided for the instru-
incorporating tbs_population
t into the relevent subject
Teaching and learnins sier
such as teacher)' guides

what ~arch nayn

and audio visual materials for
teachers and workhooka for Stu_
wore used for this study.

Pre- and post -tests were con-
ducted to measure the extent to which
the instructional objectives were
attained. The survey took the forms
of interview, questionnaires and
meeting. Classroom observations were
conducted as a complementary means
whenever considered necessary. The
interview, survey through question-
naires, and classroom observation
were conducted in accordance with
the prepared formats. Data were
analysed by frequency and percentage
counts, mean and deseriptive group
comparisons.

FINDINGS

The number of subject areas,
into which population content are
infused should be reduced to provide
a more intensive coverage of the
content in a smaller number of areas.
Most of the teachers held the view
that the population content is thinly
spread over too many subject areas,
making it difficult to provide for
integration, and that there le a
substantial risk of reducing the
effects of population education.

2; Training was seen to B.
of the best ways to Change eitereesso
knowledge and attitUdes of teachers
about population education. :Thle
woulddevelovfavourebleAttitudic...,
and-eufficient:knoeledgeYin theme'`
teaChers and siskaTteedhitig-pmt
educeSton in the classroom more
effective.

3. be mode
avoid the peruse ion a owe h-as
as possible because population cons j.
tent, thinly spread over many differ*



t subjects, tondo to be frp -Intery
and devoid of a coherent structure
that would assure meaningful learn-
ing. Furthermore, the permeation
approach increases the risk of re-
ducing the relevancy of population
content to those of the existing
ones.

4. The unit approach appeared
to be better fitted in the middle
and high schools than primary
schools. In view of the character-
istics of subject areas the unit
approach is expected to yield better
effects in social studies, physical
education, natural science, and home
economics (practical arts).

5. Audio-visual meter
bearing upon population educe o
should be developed to improve the
learning outcomes of population edu-
cation.

6. Efforts should be made to
ally reflect regional disparities
in the promos of developing a popu-
latiOn education curriculum. Popu-

-lationAducstion would then meat the
us need* of each region. This

stems from the finding that the
-,-population.problem was perceived
differently from mite to region
and that even the ease content was

terpreted-in different perspectives
Mbet_Of the students-in urban areas

population problem as a serious
isaeue geeing mankind, whereas their

=counterparts in rural area. were not
' so sensitive t the issue.

Evaluating alaonroom inn r ation

SOURCE: Chief
Papule on Education Pro act
Korean Educational Develop-
ment Institute

20-1 Vmyeon-bong
Cangnam-Gu, Seoul 135-00
Republic of Korea

THAILAND
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Supavan Charoenkan. X_
attitudes towards Thai
population growth among ,

asoondary school students in
Bangkok. M. Ed. thesis Mahidol
University, 109. 145 p.
Unpublished. In That with English
abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To compare the knowledipapf and
titudes toward Thailand's popu-

_ation growth between the students
who have completed population edu-
cation course and those who had navar
taken the course, and to find Out and
compare the correlation between knowl
edge and attitudes of these -t ts.

ODOLOGY

!moles 1, 00 selected et
of selected higher secondary sc
in Bangkok. The students were
divided into three 500-student
the first group had completed a
lation education course, the, is
had "sot taken the comae in the
schools that offered it, and the
third, as the cantroi group, were
om schools that nwrer offered the



Mtn co
instrument:

FINDINGS

Aar(

1. The students who had and
had not taken the course had average
knowledge about Thailand's popu-
lation growth but they else had
negative attitudes.

2. There was no statistically
nificant difference of knowledge

a the 0.05 level between the groups
of udents who had and had not
taken the course in the schools that
offered it. The students who had
not taken the course in the schools
that never offered it had signlfi-
cantly higher knowledg than the
_groups who had and had not taken the
course in the schools that offered
it at the 0.05 level. The research
results rejected the pothesis that:
"The students who h n the
course have higher knowledg of
Thailand's population growth than the
students who had not taken the popu-
letion education course".

3. The students who had and
had not taken the course had no
statistically significant difference
of attitudes toward Thailand's pppu-
latian growth it the 005 level. The

research result rejected the hypoth-
sis that: "The students whoOlad
attitudes toward Thailand's popu-
lation growth than the students who
had not taken the population edu-
cation course

4. When the variables of sex
educational programme, religion,
father's occupation, mother's occu-

'pation and the number of sibling
were controlled, the students who
had and had not taken the course.

Idha ''aPc

hnd no atalri rti silly aignt cant

difference of knowledge at the 0.05
level. The research result. rejected
the hypothesis that "When the vari-
ab of sex, educational programme,
re ion, father's occupation,
moth_es'occupation and the number of
sibling were controlled, the students
who had taken the course had higher
knowledge of Thailand's population
growth than the students who had not
taken the population education course".

5. When the variables of sex,
educational programmes, religion,
father's occupation, mother's occupa-
tion, and th* number of sibling were
controlled, the students who had and
had not taken the course had no
statistically significant difference
in attitudes toward Thailand's popu-
lation growth at the 0.05 level-.
The research result rejected the
hypothesis that: "When the variables
of sex, educational programme,
religion, father's occupation,
mother's occupation and the number of
sibling were controlled, the students
who had taken the course have more
favourable attitudes toward
Thailand's population growth than the
students who had not taken the popu-
lation education course".

6. The students iiho had taken
the course had etatistically signifi-
cant positive correlation at the 0.01
level between knowledge of and'atti-
tudes toward Thailand's population;
growth. The research result accepted
the'hypothesis that "The students
who had taken the course have posh
tive correlation between knowledge of
an attitude toward Thailand's popu-
lation growth".',

7. The students who had not
taken the course had statistically
significance of positive correlation



at the 0.01 level between knowledge
of and attitudes toward Thailand's
population growth. The research
result accepted the hypothesis that:
"The students who had not taken the
course have positive correlation
between knowledge of and attitudes
towards Thailand's population
growth".

8. The students who had taken
the course had higher positive corre-
lation between knowledge of and atti-
tudes toward Thailand's population
growth than the students who had not
taken the course at the 0.05 level.
The research result accepted the
hypothesis that: "The students who
had taken the course have higher
positive correlation between knowl-
edge and attitudes toward Thailand's
population growth".

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitudes;
Secondary School
Students; Floputdtion'
Awareness; Thailand.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project
Department of Education
Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Mal:idol University
25/25 Moo 5, Tembon Salaya
Amphor Nakorn Chaisri
Nakhon Fathom 73171
Thailand

hor_:Studieo

INDIA

r Prabha Sarah Israel.
programmF in

_ Bombay,
iic Centre,4972.

'hod in: Journal of. Pami1y
, Vol.- 16, no. 2, December

Evaluating olaanroom inotru Lion

OBJECTIVES

To determine the effectiveness
of the Fatally Life Education Pro-
gramme in a co- education school in
terms of the following objectives:

1. To create a wholesome healthy
attitude towards sex from childhood.

2. To satisfy the needs of
-growing children and to help them
through childhood and puberty.

3# To correct the misconcep-
tions and alleviate some of the
common worries which may arise during
physical development.

4. To create an awareness of
the responsibilities in a family and
accept family life as a career.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: S
and X in eight
Bombay.

ents of grades IX
Is high schools in

Data collection and analysis
chnigna: The,expariment was tried

pith the help of voluntary social
workers who were given a short term
orientation course of one week's
duration in family life education and
with the co-operation of parents and
teachers. The students were en-
couraged to ask questions pertaining
to sex and family life. A pre- and
post-test was adm4nistered.

FINDINGS

1. The programme helped develop
a congenial atmosphere in the co-
educational school situation.

2. There was a positive
owledge after the: educational

programme.

163
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3. or. a Family

Life Education programme both for
boys and g

4. The children are keen and
eager to learn about the facts of
life.

5. It would be mffective lo
integrate sex and family life e-
cation through other school subjects.

DESCRIPTORS: Family Life Education
Programme; Co-edu-
cational Schools; Ind

SOURCE: Head
Populat
Nations

Educe_

Tral_

Sri Aur ndo
New Delh -110016
India

on Education Unit
Council c!!
anal test arch and

.89

Gangrade, K.D. Population education
for university youth - a research-
oum.action study. New Delhi,
Family Planning Foundation of India,
1975.

1. To develop an appropriat
',methodology for introducing population
education in colleges.

2. To ascertain the knowledge,
attitudes and per ption of parents,
teachers and student; towards intro-
duction of popuiatioM.education in
=c liege..

3. To deVelop a model
population education at the
varsity leVel.

164
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4. To formulntr n n
plan of ction for popu a
cation.

METHODOLOGY

Conn 1

on edu-

Semple: Students of under-
graduate colleges of Delhi University
specialising in arts, science and
commerce. A multi-stage sampling
procedure was followed in five
stages: 50 students were selected
from each of the four sample
collegeai (two womenls.colleges and
two to-educational colleges), of a.
total of 200 students. Also 200
parents of these,studigta, (113
fathers and 87 mothers) and 94
teachers; were involved in the study
at various stages.

Data collection_and analypit
technique" An action programme of
exhibition, film show, debate and
lecture -,all related to various
facets of population edOcation was
developed for the students. The
reaction of the students, parents
and teachers was obtained by. means
of a questionnaire and also followed
by the interview.

FINDINGS

1.

in pop
the fol
university stage.

action oriented programme
education should have r

media component at the

Seminar g Population
Education for University To

b) Exhibition 7 demo
aspects of population explosion

c) Pilmehov - population
explosion

d) Lecture on sex sduc o
- The reproductive system t:



development of proper values about
sex,

e) Inter - College Debate -
growing population as a deterrent to
the growth of the country.

ro
la

f) Paper Reading - The
of youth in solving the popu-

on crisis.

g) Lecture - social,
economic and political aspects
population explosion.

h) Debate - population is
detrimental to development.

2. The content of population
education at the university stage
should comprise the following
topics:

a) demographic trends,
their determinants and consequences

b) social and economic
development and population.

c) sociological factors
human population growth

d) social community and
family organization

qual

a) human- reproduction,
ly life and inter-personal
tio hip

,f) family six. norms

'ID basic values, and the
of life for human' progress.

Fvaluatiru classroom instrItion

DESC TPTORS: Introductory Approach;
KAP:-Parent Attitudes;
Student Attitudes;
University Students;
Teacher Attitudes;
University Curriculum;
India. -

I

SOURCE: Population Education Unit
National Cquneil of

Educational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016, India.

NDIA
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Perikh, K.O. An experimental study
in correlated teaching of popu-
latiim education in a secondary
school. Synopsis of the M.
thesis, M.S. University of Baroda,
1972. 8 p. Unpublished.

OBJECTIVES

To determinb whether the exper.
imental teaching of population_ edu-
cation affects theattitudes, kno14-
edge and understanding of the school
Children of standard 10 towards popu-
lation problems and family Aire

METHODOLOGY F

Sample: 200 boys and girls
students of standard 10 from two,
schools in Barod$.

Data collection and_

intechnique: Five teaching units n
geography (social studies) were-pre-
pared for integration of population



prog

concepts. This.was applied on the
respondents. The one group pre -teat
and post-test design with minimal
controls was applied for this exper-
iment. Before the teaching of every
unit, a pre-test was administered to
the sample to test their previous
knowledge and attitude and the post-
teat was applied after the experiment.
The difference between attitude
scores and knowledge scores were comr
pared statistically for significance.

FINDINGS

1. There was a positively
significant difference in knowledge
and understanding about population
issues after the teaching of popu-
lation education.

2. There was a positively i -

nificant difference in attitude
towards the population issues after
the teaching of population education.

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitude
Se00ndary School
Students; India.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Centre
Faculty of Education and
Piichology

M.S. University of Baroda.Baroda-2, arat
India

81

Robinson, R.A. ffeot of teaching
population educatton on the popu-
lation awareness of °Vents of
atandand VII. M. Sc. Mome Science)
thesis, Barode University, 1975.
Unpublished.

What i3OUO

1 'TTI./ES

1. To find out the effects of
teachingoopulation education on the
awarenest of the students regarding
population problems.

2. To find out the difference
in achievement of the students
according to their sex, family size
and parents education.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: A purposive sample of
27 students of standard 7 of Central
School, Baroda.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Single group experimen-
tal design. Five lessons were taught
in each of the five selected areas of
population.

A short-answer objective type
pre-teat and the same test used as a
poet -test. A check list was also
administered to find their opinion of
the experimental teaching.

FINDINGS

1. There was significant
difference between the achievement of
the students as-tested by the pre-
test and post-test in the areas of
population growth and social problems.
The teaching of population education
increased the total awareness of the
studenti regarding population
problems in these areas.

2. Whereas 81.4 per cent of
the students were found interested rv,

learning about population problems,
66ARer cent did not want to learn
abeet sex and family planning.



4. The teachers were of the
opinion that the five lessons
developed on population education can
be easily understood by the, students
of standard 7 and 66 per cent were of
the opi- on that knowledge of sex and
family panning should not be taught
at this level.

DESCRIPTORS: Population Awareness;
-Student Attitudes;
Secondary School
Students; India.

Head
Population Education Unit
National Council of Edu-

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016,

ND IA
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Thakore, Kash sin. Developing a curri-
culum in population education for
secondary teachers under'training.
Ph. D. dissertation Gujarat
University, 1979.

OBJECTIVE

TOldevelop a curriculum in popu-'
lation education for secondary
teachers under training and to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the
lum in the normal setting of a
secondary teachers training college.

7110DOLOGY

'Sample: .200 teacher trainees of
Secondary Bchool.sFeachers Training
_ege, Ahmedabad.

' Data collection and analysis
technique: Curriculum model covering'

.L-10 contelit areas, of knowledge on

/. ( 'own t n ion

different ( pacts of population
together with different co-curricular
activities reflecting the message of
population education.

FINDINGS

Though the study was mainly con-
cerned with developing a curriculum,
it also reflected the method of
implementing the programme. The ten
topics included in the model could
be taught in 20 periods of 40

.minu,tes each, thee covering each
topic in two periods. It also
revealed that another 10 periods are
'required for imparting the message
through co-curricular activities.
Thus the programme can be covered in
30 periods of 40 minutes duration
spread over in an acddemic year.

DESCRIPTORS: Teacher Training
Curriculum; Secondary
Teacher Training; India.

SOURCE: Population Education Unit
National Council of

cational Research and
Training

Sri Aurobindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
India
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Praaert Tongsavai. Problems of
learning-teaching,population edu-
cation in higher secondary level.
M. Ed. thesis, MAhidol University,
197B. 170 p. Unpublished. In
Thai with English abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To evaluate population educati
- classes in higher secondary level'

167
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specifically.determlning the problems
met in learning-teaching activities,
objectives, content, instructional
materials used and itm evaluation.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 140 teachers and 521
udents.

Data collection enalysis and
s_tiehnieue: Two sets of questionnaires
for teachers and students.

FINDINGS

1. The objectives of the course
e'found consistent With the pre-
ihed concent and suitable to the-

'current Thailsocial situation in
Thailand.

2. The level of difficulty,
Scope of content and time allotment
were also found suitable for higher
secondary students.

30, The teachers found difficulty
in selecting appropriate instructional
mhos relevant to the specified
to leaguing objectives:

Thhre were some duplication
between certain population education
topics-an other subject areas.

5. Lecture was the most
uently used teachintmethod.

6. Teachers rated their problems
-4fros the more to the less serious ones
ate inadequate supervision, overload
teaching: responsibility, and students'

teachers'' apathetic attitude
srds population education.

r3
s and teachers
ear in finding
and ins tru 1_

whqt rcnoaroh payp

S. Tu to evaluate utuden
gain in knowledge were not considered
difficult by the teach re but
students' answers were not anti
factory.

DESCRIPTO elagoroom Ronoarch;
70condary Gaden;
Thai land.

SOURCE: Director
Population Education Project
Department of Education
Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Mahidol University
25/25 Moo 5, Tembon Salaya
Amphor Nekhon Chaisri
Nakhon Pathom 73170
Thailand ,
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Presit Khaoeumang. The eoaluaqon of
implementation of population edu-
cation ourrioulum (S. 381).
M. Ed. thesis, Mahidol University,
1982. 170 p. Unpublished. In
Thai with English; abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To study the results of the
cementation of the Population
-tion course in. terms of

_jectivess,coutent, teaching me
and evaluation with the and in view
of providing suggestions for future
improvesents in teaching the course

IIETHODOLOR

S 11 teachers who tau
popiion education course-
y e> 287 etudents-who_were

trims everypublic sec
n EducatArnel Region 6
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ch offered this course in the
and semester of academic year

1982. Other respondents included
the committee that prepared the
Teachers' Guide on Population Edu-
cation.

Data collection and analysis
technique: Interviews with teachers
and ques/tionnaires from students.

FINDINGS

1. The obj c
Course ware coneid

ves of
ed satisactory.

2. The contents of the Bourse
considered satisfactory.

The teaching methods used
mind inadequate to effectively
population education.

4. The evaluation tests were
satisfactory.

5, e teachers found instruct
ala and teachers guides

irate.

6. The students were not
uately prepood to learn by
lem-solvine method.

Studenti also stated that
learning aids were made-
vary few references in the

lib May also remarked that
the teaching method employed by
teachers renaered the course

targeting.

nor claoor o uc(ion

SOURCEt Director
Population Education Project
Deportment of, Education
Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities
Helldal University
25/25 Moo 5, Tambon ai.aya

Amphor Nakhon Chaisr
Nakhon Pathom.73170
Thailand

Suwapan Yarnasarn. Zhipaot of popu-
Zation ediwatian on Tawny piss
prefirmos of higher secondary
school s*udinte in Bangkok
Mitropotitan; M. Ed. thesis
Mahidol University, 1979. In Thai
with English abstract.

OBJECTIVES

To study the impact of papu-
letion edition on family sirs
preference by comparing theffseily
rise-preference between the students
completing the population education
course and those who did not ,tike
the course.



Ft pulati odua tion pro ramie in Aa

smaller family fiXO than those who
did not take the course. This
difference is significant at 0.01
level. The result accepted the
hypothesis, "the students who took
the course in population education
had smaller family sixe preference
than the students who did not take
the course".

2. When the variables of sex,
the number of siblings, occupation
of the leader of the family,
educational level of the fader of
the family and the community of
residence were controlled, the
students who completed the pope- .

lation education course wanted a
smaller family rise than those who
did not take the course. This
difference is significant at the
0.01 level. The result accepted
the hypothesis. "When the variables
of sim4 the number of siblings,
occupation of the ligebr of the
family, educational liVel of the
leader of the family and the con
Amity of.residence were controlled,
the students who took the population
education course had smeller family
size preference than the students
who did nit take the course".

DESCRIPTORS: Student Attitudes;
Sohooi

ty Si
tand.
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EVALUATION

of the Studies

This section includes studies
evaluating the impact and outcomes
of the national population education
programmb in the countries. More
specifically, a programme evaluation
looks into the effectiveness of the
`design and operation of the various
components during and after the pro-
cess of implementation to identify
strengths, weaknesses and outcomes.
Basically, there are two types of
programme evaluation: formative
evaluation occurs during the process
of implementation and sum/native
evaluation occurs after the termin-
ation of the programixl. The forma-
tiVe evaluation looks into the
strengths and weaknesses of the vari-
ous activities to suggest improve-
ments through the use of appropriate
alternatives. Every programme ac-
tivity has certain continuous effaces
and the formative assessment of these
effects helps improve the programme
as it goes along. Post-programa or
summatims evaluation is used to
*wawae the outcomes of a programme
both on a short-term and on a long-
term basis. The following are sub-
ject to evaluation in the country
programmes: (a) objectives of the
programme; (b) strategies for achiev-
ing these objectives; (c) curriculum
materials; (d) teaching - learning pro-
cesses; (e) personnel training; (f)
programme effects on the change' in
knowledge' attitude and behaviour of
the learners and the impact on ether
ducational programmes:and,the school

tem and (g) programme management.

Pop -ion education programmes
is and the Pacific have been

LIP(4111

subjected repeatedly to programs*
evaluation, mostly in the form of
reviews undertaken by UNFPA, Unesco
and the Government representatives.
Otherwise, many country programmes
have paid little attention to self-
evaluation and regular monitoring
of their lctivities. Because of
this, UNFrA has instituted a monitor-
ing system. There are three types
of monitoring and evaluation activi-
ties which are regularly being con-
ducted. The first one is tho pro-
ject Orogresaireport (PPR) which is
a qualitative and quantitative
appraisal of the project progres
designed more for reporting the
status of the project than for evalu-
tion purposes. It describes the

work done during the period compared
with activities and schedule stipu-
lated in the latest project work
plan, s description of delays And
other problems and action taken to
vcrcome these problems. This is

prepared by the implementing agency
in the country.

The tripartite project review
(TPR) is an evaluation conducted by
representatives from the government,
co-ordinating or implementing agency,
the concerned sectoral Ministries,
the UNFPA co-ordinator and an inter-
national or United Nations eventing
agency, which is Mimeo in this case.
The TPR reviews the status of project
expenditure and the feasibility of
the implementation of the allocated
budgets; assesses the extent to
which the objectives of the project
are being achieved; identifies
opportunities for improving project
iefficiency and effectiveness as Will
as problems hindering efficlaucy and
effectiveness and establishes an
action schedule for following de-
cision taken during the TPR.
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The third type is the snnusi
country review (Acx) which examines
the progress of the UNFPA-sponsored
programme and the impact of the pro-
gramme activities on the country's
population and development programmes.
It also determines the priorities of
MM.-sponsored ongoing activities
and the need for any modification of
their purposes or plans of work.And
programmes unprogrammed funds of
existing country agreement. The
final form is the project termination
finaltreport which relates the prin-
cipal findings and results achieved
by the project. It also assesses the
general impact of the project and
formulates recommendations for effec-
tive utilization of project results.

deports and documents gen at d
from all of the reviews were many.
They are not included here because
they are only for internal circu-
lation among the participants. The
five studies included in this section
are the few done by the countries
themselves or by individuals and
agencies in charge of the national
population education programme. Two
studies were undertaken by Unesco.
All the studies included have been
,,previously published and circulated.
Two studies evaluate the design and
operations of the various programme
components to determine their effects.
Only two countries undertook a sum
Native evaluation of their first

%Autry programmes after termination.
The study from the Philippine* fo-
cuses on curriculum, training and re-
earth components and the Bangladesh
tudy determines how various activi-
eS end strategies were carried out

and how w-lesions learned frOm the
findings can result in further
Provementa to the programme* /anther
study evaluates the outcomes in terms
Of the knowledge and attitudes of
students and teachers after having

174

id;

been exposed to popubstion edu-
cation in the schools for the pant
three years. Lastly, two of the
otudies undertaken under the aus-
pices of Unesco evaluate the impact
of the various programme components
on the general educational system of
the Philippines and the Republic of
Korea.

All five studies are survey
studies, mainly using questionnaires
to gather data. In addition to
this, some used group interviews,
discussions, classroom observation;
and:analysed textbooks and reports
to obtain a holistic view of all
the aspects of the programme imr
plementation. A questionnaire on
the contribution of population edu-
cation to renewal and innovation
elicited respondents' perceptions
of the innovatory elements and the
extent to which these features had
influenced,insttuction in other
subject areas. While three studies
covered a nationwide sample'covering
the whole gamut of population edu-
cation professionals in the country,
i.e., project personnel, research-
ers, curriculum writers, resource
persons, trainers, school adminis-
trators, faculty membeas, and sec-
ondary,and primary teiaers, the
other two studies included a more
limited sample of students and
teachers found in one city and
selected ulna-School divisions
respectively.

The survey undertaken of the
status of population education in
the Philippines after the first
country ptoject produced the follow,
ins results:

170

64 pe
-d number o

he



elementsr and n condary school
teachers and 76 per cent of the total
school administrators underwent
training in population education.
All those who received training
gained the knowledge and skill
necessary Co teach population edu-
cation.

2. All of the teachers met
difficulties and problems in teaching
population education in the class-
room, namely, short/tight schedule,
insufficient materials, inadequate
training facilities/human resources
and administrative constraints.
Hovel/et, 36 per cent of the teachers
not trained in population education
revealed that they were also teach-
ing the subject. They said that
they learned the population education
content from the following sources:
PEP prepared materials, professional
reading, co-teachers and college
education.

alEELeIJALAoliumnRe

1. Fifty-six per cent of the
teachers, 61 per cent of the school
administrators and 71 per cent of
the college instructors stated that
they received and used the teachers
guides and reference materials in
Population education.!

2. Two- thirds of the respon-
s indicated that the contents

the population education guides
adequate.

Research

1. Only lQ per cent of the
teachers and 9 per cent of the ad-
ettnistratora conducted research
while no collage instructors at-

, tempted any, research. The respon-
dents stated that they did not unde
take research because of time

17

constraints, they were not inter
ested in it and it WWI not required.

2. Almost all lool ad-
ministrators faced problems in
evaluating and implementing popu-
lation education, Lack of evalu-
ation instruments, lack of knowledge
of the evaluation proceas and its
being a laborious proces were the
problems met in the evaluation of
population education. The problems
met in the implementation of popu-
lation education on the other hand
included time constraints, lack of
*_'ands and work overload.

The latest formative evalu-
on of the population education

programme in Bangladesh showed that
all but four of the project activ4.-
ties were completed according to the
work plan. The programme was also
successful in the inclusion of popu-
lation education content in the text-
books of Bengali, arithmetic, social
studies and general science for
classes IV, V, VI, VII and VIII.

The evaluation showed that
the training of primary teachers was
more satisfactory thah the training
of-the secondary school teachers.
Both groupi Considered the content
of population education to be satis-
factory but complained that the
methodologies made use primarily of
lectures and discussioni=and it was
only very rarely that innovative
techniques were used. Very few of
the secondary teachers who were.
trained were teaching population
education in the schools. Alterna-
tive training strategies will be
undertaken by the programme in the
future to reach all the targetted
number of teachers to be trained.
In fact, the training ofthe.,
Madrasah teachers was delayed beR
cause of` a certain sensitivity about



Popu n [ gramme in Anita: what rove

introducing population education in
the schools.

Other findings dealt with the
allocation of marks for population
education in teacher training col-
leges; the time District Population
Education Officers spend preparing
and undertaking training programme.;
the lack of systematic feedback; and
the value of efficiently-run static
libraries and mobile libraries.

4. One study which attempted to
evaluate the effectiveness of the
three-year population education pro-
gramme in changing the knowledge and
attitude of students and teachers
showed that

The a udenta .lacked
knowledge of the basic population
concepts. They were unable to define
population, the causes of mpg,
growth of population and growth rate.
The teachers were also found de-
ficient in knowledge on basic con-
cepts about population like growMh
rate, age structure, or the popu-
lation situation in Asia. In fact,
both trained and untrained teachers
were found to have equally poor
knowledge on the subject.

b) Both students and
teachers unanimously approved family
planning and population education in
the schools. The study implied that
this attitude might have been in-
114enced by exposure to other family
plihning programme publicity and the
mass media.

5. The' two studies on the coh-
tribution of population education to
educational renewal and innovation
in the Philippines and the Republic
of Korea included the following
findings

rch nalit

) Content

The introduction of popu-
lation education has developed an
inter- and multi-disciplinary
orientation and knowledge base from
which other subjects can draw; high-
lighted the connection between popu-
lation issues and how they affect
the various aspects of the quality
of life; and systematically intro-
duced such topics as demographic
procespemp change of socio-economic
relationship, and human sexuality
and reproduction into the school
subjects* Population education has
not only expanded and enriched the
subject areas in which population
contents are integrated but it has
also facilitated the development of
a more coherent and integrated
curriculum design. The general
thrust of the contents has encour-
aged forward-looking and future
orientation among students.

b) Methodologies

The introduction of popu-
lation education he, encouraged the
use of learner-centred, partici-
patory teaching-learning methods
such as the discovery approach,
values clarification and critical
analysis of issues leading to the
development of rational decision-
making skills. It hai also entailed
the development of various teaching
materials.

c) Training

Teacher training has not
only helped upgrade the general
level of system competence but more
importantly, it has increased the
teachers' awareness of the-popu-
lation and social problems and
enabled them to examine tradition*
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values resulting in changes in their
outlook and lifestyles. It has also
encouraged experimentation with other
(raining modalities such as self-
inattuctional materials. This train-
ing has made students more socially
aware and forward-looking and more
skilled in rational decision-making.

d) Ou f-_chool programme

Population education has
influenced the development of out-of-
school population education pro-
grammes and provided a better and
standing of the need for population
edicistion among the parents.

) Sper 'ly in the
Philippines, the ,ation education
programme has tc: alternative
strategies and mechanisma for facili-
tating the use and application of the
results of research to improve policy
and pfactiCe.

f) In the case of the
Republic of Korea,'its population
education programme has proven the
e ffectiveness and efficiency of a
management style or technique which
was different from the rest of the
countries. It proved that it can run
an efficient programme by not necess-
arily creating a full-staffed popu-
lation education unit but using part-
time staff and mobilizing other
agencies to implement their activi-
ties on a contractual basis. This
consequently ensured the institution-
alization of population educatige,..-
into these agencies

ummary of research trends and
imPlicetions

On the basis of five
eluded in this section, it is
cult to state whether countries

ceeded or failed in positively
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evaitat on

changing the knowledge, attitude and
behaviour of students and teachers
towards population issues; in de-
veloping tsatters' competence and
skills in teaching population edu-
cation in the classrooms or produc-
ing a positive impact and contri-
bution as a whole to the national
population education and development
programmes of the countries. As it
iv, the results of the evaluation of
ae first country project in the
nilippines were not too encouraging
especially in terms of training and
Actual teaching of population edu-
cation. The Bangladesh.evaluation
also showed that the training of the
primary teachers was satisfactory
but not of the secondary teachers
and those who were, trained were not
seriously teaching the subject in
their classes. The third study
aimed at finding knowledge change in
students as a result of three years
exposure to population education has
its shortcoming in that the sample
used was small and restricted to
male students selected from schools
in one city. Likewise, the two
studies on the contribution of popu-
lation education to educational re-
newal and innovation in the Philip-
pines primarily made use of descrip-
tive exploratory design following a
purposive sampling procedure.

B. Exemplar/. Studies

BANGLADESH

90

Sharma, R.C. Report valuation
of population e progrourre
in Bangladesh. , Population
Education Programme, Ministry,of
Education and Religious Affairs
(Education Division), 1982. 44 p.
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Population aduoati n progr

OBJECTIVES

in Atria: what reper roh

I. T find out to what extent
the recd -ndations of the previous
outside evaluation (April 1980) were
carried out by the project.

2. To find out the work-load
of the District Population Education
Officers (DPEO):

3. To evaluate the effective-
ness of th

METHODOLOGY

workshops.

Samples (a) 124 primary school
teachers; (b) 67 secondary school
teachers; (c) 33 education officers
and headmasters; (d) 11 PTI princi-
pals and instructors; (e) 22 TTC
principals and lecturersi (f) 18
college teschers (g) 8 DPEO; (h) 15
resource persons and (i) 11 project
personnel from both urban and rural
schools and colleges in Dhaka and
Chittagong Divisions. Discussions
with officials of the Ministry of
Education, PCFP Diviiion, National
Commissioq for Unesco and the Univer-
sal Primary Education Project.

Data collection_end analysis_
technique. Questionnaires, group
interviews, discussioris, and obser-
vetiom of classroom teaching, analy-
sis of textbooks and reports.

FINDINGS

1. The Population Education
Programme had taken action an most
of the recommendetions from the 1980
evaluation except the completion of
the audio-visual training kit, a
special issue of the B011etin, a set
of *ids for DP ei for use in their
training programme," the building of
a reference library in theOtraining
Institutes and colleges; undertaking

aicr

staff development and developing of
a regular feedback mechanism for
project 4 tivities.

2. Most of the project activi-
ties were also completed according
to the workplan except for the devel-
opment and production of audio-visual
training kit, Sociological Almanac,
training of secorteary school teach-
ers and MOdrasah teachers; a KAP re-
search of-MAdrasah teachers and a
longitudinal study.

3. One of the noteworthy
achievements is the integration of
population education content in the
textbooks of Bengali, arithmetic,
social studies and general science
for Class IV in 1978, Class V in
1979, Class VI in 1980, Class VII in
19811and Class VIII in 1982.

4, With regard to the training
of primary schooljteacherse most of
the trainers and teachers felt that
the contents of population education
are just right but found the demo-
graphic concepts a bit difficult to
comprehend. The methodologies of
teaching used consist mainly of lec-
ture and discussions and very rarely
were innovative techniques for traini!
ing used.

5. It is planned to train a
total of 36,150 primary teachers
during the second phase of the pro-
ject. Considering the number of
teachers who would receive training
in population education, the cover-
age would be hardly 50 per cent of
the total number otprimaryHtetChers.
Altermativetraining'sirategies have
been recommended including two daYe
intensive training in population
educatiohHin Conjunction with the
IWproject and face-tofeettrain-
intat the:Th=1'101ml.



6. The training of secondary
teachers was not as satisfactory as
.that of the primary teachers because'
the rate of participation was poor.
Even those who had attended either
did not take-population education
classes or they did not take any
class in the lower classes where
population education has been intro-
duced. The reasons for this was
shortage of teachers and lack of
enthusiasm as they believe the
training Workshop deal with family
planning programme. The teachers
were generally satisfied with the
content of the training programme
but the methodology consisted Mainly
of lectures and discussion. An
alternative strategy has been
suggested wherein separate time
allocated to the teaching of popu-
lation education be integrated in the
new schethe of national education
where all secondary school' teachers
will be trained at the sub-divisional
level.

7. There are 25 marks out of
total 1,000 marks allottedto popu-
lation education in the pre-service
course of teacher training colleges,
which was considered inadequate. It

was Suggested that it be raised to
at least 50 marks or made an indepen-
dentcourse.

Si Teachers in the Prima
Teacher Institutions found that
population education should not only
be integrated with social studies
but with other subjects as well or
as A separate course.

9. The population educati
ta ion programmeAs a frogmen-

.a activity of the college level
__education. Although some of the
trained teachers are undertaking
population education, they do not
perform it with seriousness since
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not partpart of the curriculum.

10. The training of madrasah
teachers could not be started be-
cause of certain sensitivity about
introducing population education in
these schools.

The District Population
Education Officers (DPEOs) spend
almost most of their time preparing
and undertaking training programmes.
The rest are on administrative
duties. While the DPEOs reported
that they are getting full co-
operation from.-the DSOs and TEOs
the DEOs exprested their inability
to handle the training programme
which DPEOs are organizing.

12. There is no systematic
feedback system from the teachers
and schools after they have been
trained. The DPEO and the Head-
quarters have Very limited contact
with the schools. Even Headquarters
staff and DPEOs meet only once a
year at the time of preparing the
workplan.

13. The library needs financ-
ial.and administrative support to
function more efficiently. Not only
should the Headquarter's library be
updated with books but the teacher
training institutes and college
libraries should also have a good
population education collection of
reference materials.

14. a mobile libraries
should be a et pp for the use of the
other districts.

DESCRIPTORS: 2'eaoher Training
Programa*: SupeV-
vioor*: Bangladeeh
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Population education programme in Apia:

SOURCE: Executive Director
P pulation Education Pro-

gramme
Ministry of Education and

Religious Affairs
(Education Division)

House noo 62, Road no. 7/A
(New)

Dhanmondi R.A.
Dhaka-9, Bangladesh

PHILIPPINES

Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sports. Population Education Pro-
gram. Statue survey in population
education. Manila, 1979. 5 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. To-evaluate the implemen-
tation of the population education
programme after five years..

2. With regard to the training
programme, to determine the follow-
ing:

a) number of trained an
untrained teachers and adminis-

&tore;

b) the. usefulness of train
ing programmes in terms of knowledge
and skills gained by the partici
pints;

c) problems met in training.

gard to curriculum
id out the following:

trained
ors who

ea Guides;

c) emg ested concepts for
inclusion in the teaching units.

4. With regard to reiearch and
evaluation, to determine the re-
search studies conducted, the evalu-
ation techniques/instruments used,
problems met and suggestions for
improvement.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: All the teachers and
administrators from 92 'school div-
isions plus the population education

trained college instructors in col-
leges and universities in the 13
Ministry of Education and Culture
regions in January 1977.

Data collection and- anal stn

techniques Questionnaire consisting
of four different forms. FOrtni. was

for trained teachers;' Form B for,
trained a&e.niptrators; Form C for
the trained college instructors; and
Form D for idle untrained teachers.

FINDINGS

A. :)n Training

1. One hundred and seventy-
six thousand seven hundred and forty-
four or 64 per cent of the total
271,723 elementary and secondary
teachers were trained to teich'popu-
lation education, 14,449 or 76 per
cent of the total 15,661 school ad-
ministrators underwent training in
teaching population education and
124 college instructors in the
tertiary level.

2. Almost all :thee.

admit iitroters and co
orivWhoreceived_popula_

_ heytrainiAnd-res 4 ,to

Wvey'questionneires, stated
they had gained enough



knowledge in population education.
They also stated that they gailpd
enough skills in teaching the subject.

3. All _Wed
groups indicated the following prob-
lems met in teaching population edu-
cation, arranged in their rank order;
short/tschedule, insufficient
material/visual aids, inaduivate
training facilities/human resources,
and administrative constraints.

4. Thirty-six per cent of
the teachers not trained in popu-
lation education who responded re-
vealed that they taught the subject.
They stated that they learned their
population education contents from
the following sources, arranged in
their tank order; PEP prepared
materials, professional readings,
co-teacher and college education.

B. On Curriculum Development

1. Fifty7sixlpercent of
the teachers, 61 per cent of the
,school administrating and 71 percent
of the college instructors, stated
that they received and used the
teachers guides and reference
materials in population education.

2. Two-thirds of oth.
teacher- and school adminiatrator-
respendents indicated that the con-
tent of the population education
guides was adequate. However, more
concept, of following topics
areeuggested: (a) determinants., and
onsequences of populations (b)

`Arowth; '(c) demography; (d) human
sexuality and reproduction; (e) popu-
ation policy and; '(f) planning for

future-.

C. On Research

. 1. Only 10 per cent of he

1,outiaillw eoa ton

teacher-respondents and 9 per cent
of the school administrator-respon-
dents conducted research/studies in
population education. No college
instructors attempted to do any re-
search.

2. The respondents stated
the following reasons for not under-
taking research or studies, arranged
in their rank 'Order: time con-
straints, not *interested and not
required.

3. The evaluation instru-
ments/techniques used'most by-the
respondents (teachers, school ad-
ministrators and college instruc
tors) are tests and observation,
and the least used are recitation
and interview.

4r
4, Almost ag the school

administrators met problems in the
evaluation and implementation of
population education: (a) problems
in evaluation and research, in their
rank order: lack of evaluation, in-
struments, lack of knowledge in
evaluation processvand laborious
process in evaluation; and (b) prob-
lems in the implementation of popu-
lation ed6cation arranged in their
rank order: time constraints, lack
of fqnds and work overload.

DESCRIPTORS: Training Programmes.
Teacher Training Pro-
grammee;Surrimium
Evaluation; Research
Activities;
Philippines

SOURCE: Chief
, Population Education Pro-

gramme
Miniltry of Education,

Culture and Sports .

Arroceros Street
lilts °Philippines
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UNESCO
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JAYLuriya, J.E. and A. Kryatall.
"Study of the contribution of popu-
lation education to edueational
renewal and innovation in the
Phill.ppines", in: Unesco. Co-

ordinated Action Programme for the
Ad,,q,,,,,nt of Population Education.

:1 contribution of popu-
I-:,, ,.cation to educational

:qci innovation in El
Salvador, the Republic of Korea,
Philippinen and Tunisia. Paris,
Population Education Section,
Unesco, 1980, p. 95-152.

OBJECTIVES

1. To analyse the impact of
ulation education on educational

renewal in the Philippines.

2. To identify the contri-
butions of population education to
curricular revision, developient of
learning materials, ,teaching strat-
egies and methodology, teacher-
training, research and evaluation
and the educational structure.

METHODOLOGY

,Superintendents,
eleventaryl -d.secondary school
principals, division and district
supervisors, college instructors,
elementary and secondary school
teachers research cerordinstore and
directorOof population. education
research and training centres.
Various documents were also analysed
to supplement the results of the
survey.

Data-collection and analysis
technique: Docu ntary analysis an
survey techhique.

FINDING

1. The content of population
education introduced the following
new knowledge into the Philippine
curriculum- demographic processes
and changes of socio-economic -inter-

lationships, human sexuality and
reproduction. Foeteachers,sthe
population education sub-unite added
to the interest, the scope and the
comprehensiveness of their instruc-
tional task.

2. The introduction of popu-
lation education also made use of
participatory teaching-leis:ming'
methodologies which provide the
development of attitudes and skills
that would prepare peu ents for '
their futureAecisl making
responsibilities.

The population education
prog served ae an impetus to
increaa= erdisCislinarity. It

is through the extent to which the
programme drew upon and utilized the
contributions of lholars from a
range of academic #taciplines that
the process. the develbpmfn
the content o opuletion a
had sign i nt consequences: for
the wider a ucational system.

4. Theldec spin to integrate
population content into the curricu-
lum through the insertion of sub-
units in five different subjects
contributed to the development of a
coherent and integrated curriculum
design. The population education
content was made appropriate, to the
objectives, content, methods and
sequence of the subjects into which,
it was introduced.

5. The Population West on
,Programme's use of a Variety of in-y
struetional materiels lso

182;
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stimulated tt }Qtr more raideaptead

Utilization witt.in the educational
awes.

6. The in- service training
which had been given to various types
of educators has helped to up-grade
the gmnital level of system com-
petence. The programme has also
successfully tried new approaches to
in-service training which could be
used in other curricular reforms.
Two of these are the use of self-
instructional teacher-training mod-
ules and through the lapis:mutation
of in-service training through per-
sonnel at lower levels of the edu-
cational system.

7. In addition to a variety of
research activities which had been
undertaken; the Programme has also
facilitated the application of the
results of research to improve policy
and practice through a systematic
research utilization programme.

'S. Population education had a
rable effect on community edu-

cation through the programme's direct
extension into non-formal and out-of-
school education specifically through
the trained teachers' publicity of

:Mien education in PTA meetingss
community assemblies, meeting of
youth leaders and non-formal &du-
claim: class's. This eventually led
o the_integration of population ed4-'

into non-formal And outo .

educational programme.

DESCRIPTORS: Oorioulum Evaluation
Instructional hfteria
Svaluationl for
Training
Philippi

I 'POg erne t ion

SOURCE; Population Education Section
Diulaion of Equality of

Educational Opportunity
and Special Programmes

West°
7, Place do Fontonoy
75700 Paris, France

UNESCO

99

Jayasuriya, J.E. and A. Krystoll.
"A study of the contribution of
population education to educational
renrialdand innovation in tha
Rapublic of Korea", in Masco.
Co-ordinated Action Programme for
the Advancement of Population Edu-
cation. Study of the oontribution
of population education to edu-
oational renewal and innovation in
El Salvador, the Republic, of Korea.
Philippints and Tunisia. Paris,
Populat1,05 Education Section,
:Inoue°, 1980, p. 53-94.

OBJPCTIVES

1. To identify the contribution
of the Population Education Programme
of the Republic of Korea to edu-
cational renewal. with a view to &t-
rilling from the Korean experience
lessons that might enhance its inner'
votive potential in the educational
context of the country itself and be
suggestive for other countries in-
terested in the promotion of edu-
cational innovation.

2. To provide; an e
formulation and imp .emsntation of
major educations' Prosrammswith.
nation-widecoverage, so that, the
insights yielded by these procosses
can'be\utilised in connection with
similar undertakings in Urea or
elsewhere.



MEV tonc;f1cy

w
0
damp'

Sam interviews
key personnel of Cu, Contra

Population Educnt ion,
educationnl personnel Finch

urriculum writern,
ors, teachers and

ty and insil-
school adminis
Lertiary-level
tutional hend.

Data lectipn_eul_n lysj
technique: Comprehensive seven-part
questionnaire was used to elicit
respondents' perceptions of the inno-
vatory elements and the extent to
which these features had influence
either instruction in other subject
areas or broader aspects of the re-
lationship b'rween teachers and
parents and tne school and the com-
munity. The respondents were also
asked to an ftmq the effects of popu-

lation educatioA on the personal out-
looks, lifestyles and activities of
teachers and students.

FINDINGS

1. The Population Education
Prograrsse Ws demonstrated the suc-
cess of a new management strategy of
_Mplementing a natioh-wide programme
f curriculum change, through the
collaborative efforts oUa variety
of existing national educational and
research institutions, under the
overall directimend supervision of
a central co- ordinating agency whose
perentintA are all part-time workers.
This has resulted in rapidly diffue-
*ing the understanding and acceptance
cf thorny programme among the key
late -of the edutational system.

2. The contentyof population
'education, which-esphaises the
quelity of life and the relationship
between man and his bid-physical
environment has contributed to

whist

IIUnovat rms

oping an inter- nd
knowledge bone;

rification of att
that guide personal
Individual decinionn
of problems; and (c)

forward looking, f
ong students.

ol is devel-
multi dlscipliu.
(b) use of the
etudes and vnluen
choices and shape
in the solution
han encouraged
uture orientation

3. The use of learner-centred,
participatory teaching-learning
methods and a variety of teaching
methods has given impetus to wide-
spread dkvelopment and use of new
methods of instruction to other
subject areas.

4. The programme hai entailed
the development of a diversity of
materials which has contributed to a
more systematic approach to instruc-
tion and has also stimulated the
development of teaching materials in
orher.subject areas. It has also
been most marked in the increased
use of audio-visual aids, which
teachers have been motivated to
develop.

5. It has also encouraged a
critical analysis of conventional
evaluation methods, arising from the
need to develop instruments for
assessing changes in attitudes and
values.

6. The teacher training pro
grammes have resulted in the follow
ing changes among the teachers:
(a) increased awareness of a diver-
sity of social problems within their
immediate surroundings and augmented
the sense of responsibility for per-
sonal action; (b) careful examin-
ation of traditional values which
resulted in changes in teachers'
outlook and lifestyles; (c) teachers'
motivation for new learning was
enhanced on account of the importance
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f the t -iruen undo ccalatd at
crusting climate supportive of
innovative education programmes.

7. Population education has
contributed to the broadening of the
outlook of Korean student*, making
them more conscious of the problems
affecting the family, the community
and the nation and has also made
students develop a heightened
awareness of the social issues since
it places population Rroblems in the
broad context of hearth, environmen-
tal, economic and social issues.

8. /Through the integration of
populationeducation at the college
level into "school and community"
courses, in which students are re-
quired to participate in community
service and through the teachers,

A

the community hasInlso hero mP aura,
of the various population issues.
This has consequently developed among
the parents a better understanding
of the need for population education
in schools.

DESCRIP1ORS: Curriculum eval
Teaching Methods;
Teacher Training
grame; Progranme
ning; Korea, Rep. of

SOURCZ, Population Education SeCtiou
Division of Equality of Edu-

cational Opportunity and
Special Programmes

Unesco
7, Place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris
France

C, +Ether Stu

PrOUPairrte 01541110 t On

ti
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Islam, Mattod Aninul. putal
cduccatiun programme in Bangladeah;
an goatuation. Dhaka, Population
Education Programme, Ministry of
Education and Religious Affairs
(Education Division), 1982. 74 p.

OBJECTIVES

1. Generally, to evaluate the
effectiveness of gradual introduc-
tion of population education on
students' and teachers' knowledge
and attitude.

2. Specifically, to determine
from the student* the following
items: (a) background character-
ietics of their parents; (b) knowl-
edge, basic concepts and awareness
about population; (c) their concern
about the country's population
problem; (d) their perception about
population insues and ideal family
size; and (a) opinions about popu-
lation education.

3. To determine from the
tsacherethe following items: (a)

personal characteristics; (b) atti-
tude towards desired family size and
their own contraceptive behaviour;
(c) knowledge base and basic con-
cepts about population; (d) opinion
about whether religion is against
family planning; (a) their concern
of-the country's population problem;
and (f) if they consider their
training in population useful.

METHODOLOGY

Sample: 350 from 35
Boys" Secondary Schools ocated in



Maki' wvse inodomly -vieted riiicl in

each of these gchooln, two toacherg
one who took trnining In ropulntIon
and other who did not were
Interviewed. Sixty teachers were
interviewed for this study.

-Data collection and analyrlit
technique: Two acts of colt...talon-

nairem, one for the students and one
for teachers. The respondents were
interviewed using these question-
naires. Frequency distribution and
percentages and means were used to
analyse the data.

FINDINGS

A. Results f Studenta' Survey

1. Generally, the students
were found wanting in precise knowl-
dg and htintc. cOhcepttt about pop!.!-

ion although this was for the
third year that they had been reading
about population in the textbooks.
They were unable to define the term
population, state fully the reasons
for rapid growth of population, and
lacked conception about the growth
rate.

2. The majority of the a
dents showed their awareness and con-
cern about the population problem
and population issues. Eighty-three
per cent of the students considered
a two-child family as the ideal.
They also could put forward reasons
in support of their preference for a
small"family. They were also near
unanimous about the need for popu-
lation education.

3. The
-

study should, haw
4t!th caution be
sample which we
schools located
reason is that the

indings of this
ver, be interpreted
a of the small
all selected from

Aka: The second
-tudents as a part
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Oifir vcoc(ipoh itaya

of t.I, pooulat -fig regular-

ly exposed to media _city indlud-
in' the utterances of loading

figures about the urgent need
for family planning and population
root r

The major conaideration
which led to therniroduction of
population education in schools was
to widen and sharpen the knowledge
base of the students with hard facts
and basic concepts of population
change and its consequences. The
findings show that this important
purpose of the Population Education
Programme coul4 not be achieved
satisfactorily.

B. lisults of Teachers' Survey

1. Ninety per cent of the
hers Interviewed were graduates

and above, their mean. age was around
37 years and that of their wives
around 29 years. Almost all were
married for a mean period of about
13 years and had on an average 3.6
children. The percentage of teachers
having 5 or more living children was
quite high at nearly 24 per cent.
Judged from their personal character
ietice the trained and untrained
teachers formed a homogenous group.-

2. The contraceptive p;eva-
lance rate among the teachers was
quite high at about 61 per cent. Of

those not curreatly_contrAcepting
almost,30 per cent (62 per centof
the trained 4nd 20 per cent of the
untrained teachers) stated they did
not intend to contracept in the
future'.

3. About 69 per n
the teachers did not want any more
children. This roughly corresponded
wIth.65.5 per cent of.the teachers -
68.4 perccent trained and 63.9 per



cent untrained whci 1 ad

children. Although not verified with
the replies to the questionnaire,
this appears to be an indication that
teachers having less than 3 children
would like to have mare., This atti-
tude does not conform to the WO-
child family being advocated by the
Government, Population training in
thin respect did not have much effect
In altering that attitude.

4. The teacherb, both
trained and untrained, were found
deficient in knowledge and basic con-
cepts about population like growth
rate, age structure of the population
and population situation in the Asian
region and developed countries.

S. Most of the teachers
were, however found to have a posi-
tive attitude to family-planning.
They thought religion was not opposed
to contraceptive practice although
it was an impediment to the family
planning programme.

C

Thv trairw'd te
!Mowed more concern ahiui
baton problem compared to the un-
trained teachers. All the trained
teachers found occasions to discuss

problem with their relatives.
friends and neighbours.

1. Theme findings should
also be treated with caution because
of the extremely small size of the
sample selected from schools in
Dhaka city.

DESCRIPTORS: KAP; Student A
Teacher Attituden;
Population AWareneee;
Training Prograrmee;
Bangladesh

SOURCE: Executive Director
Population Education Pro-

gramme
Ministry of education and

Religious Affairs
(Education Division)

House no. 62, Road no. 7/A
(New)

Dhanmondi R.A.
Dhaka-9, Bangladesh
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